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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The fatigue crack growth resistance of metallic alloys and structures is generally reduced by

concomitant exposure to a wide range of aggressive environments. Notable examples are

nickeLbased superalloys in high pressure hydrogen gas, high strength alloy steels in water

vapor and titanium or aluminum alloys in aqueous chloride. Despite substantial advances

over the last 30 years, the fracture mechanics approach for damage tolerant fatigue life

prediction has not been adequately developed to define deleterious environmental effects for

use in computerized codes such as NASA FLAGRO.

The objective of this report is to review and critically evaluate both environment-enhanced

fatigue crack propagation (FCP) data and the predictive capabilities of crack growth rate

models to broadly extend laboratory data. This information provides the necessary foundation

for incorporating environmental effects in NASA FLAGRO and will better enable predictions

of aerospace component fatigue lives.

This review presents extensive literature data on "stress corrosion cracking" (more accurately

monotonic load environmental cracking) and "corrosion fatigue" (more accurately

environmental fatigue cracking). The linear elastic fracture mechanics approach, based on

stress intensity range (A K) similitude with macroscopic crack propagation thresholds (zllf rn)

and growth rates (da/dN), provides the basis for these data. The results of laboratory

experiments demomtrate that gases (viz., H 2 or HeO) and electrolytes (e.g., NaCl and H20 )

enhance FCP rates in aerospace alloys including: C-Mn and heat treated alloy steels,

aluminum alloys, nickel-based superalloys and titanium alloys. Environment causes purely

time-dependent fatigue cracking above the monotonic load cracking threshoM (K1_c) and

promotes cycle-time dependent cracking below KIEAC where cyclic deformation is uniquely

damaging. Crack growth in nickel based superalloys in elevated temperature oxidizing

environments is phenomenologically similar to lower temperature "corrosion fatigue _.

While mechanistic understanding is qualitative, environmental effects on FCP can be

rationalized based on either an environmental hydrogen production/embrittlement mechanism,

or on electrochemical film formation with repeated rupture and transient anodic dissolution.

For many aerospace alloys and environments, so-called Hydrogen Environment Embrittlement

is the suspected failure mechanism. This process provides a framework for understanding the

effects of variables on environmental fatigue crack growth. Electrochemical dissolution

models are similarly useful for considering environmental effects on cracking.

The magnitude of environment enhanced FCP kinetics is determined by the synergistic

interaction of a plethora of mechanical, microstructural and chemical variables. Environment

activity (e.g., H 2, 1t20 or 02 pressure in addition to temperature and electrode potential),

stress intensity range and mean level, and loading frequency are critical. Stress ratio (R)

effects are qualitatively understood based on crack closure, but not based on intrinsic damage

processes. The complex and multifaceted dependence of da/dN on A K and the dominant effect

of fatigue loading time (viz., frequency and hoM time), are particularly important.

?
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Environmental effects generally increase with decreasing frequency or increasing hold time;

the exact dependence is deterrained by rate limiting mass transport and reaction processes.

Environment enhanced fatigue crack growth models must be capable of predicting the effects

of these critical variables in order to accurately scale laboratory data to component service

conditions. For example, it is crucial to be able to extrapolate short term (of order weeks)

laboratory data to predict long term (of order years) component cracking behavior.

The fracture mechanics stress intensity range correlates environmental fatigue crack

propagation rates independent of load magnitude, crack size and geometry. Stress intensity-

based similitude is, however, complicated by the effects of crack closure, small crack size and

loading spectra. Several crack closure and small crack mechanisms are unique to external

environments, and are not well understood based on data and modeling for FCP in moist air.

Such complications to similitude must be considered in fatigue life prediction.

Approaches topredict da/dN- A K for environmental situations; including empirical interpolative

equations, linear superposition of mechanical fatigue and time-based environmental cracking,

and mechanism-based models," are presented. For several technologies, successes have been

reported in evaluating the environmental fatigue contribution and were incorporated in

fracture mechanics life prediction models. Considerable uncertainties are, however,

associated with these models. The linear superposition analysis is emphasized," material-

environment systems that are severely environment-sensitive should be adequately described

by this method. Direct and indirect methods exist to define time-based crack growth rates for

use in linear superposition predictions of da/dNo This approach is effective, but only for those

cases where KxeAc is on the order of stress intensity levels typical of components in service.

Empirical curve-fit models require an extensive environmental crack growth rate data base,

are costly to develop, and are effective for interpolations but not predictions of FCP data.

Mechanism based models for broad predictions of cycle-time dependent da/dN versus zlK, and

other variables such as frequency or hoM time, are in an infant state.

Substantial work is required in order to effectively incorporate environmental effects in fatigue

life prediction codes. For example, research is necessary in the areas of near-threshold

environmental fatigue behavior, advanced alloy and composite cracking, experimental methods

development,fundamental damage mechanism models, da/dN- A K modeling, crack closure, and

small crack effects on similitude. The challenge to NASA is acute because of the wide range

of materials and complex environments that are relevant to aerospace applications.

Specific recommendations for incorporating environmental effects on FCP in NASA FLAGRO

include cataloging the data contained in this report, adapting a linear superposition computer

program as a FLAGRO module, testing the linear superposition approach for a relevant

material�environment system, experimentally defining the "below KxeAc _ behavior of a relevant

material�environment system, and continuing to develop fundamental models of environment

sensitive crack closure and intrinsic damage mechanisms.

ii



FOREWORD

This final report resulted from a program commissioned in September of 1989 by Dr.

Royce G. Forman of the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, and supported by funding

from the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. The statement of work, LESC-N-2585,

is entitled Formulation of Models Describing Environmental Effects on Fatigue Crack

Propagation for Inclusion in the NASA/FLAGRO Program. Dr. Forman has served a technical

monitor and Dr. V. Shivakumar of Locldaeed Engineering and Sciences Company in Houston

has been the program administrator. Professor Richard P. Gangloff has conducted the work

as a consultant to NASA. An interim report was published in 1990.

The challenge to incorporate environmental effects on fatigue crack propagation into

NASA FLAGRO is immense, owing to the complexity of environmental cracking and to the

broad range of material-environment systems that are of interest to NASA. Accordingly, in

January of 1991, the NASA-Langley Research Center initiated funding of an ongoing research

project at the University of Virginia and aimed at incorporating environmental effects into

fracture mechanics fatigue life prediction methods. This research is being supervised by

Professor Gangloff and Dr. Sang-Shik Kim, and conducted in conjunction with the NASA-

UVa Light Aerospace Alloy and Structures Technology Program monitored by Mr. Dennis

L. Dicus under Grant NAG-1-745. A graduate student and three undergraduates are currently

working on this program, with emphasis on environmental cracking in aluminum and titanium

alloys. Drs. Robert S. Piascik and James C. Newman of the Mechanics of Materials Branch

at Langley are the technical project monitors. This final report was completed with NASA-

LaRC support supplementing the original funding from Marshall SFC.

1R.P. Gangloff, "Hydrogen Environment Enhanced Fatigue Crack Propagation in Metals _, in Advanced

Earth-To-Orbit Propulsion Technology., R.J. Richmond and S.T. Wu, eds., NASA CP 3092, Vol. III, Washington,
DC, pp. 483-510 (1990).
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Fracture Mechanics Method for Component Fatigue Life Prediction

The fracture mechanics approach for predicting damage tolerant fatigue life of metallic

alloy components has been extensively researched and developed over the past three decades

[1-10]. This methodology is critical because structural alloys and components contain

inhomogeneities or flaws which effectively eliminate fatigue crack nucleation life. The

damage tolerant fracture mechanics approach currently utilizes short-term empirical laboratory

data to predict the fatigue life of a component through the similitude concept. Fatigue damage

mechanism based models will ultimately augment or replace these empirical data.

Fig. 1 illustrates the fracture mechanics description of fatigue crack propagation (FCP)

which is traceable to the seminal work of Paris and coworkers for the case of structural

metallic alloys in moist air environments [11]. Subcritical fatigue crack propagation is

measured in precracked laboratory specimens according to standardized methods [12]. Fatigue

crack length (a) versus load cycles (N) data are analyzed to yield a material property;

averaged macroscopic fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) as a function of the applied stress

intensity range, AK. AK is the difference between the applied maximum (Kmax) and minimum

(AKMtN) stress intensity levels in a single load cycle. Paris experimentally demonstrated the

principle of similitude; that is, equal fatigue crack growth rates are produced for equal applied

stress intensity ranges, independent of load, crack size and component or specimen geometry

[11]. Wei and coworkers extended this concept to describe corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in aggressive gas and liquid environments [13,14]. The similitude principle

enables integration of laboratory da/dN-AK data to predict component fatigue behavior, in

terms of either applied stress range (Aa) versus total life (Nf) or crack length (a) versus

applied load cycles (N), for any initial defect size and component configuration. Such

computation are performed by integrating the da/dN versus AK growth rate law in conjunction

with the component stress intensity solution, and with the initial and final flaw sizes as limits

of the integration.

Over the last 20 years, extensive research studies have enabled the fracture mechanics

approach to account for near-threshold fatigue cracking [1], small crack effects [6], crack

closure [15], spectrum loading [16] and the behavior of anisotropic advanced materials [17].

This method has been successfully incorporated into computerized life prediction codes for
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aerospacecomponents,suchas NASA FLAGRO [18-21]. The NASA FLAGRO fatigue

damagetolerancecomputercodeprovidesanautomatedprocedurefor calculatingthefatigue

life of cyclically loadedstructureswith initial crack-likedefects[19]. This state-of-the-artlife

codeincludeslibraries of stressintensity solutionsfor various geometriesand an extensive

tabulationof materialspropertydatain the form of da/dN versusAK and R where R is the

stress ratio (Kmin/Kmax). In FLAGRO crack growth rate data are described by a modified

Forman equation:

da/dN = {C(1 - R)mbKn[zXK - AKTH]P}/[(1-R)Ko - AK]q (1)

where R: stress ratio

AK: stress intensity factor range

Kc: critical stress intensity factor for fracture

C: growth rate constant

AKTH: fatigue threshold stress intensity factor range

m, n, p, and q: exponent constants.

Equation 1 gives good accuracy, versatility, and can be fit to data using standard least squares

methods [22]. The constants may be derived by either including a consideration of crack

closure or by disregarding it. The crack closure analysis is based on Newman's equation

expressed in the form:

AK 2 = {[1-(So/Smax) 1(l-R2) ]/[1-(So/Smax)R(1-el) ]}zxK 1 (2)

where AK_ is a baseline or known AK value corresponding to a da/dN for R = R 1 (R_ = 0

in NASA/FLAGRO). The AK 2 variable is the AK value that gives the same da/dN at a

different R value. So and Smax are the crack opening stress and the maximum cyclic stress,

respectively. An example of a FLAGRO fit to material behavior is given in Fig. 2 for an

aerospace steel, 300 M. The data and growth rate model in FLAGRO have, however,

focused on FCP in moist air.

Considering the fact that rates of fatigue crack propagation in most structural alloys

are significantly accelerated by the presence of deleterious environments, particularly those

capable of producing atomic hydrogen through reactions with a metal [23-33], it is of crucial

importance to understand and incorporate complex environment-alloy interactions into the life

prediction method for aerospace components. An extreme example of environmentally

enhanced da/dN in a high strength tempered martensitic steel is shown in Fig. 3 [31]. Due
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to the complexity of the problem, however, environmental effects have not been

systematically incorporated into fatigue life prediction codes.

B, Environmental Effects on FCP Kinetics

The extent of the environmental enhancement of fatigue crack propagation rates is

determined by the interactions of a myriad of variables [23-33]. Over the past 20 years,

research efforts have aimed to characterize and quantitatively explain the effects of

environment chemistry variables (viz., temperature; gas pressure and impurity content;

electrolyte pH, potential, conductivity, and halogen or sulfide ion content). Mechanical and

metallurgical variables; including mean stress, loading frequency, crack geometry and size,

wave shape, material strength, alloy composition and microstructure; also significantly alter

the environmental fatigue crack propagation (EFCP) kinetics. The most important factors that

influence EFCP are presented in Table 1 for aerospace aluminum alloys.

The need exists to generate laboratory data and predictive models for daJdN-AK as a

means of extrapolating from existing inert environment and environment-sensitive crack

growth kinetics data, and for incorporation into damage-tolerant remaining-life prediction

codes such as FLAGRO. Quantitative estimates of the flaw tolerance of structures in

aerospace applications must account for a plethora of variables that interactively affect

environmental FCP kinetics and which do not normally influence fatigue in benign

environments. The time-dependent nature of EFCP must be appraised to describe the long

life performance of load-bearing components based on necessarily short-term da/dN-AK data.

Our understanding of fatigue mechanisms, necessary to incorporate environmental effects into

life prediction methods, is limited [13,31,34-40]. Accordingly, environmental daJdN-AK data

are decidedly more complex to incorporate into life prediction models.

Co Objectives

The objective of this review and analysis is to provide a basis for enhancing the

predictive capability of damage tolerance fatigue life prediction codes by incorporating

environmental effects on FCP behavior. As a first step, fatigue crack growth rate data,

available for implementation into various fracture mechanics-based fatigue life prediction

methods such as NASA FLAGRO, are summarized. Emphasis is placed on alloy-environment

6



MECHANICAL, ENVIRONMENT CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGICAL

VARIABLES AFFECTING ENVIRONMENTAL FATIGUE IN ALUMINUM ALLOYS

STRESS INTENSITY RANGE

CRACK SIZE AND SHAPE

LOADING FREQUENCY

LOADING SEQUENCE

SOLUTION CI-, H +, 02, S-2

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL

ALLOY MICROSTRUCTURE

GRAIN/SUBGRAIN SIZE

SLIP MORPHOLOGY

PRECIPITATES

MEAN STRESS

SPECIMEN THICKNESS

SPECIMEN ORIENTATION

LOADING WAVEFORM

WATER VAPOR PRESSURE

OXYGEN CONTAMINATION

ALLOY COMPOSITION

ALLOY YIELD STRENGTH

ALLOY TEXTURE

TEMPERATURE

Table 1 Variables that affect environmental fatigue crack propagation rates for

aluminum alloys. After Gangloff [31].



systems which are relevant to aerospace components. These include: (1) alloy steels in

hydrogen producing gases and electrolytes, (2) precipitation hardened aluminum alloys in

water vapor and aqueous chloride, (3) titanium alloys in halogen bearing electrolytes, (4)

precipitation hardened nickel based superalloys in hydrogen gas and elevated temperature

moist air, and (5) stainless and ferritic steels in high purity water at elevated temperatures.

The effects of important variables are illustrated.

The models that are currently available to predict environment sensitive daJdN

behavior are summarized and critiqued. Approaches in this regard include empirical curve-

fitting, linear superposition of monotonic load environmental cracking and inert environment

FCP, and mechanism based modeling. To facilitate linear superposition modeling, sustained

load environmental crack growth rate kinetics are summarized for aerospace alloys.

Appropriate model material-environment systems for evaluating and further developing

environmental FCP models are suggested. Deficiencies in understanding and directions for

research and engineering are identified.

8



II. OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL CRACKING MECHANISMS

A primary aim of research on mechanisms of inert environment mechanical fatigue

crack propagation, and environmental FCP, is to develop models that predict the AK

dependence of da/dN from the basic principles of crack tip stress and strain, alloy

microstructure, and localized fatigue damage accumulation. Successful models will enable

the broad extrapolation of limited laboratory FCP data for incorporation into codes such as

FLAGRO. While a wide variety of models have been proposed, none are at the point in

development of contributing to the life prediction mission. Mechanistic understanding is

none-the-less important for qualitative assessments of the importance and effects of variables

on da/dN-AK, particularly for environmental FCP.

A. Mechanical Fatigue Crack Propagation

Fatigue crack propagation rates in metals are primarily governed by the alternating

stress intensity factor, &K. The parameter K can be defined for any loading systems, crack

geometry and opening mode, and uniquely characterizes the elastic stress and strain

distributions associated with the crack tip. In 1961 Paris first proposed that stress intensity

described FCP as follows:

da/dN = A(&K) m (3)

where A and m are material-dependent constants that also depend on loading frequency,

environment and mean stress [11]. It was later realized that FCP kinetics are divided into

three different stages, as indicated in Fig. 4, after a classification by Forsyth [41].

1. Near-threshold Fatigue Crack Propagation Regime

At low values of AK, the relationship between log (da/dN) and log (AK) exhibits a

substantial slope increase, such that the value of da/dN possibly decreases to zero

(experimentally, to 10 -l° m/cycle or less) below a "threshold" value, AK-rH. Values of AKxI a

and da/dN in the near-threshold region effectively control the high-cycle fatigue behavior of

many components. The reason for this is that, first of all, most real structures contain defects

from which fatigue cracks may readily initiate after few load cycles, making crack

propagation life-controlling. Secondly, the nature of the growth rate dependence implies that

a crack will grow relatively slowly in the initial stages and rapidly accelerate as its length and

applied AK increase.

9



Severaltheoreticalmodelsfor z_KTHhavebeenproposedbasedon: (1) a Griffith-type

energybalance[42,43], (2)dislocationdynamics[44,45], and(3) crack-tipplasticity [46-48].

While thepredictivesuccessof theenergybalancemodels,first suggestedby Purushothaman

and Tien, was significant, the formulation contains significant errors in the assumed

stress/strainconditionsin the plastic zone [42]. More sophisticatedmodelsbasedon the

behavior of dislocations in the region ahead of the crack tip were later developed by

Yokobori, Mura and Weertman [451. The dislocation dynamics model requires input of many

material parameters which can often only be approximately estimated and which critically

affect the resulting predictions. Several models were derived based on the distribution and

magnitude of crack-tip plasticity, without dealing directly with the behavior of dislocations.

As an example, Beevers assumed that AKTH is related to a lower bound value of the crack tip

opening displacement which results in the following relationship [47]:

,_Kx. o¢ ",/ooE1 (4)

where a o is yield strength, E is Young's modulus and 1 is a microstructural size scale such as

grain size. The prediction that the threshold increases with increasing flow strength is

generally inconsistent with experimental observations. Starke and coworkers developed a

more detailed model of A KTu which coupled the crack tip strain field, averaged over a

microstructurally significant distance, with a Coffin-Manson failure criterion with linear

damage summation [48]. The threshold stress intensity in this model corresponds to the crack

tip strain range below which persistent slip bands cannot form.

2. Power-Law Fatigue Crack Propagation Regime

Within a limited range of crack growth rates, typically 10 -9 to 10 -6 m/cycle, log

(da/dN) linearly increases with increasing log (_K) with a slope, m, as given in Equation 3.

This linear (or Paris) crack growth regime has been the target of extensive research and a

multitude of theories over the last three decades. Proposed models can be classified into the

following two groups.

(a) Crack Opening Displacement

This type of model is based on the assumption that the amount of crack growth per

load cycle is proportional to the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) [49-51]. The

physical basis for these models evolves from experimental correlations of striation spacings

with crack growth rates and from actual crack tip opening shapes from blunting on loading
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and buckling during unloading. The fatigue crack growth rate is expressed as:

da/dN = /3 CTOD = y (AK2/Eao) (5)

where B and y are constants that depend on the specific model. This equation predicts a Paris

exponent (m) of 2, which is reasonable for many alloys but which is far from being

universally observed. The inverse proportionality of crack growth rates with yield strength

is not observed. Crack growth rates are often only a small portion of the CTOD. Further

modifications are necessary to derive quantitative FCP relationships that compare favorably

with the experimental crack growth rates.

(b) Damage Accumulagion

Damage accumulation models postulate that crack growth discontinuously occurs over

a distance, z_a, when the damage accumulated during AN load cycles exceeds a critical value

in a small process zone ahead of the crack tip. Several approaches have been proposed in this

regard [48,52-55]. A damage accumulation model was first proposed by McClintock [52],

who predicted crack growth in proportion to the square of the plastic zone size, or to the

fourth power of k,'K. More detailed models have been proposed by Majumdar and Morrow

as well as by Chakrabrotty and Starke, employing reasonable crack tip strain distributions over

microstructurally meaningful distances and a material dependent fatigue damage criterion [54-

55]. These approaches do not result in a simple expression for the kK dependence of da/dN,

and must be numerically solved based on input of specific material strength, cyclic work

hardening, smooth specimen fatigue stress-life and microstructure properties.

An energy balance approach was also utilized to model Paris regime crack growth,

without detailing the mechanisms involved in fatigue damage [56,57]. Such models

essentially compute the plastic work done per unit distance of crack growth, U, which is equal

to Dccr o. Do is the critical value of the accumulated displacement that must be exceeded for

crack advance to occur after AN cycles.

3. High Fatigue Crack Propagation Rate Regime

At high values of AK, crack growth rates are higher than predicted by extrapolation

of the Paris relationship. The reason for this behavior is that monotonic, or "static" modes

of fracture are produced by the high portions of the applied loading cycle. The importance

of these monotonic modes, with respect to the overall value of crack growth rate, depends on

the value of Kma x in the cycle and the magnitude of the static growth mode.
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Formandevelopeda modelfor crackgrowth rate in this regime, althoughit is more

often usedto modelmeanstresseffects [58].

da/dN = C3,Km/[(1-R)Kc-Z_K] (6)

where Ko is the critical fracture toughnessfor the specimenor componentthicknessof

interest. Equation6 predicts the sharp upturn in the da/dN versus 3,K curve as K¢ is

approached.In thisregionplasticityinfluencescrackgrowthratebecausetheplasticzonesize

becomeslarge comparedto the dimensionsof the crack and specimen. Therefore, this

problem shouldbe analyzedby the elastic-plasticfracture approachrather thanby linear-

elasticfracturemechanics.When theplasticzoneis on theorder of thespecimenthickness,

planestress"slant" fracture modesalso affect FCP. In many engineeringsituations,this

regime maybe ignoredbecausehigh AK da/dN values do not significantly affect the total

fatigue crack propagation life.

B. Hydrogen Environment Embrittlement

While there is no single unifying mechanism governing environmental FCP in metals,

several common concepts have been proposed, and are useful for understanding and

categorizing da/dN-AK data. Among these, the hydrogen environment embrittlement (HEE)

mechanism is commonly invoked to explain the enhancement in fatigue crack growth rates in

alloys and aggressive environments that are relevant to aerospace applications [33,59-66].

Hydrogen embrittlement as a dominant mechanism has been effectively argued for several

systems, including ferritic/martensitic steels in gases and electrolytes [13,34-36,40,67-70],

titanium alloys in hydrogen gas and aqueous chloride solution [71-73], precipitation-hardened

aluminum alloys in water vapor and halogen-bearing solutions [13,40,74-77], and nickel based

superalloys in H 2 [78-82]. Quantitative models of da/dN versus AK, governed by hydrogen

embrittlement, have not been fully developed.

1. Hydrogen Production, Transport and Trapping

For hydrogen environment enhanced fatigue crack propagation, atomic hydrogen is

typically produced on clean metallic crack surfaces by one of three the transport and reaction

sequences indicated in Fig. 5 [68]. Specific cases include high strength steels or nickel based

alloys in gaseous hydrogen, aluminum alloys in water vapor, and aluminum alloys, titanium

alloys or ferritic/martensitic alloy steels in chloride bearing electrolytes [31].
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Atomic hydrogenon cracksurfaces,derivedfrom the variousreactionsources,can

move in the crack-tip plastic zone to the point of fatigue damage,either by diffusion or

dislocation transport with appreciablemobilities [83,84]. Absorbed hydrogen causes

embrittlementin front of thecracktip and,consequently,increasesfatiguecrackpropagation

rates. Hydrogenis oftensegregatedor "trapped"at variousmicrostructuraltrapsitessuchas

grainor phaseboundaries;suchtrapsareeitherreversibleor irreversible[85,86]. Reversible

trapsact as a hydrogensourceby exchanginghydrogenwith strongertraps. Trapping is

detrimentalif crackingoccursat suchsites,but is beneficialif broadlydistributedtrapsreduce

hydrogentransportkineticsandaccumulationat fatiguedamagesites. Little is knownabout

the specific mechanismsfor hydrogenenhancedfatigue damage(#7) within the crack tip

processzoneandpresumablycommonto eachenvironment.

It is commonlyrecognizedthatcrackgrowth ratedependson theamountof hydrogen

producedper loadcycle and is limited by one or moreof the slow steps(#1 to #6) in the

transportand surfacereactionsequencein Fig. 5. A variety of simple models to predict

da/dN have been developed based on this chemical concept [13]. Quantitative HEE models

for corrosion fatigue are largely classed as either hydrogen production-based [69,75,87-90]

or hydrogen diffusion-based [89,91-931. A detailed discussion on quantitative HEE models

is given in the section "Quantitative Crack Growth Rate Models". Broadly predictive HEE

models of da/dN-ZkK are limited [68].

2. Hydrogen Ea_rittlement Failure Mechanisms

Although the atomistic processes are debatable, it is generally postulated that hydrogen,

diffused in the crack tip plastic zone to the point of fatigue damage, embrittles the metal via:

(1) bond decohesion [94-96], (2) hydride formation [97-99], or (3) hydrogen-enhanced

localized plasticity [100-103].

(a) Bond Decohesion

The decohesion mechanism was originally suggested by Troiano [94] and advanced by

Oriani [95,96]. The basic postulates of the decohesion mechanism are that brittle fracture

occurs when the local stress ahead of the crack tip exceeds the atomic bond strength, and that

the presence of hydrogen decreases the atomic bond strength. This model is advocated as a

hydrogen embrittlement mechanism for high-strength steels and aluminum alloys.
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(b) Hydride Formation

The idea of a hydrogen-rich phase formed and cleaved in front of the crack tip was

first postulated as a cause of embrittlement by Westlake [98]. Thermodynamically, applied

tensile stress reduces the hydride chemical potential at the crack tip and atomic hydrogen

diffuses to this region. Once the brittle hydride precipitates, it cleaves with microcracking

arrested at the hydride-matrix interface at which point the microcrack is blunted by

deformation in the ductile matrix. This process repeats and brittle fracture propagates by

repeated stress-induced hydride formation and cleavage. Convincing demonstration of stress-

induced hydride formation as a leading hydrogen embrittlement mechanism was reported for

,-, and a/B-titanium alloys [104]. The hydride model appears to be applicable to the hydrogen

embrittlement of other hydride formers; particularly V, Nb, Zr and Mg-A1 alloys. It is,

however, difficult to extend this model to those systems where there is no evidence for

hydride formation such as high-strength steels, austenitic stainless steels and some aluminum

alloys.

(c) Hydrogen-enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP)

Locally enhanced plasticity, due to the presence of hydrogen at the crack tip, was first

suggested by Beachem for steels [100]. Recently, Birnbaum and coworkers observed that the

resistance to dislocation motion due to obstacles, and hence the stress for plastic deformation,

was decreased by the presence of hydrogen in solid solution. Thus, the flow stress is

decreased in the regions of high hydrogen concentration at the crack tip, slip localization

occurs and promotes macroscopically brittle fracture [101,103]. That the HELP mechanism

is a feasible hydrogen embrittlement process was demonstrated for several pure metals and

alloys including aluminum, Inconel 718, precipitation-hardened 7075 and 304 stainless steel.

The detailed mechanism by which hydrogen-induced slip localization leads to local fracture

in macroscopically cracked specimens under substantial plane strain constraint, and cyclic

loading, is not completely understood.

(d) Effect of Cyclic Loading

HEE is significantly accelerated by cyclic loading. Several hypotheses qualitatively

explain the uniquely damaging effect of cyclic plastic deformation:

oo Fatigue crack convective mixing provides deleterious species from the bulk

environment to the crack surface;
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oo Loading and unloading produce a sufficiently high crack tip strain rate to

enhance film rupture, hydrogen production and hydrogen entry efficiency,

oo Cyclic plasticity continuously transports atomic hydrogen from the crack

surface-environment interface to strong trapping sites within the embrittlement

process zone,

oo cyclic deformation produces crack tip dislocation cell/slip band structures that

are "embrittled" by trapped hydrogen,

oo High normal stress is maintained within the crack tip field because of continued

crack tip sharpening by cyclic unloading.

The quantitative explanation of cyclic plastic deformation on hydrogen embrittlement process

is, however, limited. No model has been developed to quantify these explanations, and to

predict daJdN as a function of AK, chemical and microstructural variables.

C. Corrosion Fatigue by Film Rupture, Transient Dissolution and Repasslvation

Corrosion (environmental) fatigue cracking in some systems, particularly for carbon

and stainless steels exposed to high-temperature water environments [36,38,105,106], can be

attributed to electrochemical reaction damage at ruptures in an otherwise protective crack

surface passive film. Fig. 6 schematically illustrates the elements of the slip-dissolution (or

film-rupture) model for environmentally enhanced fatigue crack propagation. While

controversial, film-rupture models have been applied to the aluminum-aqueous chloride system

[76,107].

Film rupture models for both monotonic and cyclic load environmental cracking are

based on a sequence of passive film rupture at the crack tip, oxidation and progressive

repassivation of the exposed metal, and a new rupture of the freshly formed film after a

critical fracture strain is accumulated. This model was applied to predict the service life of

ferritic and stainless steels in high-purity water over a temperature range of 300 to 600 K

[106,108]. This model hypothesizes that, once the protective film is ruptured at the straining

crack tip, the crack growth increment due to an environmental effect is controlled by both the

rate of decay of the oxidation charge density during repassivation and the frequency of oxide

rupture at the strained crack tip. The latter is controlled by the crack tip surface strain rate

for static, monotonic or cyclic loading. Da/dNcf is specifically related to the oxidation charge
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density passed between oxide rupture events, Qf, and the strain rate at the crack tip, _ct, by

Faraday's Law [38,105,106,109]:

daJdNcF = 1/f (M/pZF) Qf (_ct/er) (7)

where M and p are the atomic weight and density of the dissolving metal, Z is the number

of electrons involved in oxidation, F is Faraday's constant, and ef is the fracture strain of the

oxide at the crack tip. Charge density passed per rupture event is given by:

f tf = e/_
Qr = i(t) dt (8)

0

where i(t) is the transient current associated with dissolution during reformation of the crack

tip passive film.

Significant successes have been reported in predicting da/dN versus AK with Equation

8 [38,105]. As an example, Fig. 7 shows excellent agreement between predictions and

measurements of time-based crack growth rates, for either monotonic or cyclic loading [106].

On balance, however, controversy surrounds determinations of the adjustable parameters

involved in this model.

D. Elevated Temperature Cracking in Nickel Based Superalloys

Extensive research over the past ten years has been aimed at the fatigue crack

propagation behavior of high strength nickel based superalloys in elevated temperature moist

air. The application for this work has been the development of damage tolelant alloys and

fracture mechanics design methods for turbine disk components in military and commercial

aircraft engines. For high strength disk alloys, elevated temperature environmental effects can

be strong, similar to the data presented for structural alloys in room temperature gases and

electrolytes. The fracture mechanics approach is relevant so long as time dependent plasticity

is limited to a hundreds-of-micron sized process zone at the crack tip. This is in fact the case,

at least for important alloys such as IN 718 at temperatures up to 600°C.

The effect of elevated temperature moist air on fatigue crack propagation in high

strength precipitation hardened nickel based superalloys is phenomenologically similar to low

temperature EFCP in Fe, A1 and Ni based alloys in hydrogen producing environments [110-

11510 Floreen and Kane studied the effects of fourteen different gaseous environments on

FCP rates in Inconel 718 at 650°C, and concluded that fatigue crack growth rates in this alloy
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are significantly accelerated by the presence of oxygen [116]. The inclusion of a hold time

in the fatigue cycle increases crack growth rates substantially for superalloys in the moist air

environment, while little increase is observed for FCP in vacuum [1171. This phenomena

suggests that the time dependence of the environmental interaction is attributed to the oxygen

diffusion within the crack tip process zone. While the mechanism for oxygen enhanced crack

growth at elevated temperature has not been established, diffusion of oxygen along grain

boundaries and/or intersecting slip planes, and oxygen-induced reduction in crack tip

plasticity, are often cited [117,118]. These notions have not been incorporated into a

predictive model for da/dN versus z_K.
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III. FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION IN AEROSPACE ALLOY-

INERT/BENIGN ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS

A. Introduction

In order to enhance existing fatigue prediction codes to quantitatively evaluate

environmental effects on component fatigue crack propagation life, it is necessary to proceed

in four steps: (a) define FCP data for aerospace alloys in an "inert" reference environment,

(b) assess the environmental cracking resistance of alloys under simple sustained load, (c)

determine environmental effects on da/dN versus AK, and (d) define the effects of important

metallurgical, mechanical and chemical variables on da/dN versus AK growth rate laws. The

next four Chapters, III through VI, present this information for alloys that are often used in

aerospace structural applications; namely steels, aluminum alloys, titanium alloys, and nickel

based superalloys. Since the literature is massive, a restricted number of references are

included.

Care was taken in selecting the following results because literature data are often

affected by one or more extrinsic contribution, particularly crack closure. Premature contact

between mating crack faces, even during the tensile portion of the fatigue cycle, is often

observed in metals. The consequence of crack closure is to significantly reduce the actual

stress intensity factor range experienced by the crack tip from a nominal value of AK to an

effective value defined as AKeff = Kma × - Kcl, where Kcl is the stress intensity value at which

two fracture surfaces first come into contact during the unloading portion of the fatigue cycle.

The magnitude of crack closure level depends on microstructure, stress ratio, stress intensity

range and environment. The detailed aspects of crack closure are discussed in the section

"Factors Complicating Life Prediction".

As a basis for consideration of environmental effects on FCP, it is necessary to

establish the behavior of structural alloys in a suitable reference environment. Contaminant-

free vacuum or inert gases (viz., helium, argon or nitrogen) provide an absolute reference for

environmental effects on mechanical fatigue. Even though aggressive relative to vacuum for

all alloys, moist air is often considered as a useful environment for comparison since data are

typically available and are often incorporated into existing life prediction codes.

Crack growth rates in structural alloys, exposed to benign environments at room

temperature, are described by well established material property laws based on stress intensity

range (AK = Kma x - Kmin) and the associated similitude concept. These laws are reasonably
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independentof variablessuchas frequency,stressratio, and microstructure. Resultsare

presentedin Figs. 8 through 14 for: (a) all materialsin vacuum,(b) steelsin moistair and

vacuum, (c) 7000 seriesaluminum alloys in moist air and vacuum, (d) nickel based

superalloysin moist air at elevatedtemperaturesand (e) titanium alloys in moist air and

argon. Theseresultsarebasedon analysesof extensivedatabases,perhapson the order of

1000crackgrowth rate experiments.

The data in Figs. 8 through 14 provide a basis for examinationof environmental

effects. Inert environmentfatiguedataneedto be carefully interpreted,sincethosefactors

which compromisestressintensitysimilitude(viz., crackclosure,small/shortcracksizeand

large scaleyielding) arenot well definedby the data in Figs. 8 to 14. For example,the

extremecrackclosurecontributionsdueto tortuouscrack microstructuresasencounteredfor

aluminumor titaniumalloys, particularlyat low stressratiosand in thenear-thresholdstress

intensity regime, may not be well definedby the data in Figs. 8 to 14. Stressratio and

microstructureeffectscanbe largewhensignificantcrack closureis present. Suchclosure

effectshavenot beengenerally isolatedfor inert environmentFCP data. Theseissuesare

beyondthe scopeof thecurrentanalysiswhichemphasizesthegrowth of long fatiguecracks

at ratesabove10-6ram/cycle. This issueis discussedin the section"FactorsComplicating

Life Prediction".

B. All Materials in Vacuum (Fig, 8)

Speidel arguesthat the fatigue crack propagationbehavior of a wide variety of

materials, stressedin vacuum at 25°C, is well describedby a single law given by the

following equationsfor Parisregime(Equation9) andnear-threshold(Equation10)cracking

[119]. Da/dN is in unitsof m/cycle, AK is MPa,/m and the modulus of elasticity is MPa.

da/dN = 1.7 x 106 (AK/E) 3"5 (8) [119]

AKTH = 2.7 x 104 E (m 1/2) (9) [1191

These equations are plotted in Fig. 8 along with the specific data that were measured by

Speidel with a common laboratory procedure; specific alloys, polymers and ceramics are

identified in the original paper [119]. Speidel points out that metallurgical and environmental

embrittlement phenomena, often interacting with high stress ratio and slow loading frequency,

will exacerbate crack growth rates compared to the values shown in Fig. 8. Crack closure
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effectswere not well understoodat the time of Speidel'swork and may haveaffectedthe

correlation shown in Fig. 8. This issuewas recently consideredfor closure-free,inert

environmentFCP in aluminumalloys [120].

C° Steelsin Moist Air and Vacuum (Fig. 9)

Consideringmoistair asabenignenvironment,thefatiguecrackpropagationbehavior

of a wide variety of ferritic and martensiticsteelsis well established. Only meanstress,

expressedin terms of stressratio (R = Kmin/Kma0,and monotonicyield strength (ays)

influence FCP, with the effectsbeing small in the moderateAK power law regime, but

significantfor near-threshold(AKTH)crackpropagation.Themechanicalandmicrostructural

effectsin thenear-thresholdregionaregenerallyattributedto acrackclosuremechanism,with

roughness-inducedclosurebeingmostprominentfor this benignenvironment.

Albrecht,Bertini, andScottet al. independentlyanalyzedanextensivemoistair fatigue

crackpropagationdatabaseby leastsquaresstatisticsandreportedthefollowing relationships

for ParisLaw crackpropagationin structuralsteels[69,121,122]. DaJdNis mm/cycleand

AK is MPa,/m.

1. Normalized C-Mn Steels (ay s < 500 MPa)

Yazdani and Albrecht reported:

daJdN = 1.54 x 10 -9 (AK/(1-0.23R)) 3"34 (11) [122]

Bertini reported:

da/dN = 10 A+Bm (AK)m

m = (3.53 -0.91 R)

A =-3.94 B =-1.40 (12) [121]

Scott, Thorpe and Silvester reported:

da/dN = 5.9 x 10 -9 (AK) 3'15 for low AK

da/dN = 2.8 x 10 .8 (AK) 2"65 for high AK (13) [69]

2. Que_hedFYempered HSLA Steels (ay, = 900 MPa)

Yazdani and Albrecht reported:

da/dN = 2.27 x 10-8 (AK/(1-0.11R)) 2"53 (14) [122]

Barsom and Rolfe 9resented the following equations based on an analysis of a variety
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of steels [123]o Mean behavior is described here, however, the authors present results for

both upper and lower bounds on the crack growth rate data. In these equations da/dN is

in/cycle and f_K is ksi./in.

3. Ferrite-Pearlite C-Mn Steels (200 < ay, < 550 MPa)

da/dN = 2.8 x 10-l° (AK) 3"°° (15) [123]

4. Martensilic C-Mn and Alloy Steels (550 < ¢ry_ < 2070 MPa)

daMN = 0.47 x 10 .8 (AK) z'25 (16) [123]

Equations 11 through 16 are plotted in Fig. 9, with each result identified in the

caption. For these cases, Paris law crack propagation kinetics are essentially independent of

stress ratio, with a slight tendency for higher da/dN with increasing R at fixed AK.

Threshold stress intensity range values, AKTH, are highly variable, however, the

following results are reasonable.

5. Normalized C-Mn Steels (ay, < 500 MPa)

AKTH = 6.0 to 9.0 MPa,/m at R = 0.1 (17) [124-126]

AKTH = 3.0 to 4.0 MPa,/m at R = 0.7 (18) [124]

6. Quenched and Tempered HSLA Steel (%s = 900 MPa)

AKTH = 5.0 to 6.0 MPa./m at R = 0.1 (19) [125,127]

AKTH = 3.5 MPa,/m at R = 0.7 (20) [127]

The R dependence of AKTH is empirically described by [128]:

AK-rH at any R = &K°TH (l-R) t (21) [128]

where for normalized C-Mn steel, AK°TH (threshold &K for R = 0) equals 10.8 MPa,/m and

t is 0.64 [92]. Alternately, Barsom and Rolfe argue that AKTH varies with R for a wide

variety of martensitic and ferrite-pearlite steels according to:

AKTH = 7.0 (1.0 - 0.85R) (MPa,/m) (22) [123]

This equation provides a lower bound on threshold which is consistent with extensive data.

A number of theoretical models for AKTH have been proposed based on an energy balance,

dislocation dynamics, and crack-tip plasticity [42-47]. A brief review of these models is

given in the section "Overview of Environmental Cracking Mechanisms".

The fatigue behavior of steels in high vacuum is represented in Fig. 9 by the power

law line and threshold stress intensity value reported by Speidel, Equations 9 and 10 with E

equal to 200 GPa, and by the scatter band. The band for vacuum describes the bounds of
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datafor low strengthC-Mn (1020andBS4360:43A)andhighstrengthquenchedandtempered

(Q1N, A537 and4340)steels[92,129-133]. Monotonicyield strengthvariedfrom 300 MPa

to 1030MPa for thesesteels. The strengthand microstructureof the steeldo not appearto

influenceParisregimefatiguecrackpropagationin vacuum. VacuumFCPbehaviorcanbe

representedby an averagepower law relationshipfrom the middle of the bandin Fig. 9.

Theseratesare lower thanthevaluespredictedby theSpeidelrelationships. The slow rates

of FCP in this inert environment, relative to moist air, are apparent; the latter is an

embrittling environment.

For use in life prediction modeling,lines A and B in Fig. 9 representthe average

crackgrowth ratebehaviorfor steelsin moistair andvacuum,respectively. Theselinesare

representedby the following equationswith AK in MPa,/m and da/dN in ram/cycle:

Steels in Moist Air (Line A): da/dN = 4.08 x 10 -9 AK 3'11 (23)

Steels in Vacuum (Line B): daJdN = 9.48 x 10 -n AK 4'52 (24)

D. Aluminum Alloys in Moist Air and Vacuum (Figs. 10 and 11)

The FCP behavior of aluminum alloys, particularly in the A1-Li-X composition group,

can be complicated by a significant contribution of extrinsic crack closure. The similitude

concept is no longer applicable, as discussed in Chapter VIII on "Factors Complicating Life

Prediction.

Intrinsic fatigue crack growth in aluminum alloys in moist air and vacuum is relatively

insensitive to microstructure and stress ratio, and provides a reasonable basis for comparisons

of environmental effects [120]. Crack closure effects are minimized at moderate to high stress

intensity range levels, and for all AK at high mean stress (typically, for R > 0.7).

Conversely roughness-induced crack closure affects low stress ratio near-threshold FCP,

particularly for tortuous crack path precipitation hardened aluminum alloys that deform by

localized planar slip.

The intrinsic fatigue crack propagation behavior of high strength aluminum alloys

exposed to moist air at 25°C is summarized in Fig. 10. Low AK (< 6 MPa,/m) data are

exclusively for high stress ratios with R above 0.75 to minimize closure. For AK levels above

about 6 MPa,/m, Paris behavior is observed for a variety of alloys, as indicated by the shaded

band reported by Clark [134]. For the indicated materials, the monotonic yield strength
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varies from 250 to 450 MPa. This shaded band contains data obtained at low stress ratios

between R equalling 0 and 0.1, and at various loading frequencies between 1 and 30 Hz.

Within this band, it is likely that crack growth rates increase with increasing R at any fixed

AK. Frequency should have no resolvable effect on da/dN for the moist air environment.

The upper and lower bounds of the data within the shaded band are given by the following

equations, with da,/dN in in/cycle and AK as ksi,/in.

daJdN = 1.5 x 10 -8 (_K) 3'0

da/dN = 0.25 x 10 .8 (,_K) 3"°

(25) [134]

(26) [134]

Piascik and Gangloff employed an experimental method based on decreasing &K and

increasing R at constant Kma × to minimize the contribution of crack closure to EFCP

[135,136]. The data obtained by this method for A1-Li-Cu alloys are reasonably consistent

with the high AK, low R data in the shaded band. As a lower bound, AKTH for many of the

alloys approaches 1.3 MPa,/m.

Some advanced aluminum alloys, such as A1-Li alloy 2090, exhibit excellent and

unique fatigue crack propagation resistance due to enhanced crack path tortuosity and resultant

roughness-induced crack closure, as shown in Fig. 10. The intrinsic fatigue crack growth

behavior of such materials can be given by either an effective stress intensity range approach

(AKef f = Kma x - K¢I) or by high mean stress results. Uncertainties are associated with each

analysis (see "Factors Complicating Life Prediction").

Moist air is an aggressive environment for aluminum alloys, as indicated by the results

in Fig. 11. Here, moist air data from Fig. 10 are compared to the "all material-modulus

normalized" result (E = 85 GPa) from Speidel [119], and to specific data for alloys 7075 •and

2090 tested in ultrahigh purity vacuum [135]. The modulus based result was obtained for low

R of about 0.1, while the data for 2090 and 7075 were obtained by a constant Kma x method

where R increases from 0.1 at the highest &K examined to 0.9 near threahold. Work by

Piascik indicates that similar low fatigue crack growth rates are produced in high strength

aluminum alloys exposed to highly purified inert gases such as helium, argon and nitrogen

[i35]. There are no literature data to indicate a contradictory co_c;usio_, o_ the efl_ects of

physically adsorbed inert molecules, however, contamination limits the amotmt of defi,,,itive

data.
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Fatiguecrack growth behaviorin vacuumor otherpresumablyinert gasesmust be

interpretedwith caution. Smallamountsof watervapor,andperhapsoxygen,contamination

canhavelarge acceleratingeffectson crackgrowth rate. Water vapor in a vacuumsystem

enhancesgrowth ratesabovevaluestypical of moist air becauseof an inhibiting effect of

oxygenin the latter [135]. Thecritical level of watervaporapproachessub-part-per-million,

particularlyat highstressratio, low loadingfrequencyandperhapsnear--thresholdwherecrack

advancemay be discontinuousover many hundredsof load cycles. The data in Fig. 11

representa high quality inert environment; reports of fatigue cracks growing faster in

"vacuum" or "inert helium" comparedto air are most likely explainableby contamination

effects. In the leastsuchclaims mustbe supportedby rigorousexperimentation.

ComparingFigs. 10and 11,2000seriesalloysexhibit superiorfatiguecrackgrowth

resistancecomparedto 7000seriesalloys,but only for moistair. Thisbehavioris mostlikely

dueto the relativesensitivitiesof eachclassof alloysto hydrogenembrittlementfrom moist

air. 2000 seriesalloysare lessadverselyaffectedby HEE.

E. Nickel Based Superalloys in Moist Air (Figs. 12 and 13)

A detailed literature search has not been conducted for fatigue crack propagation in

high strength, precipitation hardened nickel based superalloys exposed to moist air. It is

likely that a substantial amount of data exist and could be compiled if necessary.

Example data are presented in Figs. 12 and 13 for Inconel 718 in moist air at

temperatures between 4 and 825 K [110,137]. The monotonic yield strength of this material

is probably between 1100 and 1300 MPa. Results in Fig. 12 were obtained at high frequency

(20 Hz), while the data in Fig. 13 are for low frequency (0.33 Hz); load cycling was

continuous in both cases.

For high frequency 20 Hz loading in moist air, Paris regime crack growth rates

increase mildly with increasing temperature for each data set. Comparison of the data for

elevated temperature indicates that crack growth rates increase with decreasing loading

frequency. Interestingly, the threshold stress intensity range increases with increasing

temperature for low frequency cycling (Fig. 13), but declines with increasing temperature for

fast frequency loading (Fig. 12). The origin of this difference, be it experimental variability

or reflective of a frequency effect on fatigue damage, is not clear° Van Stone demonstrated
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that thetemperaturesensitivityof ,_K.rHis not dueto oxide inducedcrackclosurebecausethe

crack growth responseof IN 718 at high meanstressis similar to that presentedfor low R

in Fig. 13 [110]o The role of closurein Fig. 12 is not clear. A moreextensiveliterature

searchis requiredto clarify the issuesimplied in Figs. 12and 13.

Moist air is aggressivecomparedto vacuum,asindicatedby thecomparisonwith the

modulusnormalizedresult from Fig. 8 usingan assumedmodulusof 206 GPa. While the

effect is minimal at 25°C, a substantialdifference betweenair and vacuum behavior is

observedfor theelevatedtemperatures,Fig. 13.

F. Titanium A_loys in Moist Air and Argon (Fig. 14)

Fatigue crack growth rate data for titanium alloys have not been systematically

reviewed. Typical results are presented in Fig. 14. The behavior predicted by the modulus

normalization approach (Fig. 8 and Equation 9 with E = 120 GPa) is indicated by the solid

line. Specific data were reported by Bucci for Ti-8 wt%Al-lMo-lV cycled in either argon

or aqueous NaC1 at 25°C [138]. The latter case is considered in an ensuing section. The data

for the argon environment are in reasonable agreement with the modulus normalization for

low R of 0.05 and are independent of loading frequency. Increased R to 0.5 produced higher

FCP rates for Ti-8-1-1 in the argon environment, compared to the data for R = 0.05 in Fig.

14 [138]. The purity of the argon environment, particularly the degree of water vapor

contamination, is unclear; growth rates may reflect the aggressive action of trace H20, as

discussed for aluminum alloys. The Speidel line may provide a reasonable indication of the

FCP behavior of o/B-titanium alloys in inert vacuum.

For zXK levels above about 6 MPa4'm, Paris behavior is observed for a variety of

titanium alloys in moist air, as indicated by the shaded band reported by Clark [134]. For

the indicated materials, the monotonic yield strength varies from 790 to 1040 MPa. This

band contains data obtained at low stress ratio between R = 0 and 0.1 and at various loading

frequencies between 1 and 30 Hz. Within this band, it is likely that crack growth rates

increase mildly with increasing R at any fixed zXK. Frequency should have no resolvable

effect on da/dN for the moist air environment. The upper bound and mean of the data are
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given by the following equations, with da/dN in in/cycle and AK as ksi./in.

da/dN = 2.0 x 10 -1° (AK) 4° (27) [134]

da/dN = 0.40 x 10 -l° (AK) 4"° (28) [134]
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IV. MONOTONIC LOAD ENVIRONMENTAL CRACKING

A. Introduction

Monotonic load environmentalcrackingprocessesinclude stresscorrosioncracking

(SCC), hydrogenenvironmentembrittlement(HEE) andliquid metalembrittlement(LME),

with SCCoftenemployedasagenericdescriptorof this failure mode. Eachof thesecracking

modescanoccur in a precrackedfracturemechanicsspecimensubjectedto constantapplied

load (increasingK with crack extension),constantdisplacement(decreasingK with crack

extension),as well as constantlyincreasingload or load-linedisplacementat a fixed rate

(increasingK with load/displacementand crackextension).

Aerospace alloys based on A1, Ti, Ni, and Fe are susceptible to monotonic load

environmental crack propagation (MECP) [23,24,30,33,140-142]. As an example, high

strength steels fail by stress corrosion cracking, most probably due to hydrogen embrittlement,

in a variety of hydrogen producing environments including H 2 [33,68,143-145]. The degree

of embrittlement increases with increasing yield strength and hydrogen environment activity,

and is maximized near ambient temperature. Aluminum alloys, particularly the high-strength

precipitation-hardened series, are sensitive to SCC in moist air and aqueous solutions with

various halogen ions [146,147]. Susceptibility strongly depends on alloy aging characteristics,

where slight-overaging provides a beneficial effect; and on crack orientation, where precracks

parallel to major planes of thermomechanical extrusion, forging or rolling are particularly

prone to SCC. Despite good corrosion characteristics, nickel based superalloys are sensitive

to SCC in a number of environments including high pressure H2, pure water in certain stress-

microstructure combinations, and sodium hydroxide solutions [79,80,148]. Titanium alloys

are vulnerable to SCC in aqueous chloride, alcohols and methanol-hydrochloric acid solutions

[149-151].

Apart from being an important individual failure mode, monotonic load cracking is

critical to environmental fatigue crack propagation in aerospace alloys. Monotonic load data

indicate alloy/environment systems that will be susceptible to EFCP. Often, MECP is a

prime contributor to the time-dependent component of environment enhanced fatigue crack

growth rates, as modeled by linear superposition. FCP behavior is significantly influenced

when K values in fatigue deformation exceed the threshold for monotonic load crack growth

to occur. Therefore, it is important to understand and quantify the contribution of monotonic
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load cracking to EFCP. In many cases EFCP extends well beyond the domain where an alloy

is susceptible to monotonic load cracking. Accordingly, MECP data must be employed as one

of many inputs to the environmental fatigue life prediction problem.

The objective of this chapter is to provide the basis in monotonic load environmental

crack propagation that is necessary to categorize, understand and model EFCP. The general

aspects of monotonic load environmental cracking are reviewed. Susceptible alloy-

environment systems are identified, with emphasis on those relevant to the aerospace

applications. Environmental and metallurgical variables that affect monotonic load crack

growth kinetics are assessed for specific alloy-environment systems.

B. LEFM Approach to Monotonic Load Environmental Cracking

Classic SCC studies did not isolate the sequential nucleation and growth stages of

cracking; smooth specimens were typically employed to generate applied stress or strain

versus total time to failure for an aggressive environment. Since the pioneering work of

Brown [149,152], the linear elastic fracture mechanics approach was successfully adopted to

characterize MECP [ 153-155]. The LEFM approach determines the relationship between the

macroscopic and time-based crack propagation rate, da/dt or v, as a function of applied

opening mode stress intensity factor, K I. Such data can be directly employed for alloy

selection and for damage tolerant life prediction, analogous to the LEFM approach to FCP

illustrated in Fig. 1, and based on the concept of K similitude. Equal MECP rates should be

realized for equal applied K, comparing a laboratory specimen and a structural component.

Numerous experiments on alloys in a variety of environments show that da/dt versus

K relationships for conditions of constant material and environmental variables have the

general form illustrated in Fig. 15 [24,156]. The curve is composed of three distinct regions

of crack growth behavior designated as Stages I, II, and III. In Stages I and III, crack growth

rates strongly depend on applied stress intensity. At intermediate K levels within Stage II,

crack growth rate is often independent of stress intensity, giving a so-called plateau

appearance. Alternately, Stage II da/dt may increase as a mild power-law function of K. The

Stage I crack growth rate dependence on applied K is attributed to the combined chemical and

mechanical driving forces for cracking, while Stage II crack growth is controlled by a rate

limiting mass transport or chemical/electrochemical reaction process in the solution filling the
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crack, on the straining crack tip surface, or within the crack tip process zone. Region III

results from predominantly mechanical separation.

Data of the type illustrated in Fig. 15 establish that MECP is governed by apparent

threshold behavior. The highest value of stress intensity factor, in plane strain and at which

subcritical crack growth does not occur in a material monotonically loaded in an aggressive

environment, is called Kiscc (or more recently, Kxn or K_EAC). Experimental determination

of KIEAC depends on test time and the specific fracture mechanics method, be it rising load

or crack arrest. Several problems hinder the measurement of an MECP threshold; including

the lack of a published ASTM Standard Method, prolonged nonsteady state incubation times

prior to crack growth at any K, and the large number of variables that affect K_EAC. High-

strength steels and titanium alloys exhibit a well-defined KXEACafter a reasonable test period

[140]. KXEACvalues for high-strength aluminum alloys, particularly in nonsusceptible crack

orientations, and for lower strength ferritic and stainless steels tend to decrease with increasing

test time [146]. For such cases, on the order of 5000 hours are necessary to determine a

reasonable threshold. A first standardized method for KIEAC determination is currently being

balloted by the ASTM Committee E24 on Fracture Mechanics [157].

C. Stress Corrosion Cracking Failure Mechanisms

Many detailed mechanisms for monotonic load environmental cracking have been

postulated for specific metal-environment combinations [140,158-161]. As pointed out by

Staehle [161], however, a general mechanism for "stress corrosion cracking" is an

unreasonable and unattainable goal; one or more specific processes appear to operate under

specific metallurgical and environmental conditions. Proposed MECP models are basically

in three groups and mirror the mechanisms put forth in Chapter II for environmental FCP.

A reasonable view is that a common chemo-mechanical mechanism exists for MECP and

EFCP, with cyclic plastic strain in the latter uniquely affecting the damage mechanism.

1. Dissolution Models

The film rupture mechanism for MECP postulates that metal at the crack tip is

protected by a passive surface film. Loading causes crack tip plastic deformation which

ruptures the film and permits rapid anodic dissolution of the exposed substrate; crack tip

advance occurs during repassivation after the film rupture, and the entire sequence is repeated

4O
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[76,107,161,162]. Nondeforming crack walls remain protected by the passive film to

maintain a sharp crack tip. This mechanism is analogous to the film rupture model for

environmental fatigue crack growth, illustrated in Fig. 6, with the crack tip strain rate central

to each phenomena [38,105,106].

In the slip dissolution model, crack tip slip ruptures the surface oxide film and

dissolution occurs along an active path to advance the crack. This model was originally

proposed to account for SCC in precipitation hardened aluminum alloys. In such alloys

compounds such as MgZna, which are anodic with respect to their surroundings along a grain

boundary, dissolve preferentially and the applied stress tears remaining ligaments of near-grain

boundary material.

An essential aspect of dissolution models concerns the kinetics of the repassivation

process [163]. If repassivation takes place too rapidly, corrosion is insufficient for an

increment of crack growth. If repassivation takes place too slowly, then excessive corrosion

creates a blunt fissure or deep pit rather than a sharp crack.

2. Adsorption Model

This model hypothesizes that atomic species adsorb and interact with strained bonds

at the crack tip to reduce bond strength and permit brittle fracture at low stress [164,165].

While often advocated as an LME mechanism, the applicability of this model to MECP is

questioned. There is no direct evidence of reduced bond strength induced by adsorbed species

in metals. Many atoms or molecules (e.g., 02) strongly chemisorb on clean metal surfaces,

but do not promote brittle crack advance. Moreover, this model does not explain the impact

of extensive highly localized crack tip plasticity on crack growth. The adsorption concept has

not been developed into a quantitative model of da/dt as a function of K.

3. Hydrogen EmbriMement Model

Monotonic load crack growth in many material-environment systems may proceed by

the hydrogen embrittlement process represented in Fig. 5 [68]. Identical mass transport,

chemical/electrochemical reaction and process zone embrittlement steps are likely involved

in both MECP and EFCP by hydrogen environment embrittlement. A variety of quantitative

da/dt versus K models have been developed based on these ideas, as discussed elsewhere

[13,34,35,68,95,96,143,145,166-170]. These models, particularly those for Kmac, are the

most developed predictive descriptions of MECP. Such models indicate the effects of a
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variety of variableson KIEh¢ , however, each contains unknown adjustable parameters which

preclude precise predictions of absolute threshold values.

D. Relationship between MECP and EFCP

If stress intensity levels in the fatigue load cycle exceed KIEAC ' and if da/dt is

significant when converted to an increment of crack advance per fatigue load cycle, then

MECP will contribute and possibly dominate rates of environmental fatigue crack propagation.

As an example, the 7079-T651/NaC1 system is characterized by a KIEAC value of 4 MPa,/m

with a substantial sustained load crack growth rate (da/dt _ 2 x 10 -2 mm/sec). The fatigue

crack growth rate for A1 7079 in aqueous NaC1 solution will be significantly influenced by

monotonic load cracking when Kma x exceeds 4 MPa,/mo Da/dN in this alloy is time-dependent

and depends on stress ratio, each effect is accurately predicted by the simple superposition of

da/dt-K data with inert environment da/dN-AK. In contrast Stage II stress corrosion crack

velocities for other 7000 series aluminum alloys are approximately 4 x 10 -5 mm/sec. Even

if such velocities apply throughout the fatigue stressing cycle, linear superposition does not

sufficiently account for the observed rates of EFCP. A detailed discussion of the

superposifion model and its implication regarding the relationship between corrosion fatigue

and stress corrosion cracking is given in the section "Quantitative Crack Growth Rate

Models".

Environment enhanced fatigue crack growth response was originally characterized by

three general patterns of behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 16 [171]. Each form of daMN versus

_K for EFCP is understood based on KIEAC for monotonic load environmental cracking. The

simplest behavior, Type B, represents those alloy/environment systems where there is

substantial environment-enhanced monotonic load crack growth during fatigue; that is EFCP

only occurs at those AK and R values where Kma x exceeds KIEAC and where da/dt is relatively

high. For such cases, da/dN for the environment substantially exceeds fatigue crack

propagation rates for the same alloy in benign or inert environments. Da/dN for the

aggressive environment increases with increasing R at any AK above the K_EAC criterion, and

with decreasing loading frequency where EFCP is purely time-dependent.

Figure 17 provides an excellent example of Type B corrosion fatigue crack growth in

high strength 4340 steel in distilled water [119]. This high strength steel is susceptible to
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SCCin thedistilled waterenvironmentwith a KmA c value of 18 MPa,/m and an average Stage

II crack growth rate of 10 -2 mm/sec. At _K greater than 10 to 12 MPa,/m for R = 0, da/dN

is strongly enhanced by the environment and increases with decreasing frequency. The steep

increase in da/dN with increasing AK in this region, and that da/dN is proportional to the

inverse of loading frequency and thus directly proportional to the time per load cycle, are

indicative of Type B EFCP. Note that the onset of the strong frequency dependent

environmental effect on da/dN occurs at Kma x values somewhat less than KIEAC, indicated by

the vertical arrow. Either the threshold for MECP (18 MPa,/m) was not precisely determined

for this lot of steel, or the environmental effect on FCP was truly exacerbated by cyclic

loading, as discussed with regard to Types A and C behavior. Note that environment also

increases da/dN for _K levels between 6 and 10 MPa,/m in Fig. 17. Fatigue crack growth

in this regime is not frequency sensitive and occurs at Kmax less than KIEAC-

A critical aspect of environmental FCP is that environment can substantially enhance

da/dN at h_K and Kin, × levels well below KIEAC [67]. Materials that are essentially immune

to MECP can be prone to environment enhanced FCP. These cases are illustrated by Types

A and C response in Figure 15. While Type B behavior is common for high strength, SCC

prone alloy/environment systems, Types A and C behavior are a common scenario for low-

to moderate-strength alloys that are either immune to SCC or exhibit high KXEACand low

da/dt. An example of Type A behavior is given in Fig. 18, which illustrates the effect of

loading frequency on fatigue crack growth rates for 12Ni-5Cr-3Mo steel in aqueous NaC1 and

at Kma× levels below Kma c [67]. In this case crack growth is both time and cycle-dependent

and is substantially more difficult to model [13,172]o Realistically, many alloy-environment

systems exhibit EFCP behavior that falls between the two extremes (Type C). Indeed, Type

C behavior is a combination of the Types A and B.

As extensive data have been collected to characterize environmental effects on FCP,

the complexity of the possible relationships between applied AK and crack growth rates has

become apparent [87"]. One or more of the features of the da/dN-AK relationship that is

schematically illustrated in Fig. 19 may operate for a given material-environment system.

When Km, × exceeds K_EAC, da/dN is substantially enhanced by MECP and is predominantly

time dependent; that is da/dN is proportional to reciprocal frequency. The diagnostic for this

behavior is the steep rise in da/dN at a single z_K level and the magnitude of the resulting FCP
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rates. When }(IEAC is above all K levels in a loading cycle, environment may none-the-less

affect da/dN, however, the magnitude of the enhancement is reduced as indicated by the mid-

region in Fig. 19. Da/dN for this case depends on frequency raised to a power between 0 and

-1, and is time-cycle-dependent. This type of EFCP behavior is often referred to a "cyclic

load stress corrosion cracking" based on the notion that KIE m has been reduced by cyclic

plastic deformation during fatigue. This view assumes a mechanism and it is perhaps more

reasonable to argue that cyclic deformation has intervened to affect one or more elements of

the dissolution or hydrogen mechanism. A final EFCP behavior is sometimes observed for

AK levels near threshold, as indicated by the low AK response in Fig. 19. Here, AKTH is

lowered and da/dN values are increased by environmental exposure compared to an inert

environment reference case such as vacuum. Such environmental enhancements are not

influenced by loading frequency; FCP is only cycle-dependent and is often referred to as

"true" corrosion fatigue [119,173]. Time-cycle-dependent cracking at low to moderate

frequencies can change to purely cycle dependent cracking at higher loading frequencies.

Some or all of the complex &K and f dependencies of da/dN, represented in Fig. 19, are

likely for a given material-environment system. The challenge for life prediction modeling

is clear. Accurate growth rate laws must be determined based on some combination of

laboratory experimentation and mechanism-based modeling.

E. Alloy-Environment Systems Susceptible to MECP

1. Monotonic Load Environmental Cracking in Steels

Any class of steels, given the right combination of environment, stress intensity,

temperature, and environment activity (e.g., gas pressure and purity, electrode potential), is

susceptible to monotonic load environmental cracking. Particularly, high-strength steels

exhibit an extreme sensitivity to MECP in hydrogen producing environments, including

distilled water, aqueous NaC1 solution and gaseous hydrogen [33,119,144,145,174,175]. As

illustrated in Fig. 17, EFCP behavior in high-strength steels is largely determined by the

influence of stress corrosion cracking when Kma x is above K_EAC.

A literature review established that KTH (or K_scc or KIEAC), for steels in various gases

and electrolytes which are capable of producing atomic hydrogen on crack tip and boldly

exposed specimen surfaces, decreases sharply with increasing ay s and hydrogen environment
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activity [145,176]. Lower boundson KIEAC versus tTys are presented in Fig. 20 for ferfite-

pearlite, bainitic and martensitic steels stressed in five hydrogen producing environments.

These lower bounds represent the results of over 500 laboratory determinations of KIEAC and

may be employed to assess the nature of the likely environmental effect on daJdN versus AK.

Very high strength steels (Oys above 1100 MPa) are severely embrittled by each environment,

with a common KmA c level between 10 and 15 MPa,/m. Low strength steels can be strongly

hydrogen embrittled, but only by very aggressive, sulfur beating hydrogen environments.

Accordingly, environmental fatigue in high strength steels will often be of the "above Kiscc"

type, while "sub-KxEAC" will be encountered for low to moderate strength steels in

environments such as hydrogen gas. Finally, exceptions exist as illustrated by the data for

thermally hydrogen charged Cr-Mo-V pressure vessel steels [145]. Here, severe MECP was

caused by either a uniquely sensitive bainitic microstructure, dynamic loading to KIEAC, or

high resolution crack length detection [177].

The effects of microstructure and heat treatment on susceptibility to MECP were

broadly examined for high-strength steels. Fig. 21 shows the MECP behavior of ultra high-

strength AISI 4340 and 300-M steels in distilled water [174]. AISI 4340 steel is a widely

used high-strength steel in structural components such as aircraft landing gears. 300-M steel

has basically the same composition as that of 4340 steel, but with an enhanced Si content and

with about 10 % retained austenite for the case represented in Fig. 21. Both AISI 4340 and

300-M steels are susceptible to cracking with similar KIEAC values of 18 MPa,/m in this

particular condition. The beneficial effects of Si addition and retained austenite are observed

in Stage II growth rates. For example, 300-M showed almost one order of magnitude

decrease in da/dt compared to that of 4340 steel. The beneficial roles of silicon and retained

austenite on the susceptibility to SCC in ultrahigh strength steels are rationalized in terms of

hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms for SCC, and are attributed to a reduction in the

diffusivity of hydrogen in iron, consistent with the observation of lower Stage II growth rates.

It is not known if similar effects would be operative in EFCP for similar material-environment

systems.

Fig. 22 shows daJdt versus stress intensity for: (a) AISI 4340 steel in 3.5% NaC1

solution [178], and (b) 12% Cr martensitic stainless steel in distilled water I1191. Fig. 22a

clearly demonstrates that increasing tempering temperature decreases strength and,
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concurrently, decreases the MECP rate for AISI 4340 steel in aqueous NaC1 solution. 12%

Cr martensitic steel showed a similar trend except at tempering temperatures of 450 and

475°C, as illustrated in Fig. 22b. Alloy steels generally exhibit this behavior; lowering the

strength increases the KIEAC value, as shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 23 demonstrates the effect of H 2 partial pressure (Pa2) on KIEAC for high strength

(ors = 1340 to 1650 MPa) steels stressed at 300 K [145,1761. The inert environment fracture

toughness for such steels varies between 60 and 100 MPa,/m, while KIEAC values as low as

18 MPaJm are reported. Threshold increases to 38 MPa,/m as PHa decreases to 2 kPa.

The effect of temperature on MECP behavior in high-strength steels is complex.

Extensive studies on the temperature effect for high-strength steels were performed by Wei

et al. [144]. AISI 4340 steel showed three distinct regions of temperature dependence when

stressed in high pressure dehumidified hydrogen gas, with intermediate temperatures (50°C

to just above 104°C) promoting maximum growth rates. A similar effect of temperature on

MECP behavior was observed for 4130 steel (crys = 1330 MPa) in hydrogen gas at a pressure

of 77.3 kPa [1431, as illustrated in Fig. 24. This figure clearly demonstrates that increasing

temperature above ambient increases the resistance of alloy steels to HEE. This effect is

understood based on competing temperature effects on the elements of the embrittlement

mechanism shown in Fig. 5 [13,40,143,145,179,180]. Increasing temperature generally

increases rates of chemical and electrochemical reaction to increase the amount of hydrogen

available for HEE. On balance, however, increasing temperature retards atomic hydrogen

entry by enhancing the rate of atom to H 2 recombination. Increasing temperature also may

eliminate hydrogen from deleterious trap sites that would otherwise provide a preferred brittle

crack path. Clearly, temperature effects on HEE for both monotonic and cyclic load cracking

must be carefully considered in component life prediction.

2. Monotonic L_ad Environmental Cracking in Aluminum Alloys

Comprehensive studies on the SCC behavior of aluminum alloys were summarized by

Spiedel [146], McEvily [24] and most recently by Holroyd [147]. It was concluded that

aluminum alloys are generally insensitive to MECP in gaseous environments, with the

important exception of water vapor. Susceptibility to sustained-load or monotonically

increasing-load subcritical cracking in dry gases; including hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, air

and argon; has not been observed for precipitation hardened aluminum alloys. Fig. 25 clearly
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demonstrates the deleterious effect of moisture on MECP in high-strength aluminum alloys

stressed in either wet or dry H 2 [24]. The alloys did not exhibit subcritical crack growth in

dry hydrogen, whereas rapid MECP occurred in wet H a. Similar behavior is reported for

aluminum alloys in pure water vapor and the causal mechanism was attributed to HEE as

outlined in Fig. 5 [90,98]. H 2 does not readily promote cracking in aluminum alloys because

such materials apparently do not catalyze the dissociation of H 2 and the resultant chemical

adsorption of atomic hydrogen; atomic hydrogen uptake is insufficient for MECP.

That water vapor promotes the subcritical propagation of cracks in aluminum alloys

is further illustrated by the data in Fig. 26 for 7075-T651 in moist air of varying water vapor

content [ 181]. This alloy-environment combination has practical importance since 7075-T651

is the most widely used high-strength aluminum alloy in the aerospace industry. It is apparent

that an increase in water content decreases K_EAC values and increases Stage II crack growth

rates. With relative humidity approaching 100%, MECP behavior of 7075-T651 is similar

to that in aqueous NaC1 solution. The extent of MECP at the lower relative humidities in

Fig. 26 is reduced and the occurrence of an environmental effect is unclear. The slow growth

rates shown in Fig. 26 for humidities below about 10% may have been due to mechanical

creep crack growth at the relatively high K levels. It is possible that the effect of water vapor

is of less importance for low humidity moist but otherwise pure air. Oxygen in air may

compete with H20 for adsorption sites and thus retard HEE. Aluminum alloys generally

exhibit neither substantial sustained load crack growth nor frequency dependent FCP in moist

air of relative humidity below about 10%. Such behavior is, in contrast, reported for these

alloys in pure but very low pressure water vapor.

The complexity of ambient air environmental exposure is amplified in Fig. 27, a plot

representing the effect of outdoor exposure and stress intensity on MECP velocities in several

high-strength alaminum alloys; including 7079-T651, 7075-T651, and 7039-T64 [181]. This

figure demonstrates that high-strength aluminum alloys are vulnerable to environmental

cracking during outdoor exposure. This result is complex to interpret because the specimens

were subjected to condensed water, and possible electrochemical action, for a portion of the

exposure. Additionally, contamination from sulfur and chloride species may alter the MECP

behavior from that expected based on experiments with highly purified water vapor and with

distilled water. From a practical perspective, the data in Fig. 27 demonstrate the potential
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for EFCP in precipitation hardened aluminum alloys exposed to complex outdoor

environments, including the particularly aggressive sea coast. Alloy 7079-T651 has

particularly high susceptibility to SCC for the outdoor exposure conditions in Fig. 26. This

result is consistent with the uniquely poor MECP resistance of this alloy [147].

Caution needs to be exercised when determining KmA c values for aluminum alloys,

since crack growth is observed after hundreds of hours of incubation. It is often

recommended to define KIEAC as the value where measured crack growth rates are less than

10 -m m/s.

Fig. 26 demonstrates that MECP velocity in aluminum alloys is accelerated by

continuous and full specimen immersion in aqueous solutions. The magnitude of the

enhancement particularly depends on anion concentration, applied electrode potential,

temperature and precipitate microstructure. Systematic studies on the effect of various anions

on SCC behavior of 7079-T651 were performed by Speidel and results are shown in Fig. 28

[146]. Among the various anions, only C1-, Br-, and I- accelerated SCC beyond that promoted

by distilled water. Considering the ubiquity of these ions in marine environments, it is

important to understand the accelerating effect of these specie on MECP and EFCPo

Speidel investigated the effect of electrode potential on SCC growth rates for 7xxx

series alloys. A typical result is shown in Fig. 29 [146]. Stage H crack growth rate generally

declines with increasingly active potential from values typical of highly anodic polarization

(-250 mV in Fig. 29) to modest cathodic polarization (-1000 mV) relative to the free

corrosion potential of-635 inV. It is possible that growth rate increases with further increases

in cathodic polarization. The observed reduction in growth rates with respect to applied

potential was related to reduced hydrogen permeability over the same potential range. While

more negative potentials clearly favor hydrogen ion and water reduction, cathodic polarization

may also suppress crack tip acidification through cation hydrolysis. The net result could be

reduced hydrogen uptake and HEE crack growth rates [31].

SCC behavior in aluminum alloys is sensitive to alloy composition (e.g., 7079-T651

and 2219-T87 in Fig. 27), aging practice (e.g., 7075-T7351 and 7075-T651 in Fig. 27) and

crack orientation. Severe MECP is often found for cracks in the SL and TL orientations of

thick plate and forgings; most SCC data are specific to these orientations. Smooth specimen

experiments do not indicate a correlation between alloy yield strength and susceptibility to
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environmental cracking [24]. There have been no systematic studies of the effect of this

variable on KIEAC or da/dt versus K for aluminum alloys.

Precipitation hardening can cause deleterious reductions of MECP resistance for many

aluminum alloys. Maximum susceptibility is often observed before the peak strength is

reached during precipitation [147]. Fig. 30 schematically illustrates the variation of strength

and stress corrosion resistance during aging of aluminum alloys and is based on virtually

thousands of individual stress corrosion cracking data. The beneficial effect of slight

overaging for aluminum alloys on stress corrosion cracking is well accepted, however, the

precise mechanism is controversial. As a specific example, Fig. 31 demonstrates the effect

of overaging on MECP velocity for A1 7178 in aqueous chloride [146]. With 15 hours of

overaging at 160°C (-T7651), SCC resistance is increased by more than two orders of

magnitude in terms of Stage II da/dt. Care needs to be taken when considering an overaging

practice as a practical means to reduce the susceptibility to MECP in aluminum alloys. For

example, excessive overaging is necessary to obtain even a slight increase in SCC resistance

for copper-lean alloys, such as 7079, which is accompanied with a significant sacrifice in

terms of tensile strength and perhaps fracture toughness. On the other hand, slight overaging

of 7178 and 7075 can substantially enhance SCC resistance with an acceptable loss of tensile

strength [147].

3. Monotonic Load Environmental Cracking in Nickel Base Superalloys

Nickel and iron base superalloys, including IN 718, IN 600, IN 905 and Nimonic 105,

are susceptible to monotonic load environmental cracking, particularly in high pressure Hz,

distilled water and sodium hydroxide environments [119,182-184]. These alloys are also

susceptible to MECP in elevated temperature moist air. Specific subcritical crack growth rate

data are presented in Fig. 32 for Nimonic 105 in distilled water [119]. Unlike aluminum

alloys and steels, a large body of KIEAC values for various superalloy-environment systems are

not available.

Among the nickel base superalloys, precipitation hardened Inconel 718 is widely

applied in aerospace industries, particularly in jet engine and hydrogen/oxygen propulsion

system components. While there are a large number of experimental data that show that

Inconel 718 is significantly embrittled by the presence of gaseous hydrogen, in terms of

reduction in tensile properties and KIEAC compared to K1c, crack growth kinetics and the
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MECP behavior for a range of aqueous environments are not well defined [182]. The results

of pioneering experiments by Walter and Chandler are presented in Fig. 33 for Inconel 718

in very high pressure hydrogen gas at ambient temperature. Three things are apparent.

Inconel 718 is susceptible to MECP in hydrogen gas at stress intensities well below the plane

strain fracture toughness of order 125 MPa,/m. The susceptibility to monotonic load cracking,

as demonstrated by the reduction in KIEAC, increases significantly with increasing hydrogen

pressure at ambient temperature. The relationship between da/dt and K is approximated by

a simple exponential dependence on K without evidence of Stage I/Stage II plateau behavior.

The effect of hydrogen pressure on K_EACwas systematically studied by Walter et al.

for Inconel 718 [1821 and by Moody et al. for Inconel 903 [183]. Fig. 34 shows that KXEAC

values for both alloys exhibit a similar dependence on hydrogen gas pressure, analogous to

the case for steels in Fig. 23. At low pressures, threshold values for both alloys decrease

significantly as pressure increases until reaching a lower limiting threshold value at about 20 %

of Kxc. The effect of internally-charged hydrogen on the threshold for monotonic load crack

growth was similar for IN 718; increasing predissolved hydrogen content decreased King c

[184].

Sustained load environmental cracking of several nickel base superalloys in moist air

was intensively studied as a prime contributor to elevated temperature fatigue crack growth

behavior [110,111]. Fig. 35 shows MECP rates for IN 718 in moist air and vacuum at 649°C

[114]. Crack growth rate at high temperatures is substantially promoted by the moist air

environment compared to inert vacuum. This environment-sensitive sustained load crack

growth at high temperature is distinguished from classical creep processes which are operative

for the vacuum case. In the absence of the deleterious environment, so-called creep crack

growth rates decrease by several orders of magnitude. For elevated temperature crack

growth, oxygen is often considered as the embrittling species. The effect of temperature on

sustained load cracking for Inconel 718 in moist air is demonstrated in Fig. 36 [185,186].

Increasing temperature decreases KIEAC and increases MECP rates. The results in Figs. 35

and 36 indicate that daJdt versus K is described by two stage behavior. While an apparent

threshold is suggested, Stage II crack growth rates are not independent of applied K; rather,

power-law da/dt-K response is noted.
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4. Monotonic Load Enviromnental Cracking in Titanium Alloys

Titanium alloys are susceptible to MECP in a variety of environments including

aqueous electrolytes with halogen ions, particularly chloride, alcohols, and methanol-

hydrochloric acid solutions [24,187-192]. The susceptibility to environmental cracking in

titanium alloys is almost always associated with the high stress concentration and occluded cell

electrochemistry typical of precracked specimens, and is not observed with smooth or mildly

notched specimens _140]. The relationship between KmA c and yield strength for various

titanium alloys in 3.5 % NaC1 solution is given in Fig. 37 U90]. This figure shows that most

titanium alloys are susceptible to SCC in aqueous NaC1 solution and that the magnitude of

susceptibility is largely dependent on alloy composition and microstructure, but not necessarily

on yield strength. Few studies were performed on the effect of individual alloying elements

on MECP behavior in titanium alloys. Limited data indicate that there is a critical amount

of A1 for SCC to occur in aqueous solutions, perhaps associated with the deleterious effect

of localized slip resulting from long range ordering of aluminum and from precipitation of

Ti3A1. Fig. 38 shows the effect of aluminum on KIEAC for Ti-A1 alloys in aqueous KC1 _187].

KmA c for binary titanium alloys decrease with increasing aluminum content.

KmA c values and Stage II SCC growth rates in titanium alloys change dramatically

depending on heat treatment. An example of the change in the degree of sensitivity to SCC

with different heat treatment practice and resultant microstructure is demonstrated in Fig. 39

H88]. This figure shows Kma c values for Ti-8AI-IMo-IV in three different heat-treatment

conditions and for various electrochemical environments. KmA c changed from 48.3 MPa,/m

for mill-annealed alloy to 71.4 MPa./m for beta-treated and 63.7 MPa4'm for alpha/beta-

treated microstructures. The detailed discussion of the effect of each phase on the SCC

behavior of titanium alloys is given in Reference 187. Regardless of heat treatment condition,

Ti-8AI-IMo-IV is more susceptible to SCC in methanolic solutions than in aqueous media,

perhaps because this species attacks the otherwise passive film on the crack surface.

Fracture mechanics data for three microstructures of Ti-8AI-IMo-IV tested in 0.6M

KC1 at -500 mV, distilled water, and laboratory air are given in Fig. 40 [187]. Enhanced

MECP rates are observed for environments with Cl- ions. Similar to the SCC behavior for

aluminum alloys, halide anions (CI-, Br-, and I -_ accelerate cracking in distilled water.
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Ti-6A1-4V is widely used in aerospace structural applications. Fig. 41 shows the effect

of applied electrode potential on MECP velocity for Ti-6A1-4V in KC1 solution [189]. Kiaac

increased and da/dt decreased with cathodic polarization, and the reverse trend was produced

by anodic polarization. Environmental cracking was clearly more severe within increasingly

noble applied potential. Stage II crack growth rate increased in a similar manner with anodic

polarization for iodine solutions.

F. Conclusions

In this section the general aspects of monotonic load environmental cracking were

reviewed. Examples of fracture mechanics data for MECP in various alloy-environment

systems were presented. Widely-used aerospace alloys are often susceptible to environmental

cracking, while the magnitude of susceptibility strongly depends on environmental and

metallurgical variables. These variables are also likely to affect environmental fatigue crack

propagation and are therefore important to the life prediction problem.

Monotonic'load cracking will dominate fatigue crack growth rates if K levels in the

fatigue cycle exceed KmA c and if da/dt is significant. Table 2 summarizes KmA e and

corresponding da/dt for selected alloy-environment systems. From these results, EFCP in

1ow-KmA c, high-da/dt alloy/environment systems such as A1 7079¢NAC1 solution and AISI

4340/distilled water can be accurately predicted by a simple linear superposition model.

Environmental FCP in more resistant alloy/environment systems will only be modeled by

more complex empirical curve fitting or mechanism-based approaches, as detailed in Chapter

VII on "Quantitative Crack Growth Rate Models".
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4340/300M in Distilled Water

[temperature]

AA 7079 in NaCJ

[Cl- concentration]

IN718 in High Pressure H 2

_N718 at 650°C
®o air

oo vacuum

fi-SAM Mo-lV in NaCi, Kl, KCJ
[electrode potential]

12%Cr.Martensitic SS in Water

[temper temperature]

HY130/4340 in NaC_ (Low a_
[yield strength]

AA 7017, 7075, 2090 in NaCi

11-6AI-4V in NaCI

_-6AI-6V-2Sn in Methano_/HCJ

Ferdtic S_ee_ with Dissolved H

[hydrogen content]

Kth
(MPaJm)

18

4

3O - 4O

15 - 25
45

30

20

> 75

6-10

20

25

da/dt
mm/seo

10 -2

2x 10 -2

10 -1

!04_10 -2

4x 10 _

10 "1

25 - 50 < 10 _

Table 2 KIEAC values and corresponding crack growth rates for MECP in selected

material/environment systems relevant to aerospace applications.
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V. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON FCP KINETICS

Corrosion fatigue crack propagation results from the synergistic interaction between

cyclic plastic deformation and chemical reaction localized within a crack tip process zone.

In this review corrosion fatigue and environment enhanced fatigue crack propagation (EFCP)

are interchangeably used.

The fracture mechanics method and stress intensity range similitude have been

demonstrated to successfully describe environmental fatigue crack propagation as detailed

elsewhere [31]. Wei and coworkers first extended the stress intensity similitude concept for

environmental fatigue, following from the work of Paris [11,14]. Typical confirming data

are presented in Fig. 42a. Caution is, however, required when applying similitude to

environmental fatigue. As discussed by Gangloff and indicated in Fig. 42b, stress intensity

formulations may not correctly describe the chemical driving force for environmental fatigue,

particularly the dependencies on component geometry as well as crack size and opening

[31,193,194]. The application of laboratory data to life prediction must be accordingly

questioned. At present, it is necessary to consider the occurrence and importance of

breakdowns in similitude on a case by case basis. This is dictated because the chemical

contribution to fatigue damage is material and environment specific, and is difficult to predict

by modeling. This topic is amplified in Chapter VII! on "Factors Complicating Life

Prediction".

A wide variety of variables, which have a second order effect on inert environment

mechanical fatigue, critically affect fatigue in aggressive gases and liquids. Life prediction

through similitude is accordingly complicated. Extensive fracture mechanics based data bases

have been developed over the past two decades for the following material-environment

systems. A typical application which spawned the crack growth studies is noted in

parentheses for each case.

oo C-Mn and alloy steels in hydrogen producing gases and electrolytes. (C-Mn and

HSLA steels in offshore platforms for oil and gas production, particularly in the North

Sea.)

oo Precipitation hardened aluminum alloys in water vapor and aqueous chloride. (High

strength aluminum alloys for aerospace structures.)
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oo Titanium alloys in halogen beating electrolytes.

oo Precipitation hardened nickel based superalloys in hydrogen gas. (Nickel based

superalloys in the Space Shuttle Main Engine.)

oo Precipitation hardened nickel based superalloys in elevated temperature moist air.

(Nickel based superalloys in jet engine turbine disks.)

oo Stainless and ferritic steels in high purity water at elevated temperatures. (Steels in

pressure vessel and piping components of commercial light water nuclear reactor

systems.)

With the exception of the last case, data are summarized for each of these material-

environment systems.

A. C-Mn and Alloy Steels in Hydrogen Producing Gases and Electrolytes

Ferritic and martensitic steels, ranging from low strength C-Mn (normalized)pearlitic

microstructures to high strength quenched and tempered martensitic compositions, are prone

to accelerated fatigue crack growth rates in gases and aqueous electrolytes. These

environments are capable of producing atomic hydrogen through chemical and electrochemical

reactions on clean crack and exposed specimen surfaces as indicated in Fig. 5. Hydrogen

environment embrittlement is often maximum near 25°C and declines with both decreasing

and increasing temperature. While there is a tendency for an increased environmental effect

on fatigue with increasing steel yield strength, certainly above Klscc, the effect is not as

marked as typically encountered for monotonic load hydrogen embrittlement; low strength

steels can be severely affected by hydrogen during cyclic loading below KISCC.

The potency of hydrogen embrittlement during cyclic deformation is illustrated by data

for steels in pure hydrogen gas. Results in Figs. 43 and 44 show the EFCP behavior of high

(1330 to 1480 MPa) and of moderate (1035 MPa) yield strength martensitic steels cycled in

low pressure (50 to 100 kPa) purified hydrogen [131,195]. For the higher strength steels in

Fig. 43, (a) crack growth rates are increased by up to three orders of magnitude due to H 2,

(b) the Paris regime slope is dramatically increased by hydrogen, (c) oxygen additions

mitigate the hydrogen effect, and (d) crack growth rates increase with decreasing frequency.

EFCP for the case in Fig. 43 is most likely at stress intensity levels above K_EAC and the
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environmentaleffect is accordinglysevere. For the moderatestrengthsteel,Fig. 44, the

effectof gaseoushydrogenis measurable,butgrowth ratesareincreasedby lessthananorder

of magnitudeover a wide range of AK levels. The Paris exponentis not changedby

environmentand da/dN is not influencedby loading frequency. Thesecharacteristicsare

typical of cycle-dependentEFCPbelowKingc.

Gaseoushydrogenenhancesfatiguecrackgrowth in low to moderatestrengthC-Mn

and alloy steels,however,mostdatahavebeenobtainedat high hydrogenpressures. The

damagingeffectof low pressureH2 (90kPa)wasfirst reportedby Nelsonfor 1020steel(ays

= 400 MPa) [129]. A similar result, albeit involving faster fatigue crack growth rates

producedfor high pressure(6.9 MPa) hydrogengas, is illustratedby curve 2 in Fig. 45

[197]. Analogousbehaviorwasreportedfor a moderatestrength(Crys=745 MPa) quenched

and temperedalloy steelin very high pressure(52 MPa) gaseoushydrogen[78].

Fig. 45 summarizesthe effect of gaseoushydrogenon FCP in steels. Reference

growth rate relationshipsareplotted from Equations8 and9 for FCP in vacuum[119], and

from Equations11 [122] and22 [123] for moistair. The magnitudeof theH2effect varies

by between5-fold and 10,000-foldincreasesin da/dN at fixed AK and compared to crack

growth in vacuum. Curves 1 and 2 define the behavior of very high strength steel (Oys =

1325 to 1500 MPa from Fig. 43) in low pressure (100 kPa) H E [131,195]. Crack growth is

largely above Kmac, and increases in severity with increasing steel yield strength, increasing

R and decreasing loading frequency. Curves 3, 4, 5 and 6 define the behavior of lower

strength steels (Crys from 200 to 1030 MPa; for example, from Fig. 44) in low pressure (100

kPa) H 2 [129,131,196]. While data are not definitive, crack growth is less sensitive to yield

strength, f and R. Increased hydrogen pressure, for example to 6.9 MPa in curve 7 and

between 1 and 100 MPa for interval marker 8, results in increased fatigue crack growth rates

[78,1971. H 2 enhanced fatigue in low strength steels progresses below K_EAC; tile Paris

exponent is unaffected by H 2 for curves 3 to 6, while it is dramatically increased for "above

K_EAC" fatigue in high strength steel as indicated in curves 1 and 2. The effects of hydrogen

pressure, loading frequency and yield strength on EFCP are considered in Chapter VI on

"Variables That Affect Environmental Fatigue Crack Propagation".

The composition of the hydrogen gas environment critically affects the degree of

EFCP. As shown in Figs. 43a and 44a, small amounts of O2 added to the H 2 environment
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reduce the extent of hydrogen embrittlement. Here, oxygen preferentially adsorbs on the

crack tip surface and blocks dissociative chemical adsorption of H 2 and subsequent uptake of

atomic hydrogen (see Fig. 5). Gaseous hydrocarbons such as ethylene and acetylene are

similarly beneficial in mitigating H 2 enhanced fatigue cracking by reducing hydrogen uptake

through a chemical reaction-based blocking mechanism, as demonstrated in Fig. 46 [131].

In contrast to the beneficial effects of 02, C2H4 and C2H 2, Fig. 47 demonstrates the general

result that EFCP in steels is exacerbated by exposure to low pressure hydrogen sulfide gas

[196]. For moderate strength 21,4Cr-lMo steel, crack growth rates are increased by well over

an order of magnitude for FCP in 670 Pa H2S compared to the benign environments.

Environmental fatigue is significant for low strength carbon-manganese steels, of

normalized ferrite-pearlite microstructures, stressed in a variety of aqueous marine

environments. Extensive data are represented in Fig. 48 [198]. Hydrogen environment

embrittlement is implicated for these systems, as demonstrated by the two to three order of

magnitude increase in da/dN for X42 steel in high pressure, purified hydrogen gas (curve 2)

[197]. Considering aqueous environments, seawater produces enhanced fatigue crack growth

relative to vacuum and moist air, with the magnitude of the effect increasing from free

corrosion (curve 4) to cathodic polarization (curve 3) to H2S additions at free corrosion (curve

1). The strong effect of H2S is further evidence for hydrogen environment embrittlement, and

is important to marine and other applications where biological reactions produce ionic sulfur

bearing products [199,203].

The simple power-law regime of fatigue cracking observed for moist air and vacuum

is altered by aqueous environments. A two-slope behavior is shown in Fig. 48, where a

strong zXK dependence of rate at lower stress intensities transforms to a milder dependence at

higher _K. For cathodic polarization, da/dN values within the latter regime are nearly

independent of increasing AK; a plateau is sometimes observed.

The amount of data on the effect of hydrogen environments on near-threshold fatigue

cracking is not substantial compared to above-Paris regime behavior. For free corrosion,

zXK-rH is reduced by seawater exposure, with the effect of stress ratio paralleling that reported

for crack growth in benign environments. For cathodic polarization, high R thresholds are

probably similar to those reported for free corrosion, but notably, very high AKTH values are
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reported for low R loading, as illustrated by curve 5 in Fig. 48 2. Ritchie and coworkers

reported a decrease in AKth and a concurrent increase in near-threshold crack growth rates for

2 1/4Cr-lMo in gaseous hydrogen environment compared to FCP in moist air, as illustrated

in Fig. 49 [205,2061. Oxide formed on the steel crack surface during cyclic loading in moist

air, but not in dry H z. Accordingly, corrosion product-induced crack closure enhanced AKth

for the former environment. The possibility for hydrogen embrittlement in H2, apart from

reduced closure, was not explored.

For many material and environment systems, it is possible to define that threshold

stress intensity factor (Kmgc) which is required to produce environmental crack propagation

under sustained or monotonically varying load: KIEAC is within the range of the AK values

typical of fatigue crack propagation for the highest strength steels in the various hydrogen

producing environments, Fig. 19. As discussed in Chapter IV on "Monotonic Load

Environmental Cracking", this suggests that MECP contributes to the environmental fatigue

response for this case. For the lower strength steels represented in Figs. 43 through 49, KmA c

is typically greater than 100 MPadm and is much larger than the highest stress intensities

employed for environmental fatigue. Here, environmental cracking does not occur under

monotonic loading; cyclic deformation must uniquely interact with the environment to cause

fatigue crack growth.

The carbon steel-hydrogen environment system was reviewed in detail by Gangloff and

Krishnamurthy [198] as well as by Jaske et al. [207].

Bo Precipitation Hardened Aluminum Alloys in Water Vapor and Aqueous Chloride

Extensive corrosion fatigue data have been produced for high strength 2000 and 7000

Several

Fig. 50

series aluminum alloys in aqueous chloride and purified water vapor environments.

conclusions are drawn from the tabulation of typical results presented in

[14,74,75,91,136,173,208-214].

Both gaseous and aqueous environments produce significant corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in aluminum alloys, and relative to helium or vacuum for a wide range of stress

intensities. Hydrogen production and embrittlement (Fig. 5) are implicated for these systems,

Cathodic polarization produces calcium and magnesium hydroxide precipitates within the fatigue crack,

causing corrosion product induced crack surface closure contact and increased AK_.
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however, the concurrent actions of anodic dissolution and passive film formation obscure the

mechanism for EFCP which may be either above or below K_EAC. The results presented in

Fig. 48 were obtained for continuous immersion of the cracking specimen. Here, aqueous

chloride at typical free corrosion potentials (about -800 mV, SCE) increases da/dN by

between 4 and 100-fold relative to helium. Alternate immersion and salt spray environments

are important to aerospace applications, however, fracture mechanics fatigue crack growth rate

data are limited. Distilled water also promotes EFCP in aluminum alloys; C1-exacerbates,

but is not a requisite for cracking. As stress corrosion cracking resistant aluminum alloys

have been developed, sub-KIEA¢ environmental fatigue behavior has become of paramount

importance. Specific sub-KIEAC environmental fatigue crack growth behavior for the advanced

aerospace A1-Li-Cu alloy 2090 is presented in Fig. 51 [135]. For the alloy, LT crack

orientation and environments represented in Fig. 51, KIEA¢ is above Kma × (17 MPa,/m) and

environmental fatigue cracking is by transgranular processes.

Moist air is an embrittling environment compared to helium, particularly for the 7000

series alloys, and with water vapor as the likely embrittling culprit through a hydrogen

mechanism. Wei and colleagues conducted extensive studies on the deleterious effect of pure

water vapor on 7000 and 2000 series alloys at moderate stress intensity levels [75,212]. The

range of rates varies between an upper bound somewhat higher than growth rates for humid

air and a lower bound given by data for inert environments.

Only limited data have been obtained to describe near-threshold corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in aluminum alloys [74,136,209,216,217]. Here, only high stress ratio results

are reasonably interpreted because the complicating extrinsic effects of crack closure are

minimal. Enhanced crack closure mechanisms in highly corrosive environments can lead to

increased nominal AKth at low stress ratios. As shown in Fig. 50, the intrinsic effect of water

vapor, moist air and aqueous chloride (either free corrosion or cathodically polarized) is to

reduce threshold stress intensity value relative to helium. The mechanism for this effect is

speculative, with both hydrogen environment embrittlement and film rupture/dissolution

processes possible. Notably, similar da/dN are reported for FCP in the helium and oxygen

environments, suggesting a minimal effect of surface oxide films.

7000 series AI alloys are more prone to EFCP than 2000 series A1 alloys, including

the Mg + Cu and Li + Cu classes, in both the low and intermediate stress intensity ranges.
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The transgranularenvironmentalfatigue sensitivityof 7000 seriesalloys parallelsthe well

knowndifferencesin intergranularSCCandhydrogenembrittlementresistancefor thesealloy

classes[147]. The fundamentalmechanismfor theeffectof alloy compositionis, however,

unclear.

The systemsrepresentedin Fig. 50werereviewedby SpeidelandDuquette[76,173].

C. Titanium Alloys in Halogen Bearing Electrolytes.

Since the pioneering stress corrosion cracking work of Brown, which showed the

sensitivity of precracked titanium alloys to aqueous chloride solutions [149], many studies

have investigated the corrosion fatigue behavior of this structural material [173].

Typical data are presented in Fig. 52 for Ti-6A1-4V [138,173]. Environmental fatigue crack

growth rates are enhanced by up to 10-fold by cyclic loading in several halogen-beating

solutions, including 0.6M KCI and 5M KI, at the free corrosion potential. The resemblance

between stress corrosion cracking and EFCP behaviors in titanium alloys is apparent; that is,

the same ions increase subcritical crack growth rates.

Studies by Dawson and Pelloux demonstrated that the environmental fatigue crack

growth behavior of both Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-6A1-6V-2Sn alloys in such halogen-bearing

solutions is largely governed by AK and loading frequency, with the forms of the

dependencies specific to fatigue above or below KmA c [72]. Fig. 53 summarizes the effects

of frequency and bulk solution pH on the EFCP behavior of Ti-6A1-6V-2Sn in aqueous 0.6

M NaC1. Note the complex dependence of da/dN on AK and frequency. At higher AK, for

either solution and where Kmax is above KmA o daJdN values increase with decreasing loading

frequency and exceed growth rates for vacuum by up to two orders of magnitude. At low

AK, the reverse frequency dependence is observed; faster loading rates favor increased da/dN.

These two regimes of frequency response are bounded by a specific AK level, defined as

AKsc c by Dawson and Pelloux, where the fatigue crack growth rate versus AK relationship

shows a sudden increase with increasing AK. This critical stress intensity range marks the

onset of a strong environmental effect that Dawson and Pelloux referred to as "cyclic stress

corrosion cracking". AKsco is markedly lower than KmAc for static or monotonic loading of

these alloys in the same solutions. Furthermore, AK_c is a strong function of frequency, as

illustrated in Fig. 54 [72]. AK_c increases with decreasing frequency, approaching 0.9 KIEAC
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(where Km_x = King c for R = 0.1) as frequency decreases to the static load condition. The

enhancement in AK_c with increasing loading rate, or crack tip strain rate, is attributed to the

repeated rupture of the passive film at the crack tip due to cyclic loading. Environmental

fatigue crack growth rates above hK_c, but below KIEAC, cannot be accurately predicted by

a simple linear superposition model. Indeed, proportional increases in da/dN with decreasing

f for AK levels above K_EAC are not observed, indicating that EFCP is not predictable by

linear superposition of monotonic or static load da/dt versus K data. The fatigue crack growth

rate is rather determined by both cyclic and time component of fatigue cycles for titanium

alloys in electrolytes.

D. Precipitation Hardened Nickel Based Superalloys in Hydrogen Gas

Limited data demonstrate strong gaseous hydrogen environment effects on fatigue crack

growth rates in nickel based superalloys stressed at ambient temperature. The most notable

work in this regard was conducted over the past 25 years by Walter, Chandler, Jewett and

Frandsen at Rocketdyne and in support of materials applications in aerospace systems such

as the Space Shuttle Main Engine. While a large amount of data were reported on high

pressure hydrogen effects on uniaxial tensile and precracked fracture mechanics specimens

subjected to monotonically increasing or constant load, only limited data are available for

fatigue crack growth.

Data contained in Fig. 55 demonstrate that high strength (ays = 1120 MPa)

precipitation hardened Inconel 718 is prone to gaseous hydrogen enhanced fatigue crack

propagation for a range of loading frequencies and H 2 pressures at 23°C [78]. Similar slow

crack growth rates are observed for high pressure He and low pressure (69 kPa) hydrogen,

with both sets of data in good agreement with Speidel's prediction from Equation 8 (E = 207

GPa). Substantial increases in crack growth rate, up to a factor of 10, were produced by

higher hydrogen gas pressures and by reduced loading frequency including the long time load

cycle based on the Space Shuttle Main Engine application 3. The shaded band in Fig. 55

indicates typical values of the threshold (KmA c or KTn in Fig. 55) for monotonic load

environmental cracking of IN 718 in high pressure H 2. Data in Fig. 56 further demonstrate

(1.75 second ramp to P,_x, 255 second hold period at Pr_, 1.0 second ramp to 0.92 P_, 235 second

hold period at 0.92 P,,_, 1.2 second ramp to P,_, and a 30 second hold period at PJ.
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frequencydependentEFCPin IN 718exposedto high pressure(7.5 MPa)H 2 at 25°C [219].

Growth rates in H 2 are up to 40-fold faster than reference levels for FCP in moist air and

arereasonably described by simple Paris power-law behavior. EFCP rates in hydrogen

increase by a factor of 10 with a 100-fold decrease in frequency.

Data in Fig. 57 further indicate that high pressure H 2 (35 to 50 MPa) at 23°C

accelerates fatigue crack growth rates in several high strength (900 MPa < Oy_ < 1300 MPa)

nickel, cobalt and iron based superalloys 4 [218]. Compared to the Speidel vacuum result

(Equation 8), da/dN values are enhanced up to five orders of magnitude by hydrogen for the

very slow frequency fatigue cycle simulating a Space Shuttle Main Engine mission. These

data indicate large effects of alloy composition and, for IN 718, of the microstructure of the

precipitated phases. The fastest crack growth rates correlate with cracking of the interfaces

between precipitates and the matrix, while somewhat slower growth rates were produced by

intergranular cracking. Modes of cracking in hydrogen were different from those produced

by fatigue in inert gas.

The stress intensity levels of the environmental fatigue results in Figs. 55 through 57

are notable for two reasons. Firstly, strong environmental effects on fatigue occur for cyclic

stress intensities above KmA c for several of the microstructures. Considering Fig. 55, Kmn c

equals 30 to 40 MPa,/m for hydrogen pressures greater than 5 MPa. The environmental

fatigue data for 0.1 Hz and for the SSME cycle, and 68.9 MPa H2, were obtained for

maximum stress intensities above this monotonic load threshold. As a second example, data

in Fig. 57 for IN 718 were obtained at stress intensity levels above sustained load thresholds

of 14 MPa./m for STA 2 and 42 MPa,/m for STA 1. The rapid environmental fatigue

indicated here is consistent with these relatively low monotonic threshold values and with the

prolonged hold periods of the fatigue cycle.

As a second point, much of the data in Figs. 55, 56 and 57 are of limited use because

they were obtained at extremely high levels of AK. Hydrogen effects on FCP in IN 718 are

not well characterized for important AK levels below about 18 MPa,/m. The data for steels,

aluminum and titanium alloys in various environments were for _K levels well below 40 to

50 MPa,/m, and as low as _K = 2 MPa,/m, while the bulk of the da/dN data in Figs. 55

4 Haynes 188 is a single phase cobalt based superalloy, while IN 903 is an iron based alloy.
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through 57 were obtained at AK levels between 40 and 140 MPa,/m. Such high stress

intensities are unlikely to be relevant to typical structural applications where applied stresses

and existing flaw sizes are small to moderate. AKth for nickel based superalloys in vacuum

is about 5 MPa,/m based on Equation 9, and the fracture toughness levels of the superalloys

in Figs. 55 and 57 are between 80 and 120 MPa,/m. The results in Figs. 55, 56 and 57 are

far from the important threshold regime and approach Kic.

Crack growth rate data in Fig. 58 show that the chemistry of the H z environment

critically affects EFCP, analogous to the behavior of steels [219]. While high pressure pure

H 2 promotes EFCP in IN 718, the presence of KOH poisons the otherwise deleterious

environmental effect. Crack growth rates for the Hz/KOH case are reduced by up to an order

of magnitude compared to EFCP in pure H 2. Fatigue crack growth in the former environment

is, however, up to 3-fold faster than da/dN for IN 718 in moist air.

Additional environmental fatigue crack growth rate data are required for nickel based

superalloys in gaseous hydrogen. Mr. Ken Garr of the Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell

International provided a bibliography of internal Rocketdyne work reported to date on the

hydrogen compatibility of aerospace materials. Many of these experiments were carried out

under contract to the NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center [78-80,220-225].

E. Precipitation Hardened Nickel Based SuperaHoys in E_evated Temperature Moist
Air

Extensive research over the past ten years has been aimed at the fatigue crack

propagation behavior of high strength nickel based superalloys in elevated temperature moist

air environments. The application for this work has been the development of damage tolerant

alloys and fracture mechanics design methods for turbine disk components in military and

commercial aircraft engines. For high strength disk alloys, elevated temperature

environmental effects can be strong, similar to the data presented for structural alloys in room

temperature H a. The fracture mechanics approach is relevant if time dependent plasticity is

limited to a tens-of-micron sized process zone at the crack tip. This is the case, at least for

typical alloys such as IN 718 at temperatures up to 550°C. The possibility for substantial

inelastic creep deformation must be assessed for each set of da/dN-AK data; time dependent

crack tip field parameters would have to be employed should the basic assumptions of the

linear-elastic stress intensity approach be breached.
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Oxidizingmoistair enhancesratesof fatigue crack propagation in high strength nickel

based superalloys at elevated temperatures, as illustrated in Fig. 59 [226]. These data were

obtained for cast and wrought Rene' 95 (ay s = 1200 MPa), subjected to either continuous or

hold time load cycling at 538°C. Slow crack growth rates are observed for fatigue in vacuum,

consistent with the prediction of Equation 8 (E = 207 GPa). Notably, similar da/dN values

are reported for fast (1 to 5 Hz by Speidel) and slow (0.1 Hz) loading frequencies in vacuum.

This result indicates that time dependent creep-fatigue deformation does not contribute to FCP

in this alloy at 538°C. In sharp contrast crack growth is accelerated by loading in moist air,

with the effect exacerbated substantially by the 15 minute hold period. Similar results are

shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for IN 718. For FCP at 25°C, equivalent da/dN levels are reported

for vacuum and moist air. An enhancement in growth rates is seen for elevated temperature,

fast (20 Hz) loading; the environmental effect is promoted by slower frequency continuous

and hold time loading.

The trends indicated in Fig. 59 are

4 °cyclically loaded in moist air at 6 9 C [111].

further demonstrated in Fig. 60 for IN 718

The slowest rates of crack growth are recorded

for the baseline conditions which include a loading frequency of 1 Hz, a hold period of 0

seconds and a stress ratio of 0.1. Increased R to 0.5 only affects a reduction in the threshold

stress intensity. Critically, crack growth rates are increased by decreased loading frequency

to 0.01 Hz or by the inclusion of a 50 second hold period at Kin, x.
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VI. VARIABLES THAT AFFECT ENVIRONMENTAL FATIGUE CRACK

PROPAGATION IN STRUCTURAL ALLOYS

Environment enhanced fatigue crack propagation behavior is determined by the

interactions of a wide range of mechanical, metallurgical and environment chemical variables,

as can be inferred from the typical results presented in Figs. 42 through 60. An example is

provided in Table 1 for aluminum alloys in water vapor and aqueous chloride environments.

These variables are similarly relevant for steels, Ti and Ni-based alloys. Many of these

variables have no influence on FCP in benign environments; for the environmental case,

however, these variables interact to complicate fatigue crack growth kinetics. Environmental

da/dN versus AK data are decidedly more complex to incorporate into life prediction models.

A. Stress Intensity Range

The simple Paris power-law relationship between da/dN and AK, to stress intensities

approaching AKxH , has significance for FCP in benign environments, but is not applicable for

aggressive environment cases. That stress intensity range affects environmental fatigue crack

propagation in a complex fashion compared to inert environments is schematically illustrated

in Figs. 16, 19 and 61 [36,171]. While a power-law response is typical for any limited range

of AK, a more complex daJdN-AK relationship is possible over a broader range of stress

intensities, as first suggested by McEvily and Wei in Fig. 16 [171] and amplified by Scott

[36]. The complex forms of da/dN-hK relationships are exhibited in Fig. 62 for Ti-6A1-4V,

X65 controlled rolled microalloyed ferritic steel, and precipitation-hardened aluminum alloy

7017-T651; each in aqueous chloride.

Environmental effects do not simply shift the da/dN-_K relationship to increased

growth rates. Rather, the magnitude and pattern of EFCP depend on the relative contributions

of monotonic load environmental cracking and cyclic strain induced environmental cracking.

Such results are expected because inert environment fatigue is driven by crack-tip plasticity,

which is uniquely related to hK, while environment enhanced fatigue crack growth involves

conjoint plastic strain and chemical processes. Predictions of the complex effect of stress

intensity require mechanistic models of the environmental effect°

When monotonic load environmental cracking dominates the contribution to

environmental fatigue crack growth rates, the da/dN-A K relationship clearly indicates this class

of behavior and is of the Type B cracking form indicated in Fig. 16, or equivalently of the
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Fig. 62a Effect of AK on corrosion fatigue crack growth rate at several frequencies for

Ti-6A1-4V in 0.6 M NaC1. After Dawson and Pelloux [72].
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above-KwH (or above KmAc) type in Fig. 19, and is similarly indicated by the dashed line in

the schematic diagram of Fig. 60. Here inert and environmental growth rates are equal for

those stress intensity cycles (R and AK levels) where Kma x is less than Kmm. Environmental

fatigue crack growth rates sharply increase with increasing AK, when a significant portion of

the stress intensity cycle is above KIEAC , and with extremely steep power law behavior often

yielding to a shallower rate of increase of da/dN with AK due to mass transport and reaction

limitations on monotonic load cracking rates. This form of cracking is discussed more fully

in Chapter VII on superposition of MECP and FCP, and was introduced in Chapter III.

Examples of this stress intensity dependence are given in Figs. 44, 57 and 60.

Environment affects fatigue crack propagation rates at stress intensity levels below

Kin, o For this case, it is useful to consider that three stress intensity regimes of corrosion

fatigue crack growth are possible, as represented schematically in Fig. 16 for Type A

behavior, in Fig. 19 and by the combined solid and dashed lines in Fig. 57.

Regime 1: Fatigue crack growth rates in this regime are nearly asymptotic to a

limiting stress intensity, AKth , below which da/dN is practically negligible. Near-threshold

(da/dN < 10 -6 mm/cycle) environmental effects may reduce the apparent crack growth

threshold and accelerate da/dN, with the AK dependence paralleling benign environment

behavior.

In Fig. 62a, rates for the titanium alloy are well above 10.6 mm/cycle, however,

imaginative extrapolation suggests that the environment could lower AKth and raise growth

rates relative to moist air. For steels, indications of this effect were reported by Booth et al.

[124] and by Bardal [200]; however; little difference is seen for near-threshold cracking in

chloride versus moist air in Fig. 62b. In fact near-threshold rates for the former are

somewhat less than moist air kinetics and perhaps approach vacuum behavior.

Near-threshold corrosion fatigue in aluminum alloys is largely unexplored; limited data

are shown in Fig. 50 [209] which demonstrate a decrease in AKth and a concurrent

enhancement in near-threshold da/dN for high-strength A1-Li-Cu alloy 2090 in 1% NaC1

compared to FCP in either moist air or high-purity helium. A similar trend is likely for other

2000 and 7000 series aluminum alloys when loaded in moist gases and aqueous electrolytes.

For nickel based superalloys in elevated temperature moist air, increasing temperature

increases AKth , while also promoting increased crack growth rates, as demonstrated in Fig.
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60. This fatiguecrack growthcrossoverwith temperaturewasfirst notedby Van Stoneand

Krueger for Inconel718 [113]. They speculatedthat this behavioris dueto local cracktip

blunting by combinationsof creepandcyclic plasticity.

Measurementsof crack growth in the near-thresholdregime areprohibitively time

consumingowing to the low loading frequenciesrelevant to EFCP [201,228]. As such,

environmentaleffectsin this regimearepoorly established.

REGIME 2: A second regime of EFCP is often observed for AK levels above the

fatigue threshold. Here da/dN values increase rapidly relative to the reference environment

and with a significantly stronger power-law dependence above a critical stress intensity level.

This behavior is shown for steel in Figs. 48 and 62b [36,227], for titanium alloys in Figs. 52

and 62a [72,173] and for an aluminum alloy in Fig. 62c [91]. EFCP in Regime 2is often

interpreted as the intervention of cyclic deformation stimulated "stress corrosion cracking"

above a threshold K level [36,70,72].

Many researchers argue that monotonic load values of KXEACare lowered by cyclic

loading, resulting in behavior similar to the Type B response [36]. That is, the threshold K

for the onset of the dashed line behavior in Fig. 61 depends on loading mode and decreases

from K_EAC width cyclic loading. A counter view is illustrated in Fig. 19 where cycle-time

dependent da/dN-AK behavior occurs above a critical :AK and R combination, but below and

separate from EFCP above KreAc. The two-transition response in Fig. 19 has not been

observed. Rather single perturbations in the d_dN-AK behavior, of the type illustrated in

Fig. 61, are more common.

REGIME 3: As AK approaches a critical value at the end of Regime 2 for below-

KmA c cracking, the environmental effect is diminished rendering a reduction in the slope of

the da/dN-AK dependence. In some instances so called "plateau" nearly AK-independent

behavior is observed. This latter behavior is indicated for the steel-NaC1 system in Figs. 48

and 62b, while a reduced power-law relationship is observed for titanium and aluminum

alloys, Figs. 14, 62a and 62c. The reduced environmental influence at higher AK is often

interpreted to result from a AK-independent, transport limited "cyclic SCC" rate superimposed

on a AK-dependent mechanical fatigue process. Stated equivalently, plateau behavior may be

a result of chemically rate-limited environmental cracking that cannot respond to increasing

mechanical driving force. A dramatic reduction in the slope of the da/dN versus AK
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relationship is also typically observed for above-KIEAC EFCP behavior.

Corrosion fatigue crack growth rates intersect and equal benign environment values

at very high AK approaching Kic. This regime is of little significance owing to the high levels

of hK and fast crack growth rates involved.

Two points are important regarding the stress intensity dependence of environmental

cracking. The stress intensity dependence of EFCP rates is typically characterized by a simple

constant load, increasing AK experiment. To date there have been no extensive studies of the

load and crack length history dependence of the da/dN-hK relationship for corrosion fatigue.

That the results in Fig. 16 are true material property laws which are independent of loading

and geometry factors remains to be proven. Secondly, when analyzing the effects of variables

on corrosion fatigue crack propagation and when developing crack propagation rate models,

it is important to recognize the various AK regimes.

B. Stress Ratio

Increasing mean stress intensity in a fatigue load cycle, as characterized by the stress

ratio R (R = Kmin/Kmax) , generally increases fatigue crack growth rates and decreases AKTH

values for both inert and aggressive environments. For aggressive environments, dramatic

stress ratio effects on fatigue above KIEAC are well described by linear superposition of stress

corrosion cracking rates, as discussed in Chapter VII [229].

For benign environments and at temperatures where time-dependent plastic deformation

is minimal, the crack closure mechanism is commonly invoked to explain the observed effect

of stress ratio on FCP rates, particularly for low growth rates (< 10-5 mm/cycle). Fig. 49

shows data for 21,4Cr-lMo steel fatigued in moist air and dry hydrogen, and that were

interpreted based on crack closure [205,206]. The effective stress intensity factor, hK_ff (AK_fr

= Kma x - Kcl), typically decreases with decreasing R for a given applied AK because of the

increasingly important effect of crack surface contact at a characteristic stress intensity, K d.

Crack closure often occurs at particularly high

environmentally induced crack path tortuosity and

because of corrosion product debris within the crack.

values of Kcl for EFCP because of

resulting crack surface roughness, and

Mechanical fretting during low-R FCP

can enhance chemical reaction rates and increase the volume of corrosion product, and hence

promote crack closure. Intrinsic damage mechanisms other than extrinsic crack closure may
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alsocontributeto the effect of stressratio on environmentalFCP rates. For example,the

magnitudeof Kma,,could influence hydrogenembrittlementdamagewithin the crack tip

processzone (Fig. 5) by increasing the volume of material that is subjected to very high

stresses. Intrinsic stress ratio effects on daMN have not been modeled based on particular

damage mechanisms. The relative contributions of crack closure and intrinsic mean stress

effects are not often separated.

Vosikovsky and coworkers demonstrated the deleterious effect of stress ratio on

corrosion fatigue in carbon and heat treated alloy steels exposed to NaC1 [127,230]. For a

specific frequency, single crack growth rate laws of the type shown in Fig. 62b were

produced for FCP in moist air and aqueous NaC1 when _K was replaced by a function

including the stress ratio; viz. (_K + 4R) for XT0 C-Mn steel and (AK + 3R) for HY130

steel. The relative contributions of crack closure and intrinsic R-sensitive environmental

cracking were not defined. Given that the (AK + R) function equally correlates daMN data

for air and aqueous chloride, and based on the relatively small effect of R on corrosion

fatigue, it is likely that mean stress predominantly affected crack closure for this system.

indeed, Ewalds argued that these fatigue data are equally well correlated with an "effective

AK" equal to (0.6 + 0.3R) AK and based on Elber's physical notion of plasticity induced crack

closure [231].

The need in this area is to define the effect of stress ratio on intrinsic corrosion fatigue

crack propagation, independent of crack closure. This aim is hindered by the complexity of

measuring displacement in aggressive environments and by the lack of understanding of the

relationship between such measurements, physical load transfer and the relevant stress

intensity range.

C. Loading Waveforrn

Apart from overload effects, loading waveform is a secondary variable for fatigue

crack growth in moist air [139]. Several studies indicate that loading waveform, including

constant amplitude loading wave shape, periodic overloads or underloads, and variable

amplitude loading spectra, can substantially influence environmental fatigue crack propagation.

Rates of EFCP are well correlated by the root-mean-square (rms) of the applied stress

intensity distribution for the steel/NaC1 system under narrow band random loading [232-237].
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Whenevaluatingthe servicelife of structuralcomponents,however,load interactioneffects

mustbecarefullyassessed.For example,it is well knownthattensileoverloadshavea strong

retardingeffectonsubsequentsubcriticalfatiguecrackgrowth [139], asillustratedin Fig. 63

for 2124and7150aluminumalloys[233], andelsewherefor advancedA1-Cu-Lialloy 2090,

all in moist air [234]. More recently,it hasbeenfoundthatcompressiveundefloadsmayalso

affect subsequentcrackgrowth in aluminumalloys, causingda/dN to increasefor a number

of subsequenttensileload cycles [234]. Theseeffectsare qualitativelyrelatedto crack tip

shape, stress/straindistributions and crack closure. Over- and underloadeffects on

environmentalFCP arenotunderstood,however,suchresultsarebeginningto emerge[214].

Loading waveshapeeffectsonenvironmentalfatiguecrackpropagationaboveKIEAC

arewell describedby theintegratedload-timehistory for eachcycle [229]. ResuItssuggest

that crackgrowth only occurson the loadingportion of thecycle.

Severalstudiesof corrosion fatiguebelowKmAc indicatethatcrack growth ratesare

substantiallyinfluencedby thewaveshape.Barsomdemonstratedthat theNaC1environment

hasa negligibleeffecton crack growth rate, over that in air, when thewaveformis square

or negativesawtoothfor 12Ni-5Cr-3Mosteel[51,67]. That is, fast loadingwith unloading

at any rate does not favor environmentenhancedFCP. On the other hand, triangular,

sinusoidal or positive sawtooth load fluctuations cause noticeable increases in fatigue crack

growth rates. E_vironmental crack growth rates are increased by waveforms,which involve

slow rising load, which involves sufficient time for chemical interactions, compared to fast

rising-slow falling or fast rise-prolonged Km_x hold periods for constant cyclic frequency.

Studies of a 7075 aluminum alloy by Pelloux and Selines [211], of low strength C-Mn steel

by Vosikovsky [227], and of low strength carbon steel by Scott et al. [69] confirmed

Barsom's hypothesis. In contrast Wei and Hudak reported that varying rise time had no effect

on severe corrosion fatigue of 7075-T651 in distilled water [67].

It is reasonable to expect that environmental effects are stimulated by slow strain and

surface creation rates during rising loading. None-the-less, the effect of waveform depends

on the rate controlling mechanism and will be material-environment specific. Changing rate

of loading may have little effect on corrosion fatigue governed by fast surface reactions, but

a large effect on systems where hydrogen diffusion in the crack tip plastic zone is rate

limiting. The microscopic processes of surface creation on loading and of crack tip shape
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change on unloading, and of varying convective mixing may also affect the waveform

dependence.

D. Loading Frequency

The strong time dependence of corrosion fatigue is arguably the most important aspect

of this fracture mode, since the long term fatigue life of a structural component must be

evaluated from relatively short term laboratory data. The main source of the frequency effect

on EFCP rates arises from the kinetics of environmental interaction; no influence of frequency

is observed for FCP in inert environments at temperatures that are less than 30 to 40% of the

alloy melting point. The general notion is that corrosion fatigue crack growth rates increase

with decreasing cyclic loading frequency (f) because of increasing time per cycle available for

increased chemical reaction and mass transport. This trend may be altered for cases where

increased frequency increases the rate of environmental cracking due to: (1) enhanced mass

transport by convective mixing, (2) enhanced crack tip strain and surface creation rates, and

(3) reduced crack tip blunting by dissolution. At extremely high frequencies (> 500 Hz),

fatigue crack propagation may be accelerated with increasing frequencies due to crack tip

heating.

To understand frequency effects, it is of paramount importance to identify the rate

limiting step in the transport, chemical reaction and fracture sequence for corrosion fatigue

crack growth [13,34,35,40]. Additionally, the effect of stress intensity must be considered;

the frequency dependence is specific to each of the three AK regimes.

1. Above K_.4c Environmental Fatigue

For Kma x above KIEAC , da/dN always increases with either decreasing frequency or

with increasing time ("hold") periods of constant stress intensity within the load cycle and at

any constant zXK; environmental fatigue is purely time dependent. This behavior is modeled

by linear superposition integrating monotonic load crack growth rates (da/dt versus K) with

the time dependence of the stress intensity cycle above King c. The resulting amount of per

cycle environmental cracking is added to da/dN for an inert environment. This approach is

amplified in Chapter VII.

In all cases da/dN equals (l/f) times da/dt. For EFCP above King c and when da/dt

is independent of stress intensity level as in Stage II MECP (Fig. 15), da/dN varies inversely
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with frequency(da/dN = 1/f' da/dt). This behavioris indicatedby the inclineddashedline

anddata for aluminumalloy 7079in NaC1(Fig. 64 [119,238]) andby the resultsfor high

strengthIN 718 in H 2 at two high pressures (Fig. 65 [78,218]). Here, the measured fatigue

crack growth rate in an aggressive environment and at constant _K, is plotted as a function

of either log frequency or time per the rising portion of the loading cycle (l/2f). The slope

of -1 for the former, and the similar linear proportionality between da/dN and time per load

cycle for IN 718 at two pressures, demonstrate the pure time dependence of environmental

fatigue. (Note that the simple relationship between daMN and 1/f is not obeyed for the full

range of frequencies examined in Fig. 65.) This class of problems is discussed in an ensuing

section.

2. Below Kteac Environmental Fatigue: Near-Threshold Regime 1 and Moderate AK

Regime 2

Studies on the effect of frequency on AKth and on Regime 1 EFCP rates are extremely

limited, mainly due to long testing time involved in generating low crack growth rates at low

frequencies. Two unique frequency dependencies have been reported for near-threshold

environmental fatigue crack propagation; daMN is constant with increasing f, or alternately,

daMN increases with increasing f. A limited number of papers report decreasing near-

threshold corrosion fatigue crack growth rates, or increasing AKTn, with decreasing frequency.

This latter trend is traced to the extrinsic contribution of exposure-time enhanced, corrosion

product induced crack closure.

Frequency independent corrosion fatigue crack growth was reported by Speidel for

steels and nickel based alloys [119]. This "true" or cycle-dependent EFCP behavior is

illustrated by the horizontal lines in Fig. 66 for Inconel 600 fatigued in both moist air and

NaOH environments. A similar frequency independence of near-threshold da/dN was reported

by Meyn for Ti-8AI-IMo-IV in 3.5% NaC1 [215], and by Piascik and Gangloff for an

aluminum-lithium-copper alloy exposed to 1% NaC1 with anodic polarization [209].

Frequency independent near-threshold cracking is well established for the steel-aqueous

chloride system. Vosikovsky reported daMN independent of f for X-65 and HY130 steels at

low AK levels [127,227], as illustrated in Fig. 62b. This effect was also observed by

Gangloff for carbon and heat treated alloy steels in 3 % NaC1 with cathodic polarization [239].

Specific data in Fig. 67 were obtained for constant AK at a level within the steeply rising

portion of the da/dN-AK relationship for each frequency. Note that crack growth rates in
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NaC1 are independent of loading frequency, are about 3 to 4-fold greater than the value for

moist air, and are 20 times the da/dN for vacuum. At very low AK, frequency independent

crack growth rates in aqueous chloride and moist air merge, as suggested in Fig. 62.

In selected instances low AK corrosion fatigue crack growth rates increase with

increasing frequency. This trend was reported for Ti-6A1-4V in NaC1 by Dawson and

Pelloux, as shown in Figure 62a [72]. They also observed that the critical AK for the onset

of "cyclic stress corrosion" increases as frequency decreases. An A1-7% Mg alloy cyclically

loaded in 1 N Na2SO 4 with cathodic polarization showed a similar trend [107]. In this case

crack growth rates increased by an order of magnitude as f increased from 3 to 33 Hz; all

rates were significantly faster than reference values for dry argon.

3. Below K_c Environmental Fatigue: Moderate AK Plateau

For AK levels where the power-law dependence of da/dN is reduced and approaching

plateau behavior, sub-KmA c corrosion fatigue growth rates generally increase with decreasing

frequency. A saturation crack growth rate is often observed for low frequencies. Extensive

data supporting these trends were reported by Vosikovsky [127,227 and Fig. 23], Scott et al.

[69,202], Gallagher [240], Gangloff [13,108,241] and Hinton and Procter [242] for steels in

aqueous chloride; by Wei and Shim [13,88] for steels in distilled water and water vapor; by

Brazill et al. [196] for an alloy steel in gaseous H2S; by Holroyd and Hardie [91 and Fig. 22]

for 7000 series aluminum alloys in seawater; by Wei and coworkers [75,172,212], and Dicus

[243] for 2000 and 7000 series aluminum alloys in purified water vapor; by Chiou and Wei

[244], and Dawson and Pelloux [72 and Fig. 23] for Ti-6A1-4V in aqueous NaC1; and by

Ford and Andresen [38,245] for austenitic stainless steels in high temperature purified water.

As an example, the frequency dependence of the corrosion fatigue crack propagation

rate in API-2H C-Mn steel exposed to 3 % NaCI with cathodic polarization is shown in Fig.

68 [241]. These results were obtained by constant stress intensity experimentation, with the

specific AK level of 23 MPaJm selected to be within the "plateau" region of corrosion fatigue

cracking for this steel. The logarithmic plot of environmental crack growth rate versus one-

half of the reciprocal frequency is suggested by mechanistic modeling. At frequencies above

about 20 Hz, equal rates of fatigue crack propagation are observed for aqueous chloride

andmoist air; this value is about three times faster than crack growth in vacuum. Three

regimes of behavior are observed with decreasing frequency. Initially, da/dN increases
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mildly, followed by a strong acceleration of corrosion fatigue for frequencies between 4 and

0.1 Hz, and leading to a third regime where da/dN is constant or mildly increasing as

frequency declines to very small values. 4

The trend shown in Fig. 68 is general, as indicated by da/dN-hK data in Fig. 62 and

by the behavior of a variety of additional steels of varying yield strength but similar AK, R

and electrochemical conditions [13,69,88,127,202,227,240-242,246]. Results indicate similar

behavior for the first two stages of the frequency response. Interestingly, the saturation

behavior seems to be observed for the high strength quenched and tempered steels (viz, API-

2H and HY130 with Oy s = 760 and 900 MPa, respectively), but not for lower strength ferrite-

pearlite BS4360 and X-65 steels (C_ys = 450 MPa).

The frequency dependence in Fig. 68 is explained by hydrogen embrittlement modeling

reviewed in Chapter VII on "Qualitative Crack Growth Rate Models". The slope of the

second regime is suggestive of the mechanism which controls corrosion fatigue, be it 1/2

indicating hydrogen diffusion control or some other value indicating hydrogen production (by

surface reaction) rate control. The saturation behavior observed for the higher strength steels

at the lower frequencies is also mechanistically significant. Similar results were reported for

an aluminum alloy in seawater as indicated in Fig. 62c [91].

E. Environment Activity.

Environment activity, often specific to each alloy-environment system, can strongly

affect rates of fatigue crack propagation. For example, as water vapor pressure reaches a

threshold value and further increases, crack growth rates rise rapidly for aluminum alloys.

The effect of water vapor pressure is again a strong function of loading frequency. Gaseous

hydrogen can cause similar effect for steels. When aluminum alloys and steels are exposed

to aqueous chloride solution, applied electrode potential can critically affect the environmental

fatigue behavior.

I. Aluminum-water vapor system

Increasing water vapor pressure, promoting increased rates of environmental fatigue

4 For perspective, the data point at a cyclic loading frequency of 0.0002 Hz required 12 days and 250

load cycles to produce a crack growth interval of only 0. I0 mm.
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for aluminumalloys, at leastfor AK levels well above near-threshold, has been extensively

characterized by Wei and coworkers. Several investigations indicate that growth rates

uniquely depend on environmental exposure, which is given by the product of load cycle

period and water vapor pressure (Pn2o) (viz, PH2o/loading frequency) [13,75,212]. Data are

presented in Figs. 69 and 70 for two aluminum alloys, 2219-T851 and 7075-T651, in terms

of environmental crack growth rate versus P.2o/2f or PH2o at a single frequency. Several

constant stress intensity range levels are represented for a single frequency of 5 Hz and

variable Pn2o. With increasing vapor pressure, da/dN increases and reaches a saturation level.

Some aluminum alloys, such as A1 7075-T651, showed an intermediate plateau followed by

further increases in da/dN with increasing pressure.

Since frequency was not varied, the data in Figs. 69 and 70 do not unequivocally

establish the interchangeable influences of PH2o and frequency. The role of exposure to

describe both frequency and water vapor pressure effects on crack propagation needs to be

established. Bradshaw and Wheeler examined an A1-Cu-Mg alloy (DTA 5070A) in water

vapor at two frequencies (1 and 100 Hz) and a range of Pn2o [247]. The pressure dependence

at each frequency was equivalent to that shown in Figs. 69 and 70; the levels of PH2o required

to produce a given crack growth rate scaled with inverse frequency. Dicus concluded that

frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz had no influence on corrosion fatigue rates for 7475-T651;

only water vapor pressure controlled da/dN [243]. These results are consistent with the

saturation behavior in Figs. 69 and 70, at least for water vapor pressures up to the point of

the second rise. Dicus found that this second rate transition occurred at a constant pressure

for the two frequencies.

The frequency dependence of corrosion fatigue in the aluminum-water vapor system

has not been determined for near-threshold crack growth. Recent results for an A1-Li alloy

suggest that the trencls presented in Figs. 69 and 70 are also obeyed for the near-threshold

stress intensity range regime [136]o Limited data by Niegel and coworkers show that AK for

the onset of environmental fatigue cracking along high angle grain boundaries in an A1-Zn-Mg

alloy is reduced from the level for inert environment Stage II transgranular crack growth

according to the reciprocal square root of PH2o [216]. Presumably, the exposure parameter

describes the effect of pressure and frequency.
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2. Steel-Hydrogen Gas System

It has been observed that Kizac decreases and monotonic load time based crack growth

rates increase with increasing hydrogen pressure, particularly for high strength steels (e.g.,

Fig. 23). Studies have shown that the time-based rate of monotonic load hydrogen assisted

crack growth varies with hydrogen pressure in accordance with:

da/dt _ (PH2) m (29)

where m ranges from 0.5 to 2.0 [180]. Rates of time-cycle dependent EFCP below KIEAC

similarly depend on hydrogen gas pressure.

Fig. 71 demonstrates the deleterious effect of increasing hydrogen pressure on fatigue

crack growth in a moderate strength steel stressed at a high, constant AK below AKmA c [78].

Data are approximated by a square root pressure dependence, indicated by the dashed line and

suggested by the Sievert's Law relationship between pressure and the concentration of

chemically adsorbed hydrogen atoms on the metal surface.

Unlike steels, the effects of gaseous hydrogen on fatigue crack propagation in

aluminum, titanium and nickel-based alloys are largely unexplored. Limited studies indicate

that aluminum alloys are immune to gaseous hydrogen [119]. The minimal effect of H 2 in

promoting subcritical MECP and FCP in aluminum alloys is attributed to the low fugacity of

atomic hydrogen at the crack tip. Increasing crack growth rate in Ti-5A1-2.5Sn with

increasing gaseous hydrogen pressure at intermediate AK was reported by Nelson [73]°

Limited data in Fig. 65 suggest that, for IN 718 at only two levels of high pressure H2, daMN

at any frequency increases with PH2 raised to the 0.6 power.

3. Steels and Aluminum in Aqueous Chloride: Effect of Electrode Potential

An increase in cathodic polarization generally increases fatigue crack growth rates for

steels in aqueous chloride environments. Data in Fig. 72 illustrate this trend for two C-Mn

steels in NaC1 at fixed AK, R and f. Note that "plateau AK" crack growth rates exhibit a

minimum at about 200 mV cathodic to the free-corrosion potential. The higher growth rates

at cathodic potentials indicate that hydrogen embrittlement is a leading mechanism promoting

crack growth; crack growth rates are proportional to the amount of hydrogen

electrochemically produced at the crack tip. The observed minima is due to competitive

hydrogen production from proton and water reduction reactions; the former decreases with

increasing cathodic polarization as the crack becomes more alkaline, while the latter increases
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in importance for potentials below about -900 mVsc E.

The effect of electrode potential is more complex in aluminum alloys. For

precipitation-hardened aluminum alloys in aqueous electrolytes rates of EFCP are generally

accelerated by either anodic polarization or large cathodic polarization. Environmental FCP

is mitigated by mild cathodic polarization. Specific data are presented in Fig. 73 for A1-Li-

Cu alloy 2090. Crack propagation is significantly enhanced by loading in 1% NaC1 aqueous

solution with anodic polarization, compared to cracking in moist air and high-purity helium.

Cathodic polarization reduces crack growth rates to levels typical of moist air or lower. The

mechanistic interpretation of the effect of electrode potential for aluminum alloys is poorly

understood, being associated with the fact that both dissolution and hydrogen evolution can

occur over a broad range of electrode potentials.

F. Temperature

Only limited attention has been given to the effect of temperature on EFCP in metals.

Apart from the possible interaction with environment, increasing temperature may promote

oxide-induced crack closure, alter alloy yield strength and microstructure, and ultimately cause

time-dependent plastic deformation within the crack tip process zone and throughout the

uncracked ligament.

Most studies have shown that hydrogen effects are a maximum at or around room

temperature. Increasing temperature increases the reaction kinetics responsible for production

of atomic hydrogen on clean crack surfaces. As a countering effect, however, increased

temperature may reduce hydrogen delivery to the fracture process zone by increasing the rate

of atomic hydrogen recombination to innocuous HE on the metal surface, by promoting

desorption of surface hydrogen, and by overcoming H-trap binding energies to homogenize

dissolved hydrogen otherwise segregated within the microstructure. Consistent with these

considerations, Wei and coworkers demonstrated that, as temperature increased, da/dN: (1)

increased between 23°C to 75°C for an alloy steel in aqueous sodium sulfate [248], (2) mildly

increased or was constant between 23°C and 200°C for steel in water vapor [13,39,144], and

(3) decreased between 23°C and 127°C for steel in gaseous HaS [13,35,40,196,212].

Frandsen and Marcus reported that H 2 enhanced fatigue crack propagation in a high strength

steel was maximized just below 0°C, and decreased to growth rates typical of vacuum at +
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100°C, as represented in Fig. 74 [249]. Similar effects were reported for static load hydrogen

environment cracking [ 145,180].

Vosikovsky and coworkers reported that reduced temperature between 300 and 273 °K

resulted in up to a four-fold increase in EFCP rates for ferritic steel in seawater [250].

G. Yield Strength, Mierostrueture and Alloy Composition

For benign environments fatigue crack propagation is generally postulated to be

insensitive to yield strength within the Paris regime. However, decreasing AKTH and increases

in near-threshold da/dN (< 10 .6 ram/cycle) are often observed with increasing yield strength

for ferrous alloys [251]. While the exact mechanism is not established, the decrease in the

fatigue process zone size and cyclic plastic strain distribution at the crack-tip have been

proposed. Oxide induced crack closure may also be reduced for higher strength steels because

of decreased fretting oxidation and less voluminous reaction debris. The effect of strength

level on near-threshold crack growth in nonferrous alloys is more complex, in that, there is

no marked trend of increasing or decreasing AKTH values with a corresponding change in

strength for precipitation hardened systems. For these systems, microstructure and slip

morphology effects may dominate inert environment FCP.

Yield strength is a primary variable that influences environmental cracking for

monotonic loading [145]. For many material-environment systems, KIEAC decreases and da/dt

values increase with increasing yield strength. Environmental FCP above KIEAC will be

accordingly exacerbated by increasing yield strength, as predicted by linear superposition (see

Chapter VII).

A striking example of the lack of a strong yield strength effect on cycle-time-dependent

EFCP below KIEAC iS shown in Figs. 75 and 76 for ferritic steels in aqueous chloride with

applied cathodic polarization and at low loading frequency. Since CF is attributed to

hydrogen embfittlement, a yield strength effect could be expected. Rather, data in Fig. 75

show an essentially constant environmental effect for steels that vary in monotonic yield

strength from 390 MPa (BS4360:50D) to 1080 MPa (Ni-Cr-Mo) [198]. Crack growth rates

at a plateau stress intensity range of 23 MPaJm are plotted in Fig. 76 for each steel in Fig.

75. Corrosion fatigue crack growth rates are five to eight times faster than the yield strength-

independent value for moist air, however, no trend is observed for cyclic yield strengths from
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190 to 870 MPa. Figs. 75 and76 demonstratethat plateauregimecorrosionfatigue crack

growth ratedoesnot systematicallyvary with yield strengthand microstructurefor various

steels. While the lack of an effect of yield strengthand microstructureon the corrosion

fatiguecrackpropagationbehaviorof steelsappearsto be conclusive,further confirmationis
needed.

Comprehensivestudieson the effect of microstructureon the CF crackgrowth are

lacking. Very often, theeffectof yield strengthandmicrostructurearenotseparatedandare

intertwined with extrinsic factors, particularly crack closure, which makesit extremely

difficult to predict theeffectof thesevariableson da/dN. Fig. 77demonstratesno systematic

effectof microstructureon EFCP in ferritic C-Mn and heat-treatedalloys steelsin aqueous

chloride with cathodicpolarization[239]° The C-Mn steelwasheattreatedto produce,in

order of heattreatmenton thefigure, temperedmartensiteof two prior austenitegrain sizes,

upperand lower bainite, and dual-phaseferrite + martensitewith two martensitevolume

fractions. Theseheattreatmentsproducedaconstantmonotonicyield strengthof 760 MPa,

based on measuredhardness. These variations in microstructure have no effect on

environmentalfatigue crack propagationfor constantapplied cathodic potential and low

loadingfrequency.

Similar to aqueouschloride,only limited studieshavebeenconductedon fatiguecrack

propagationin carbonor alloy steelsexposedto gaseoushydrogen. Wachoband Nelson

observedthat zXKTHincreaseswith increasingyield strengthandgrain sizefor A516 steelin

both moistair andhigh-pressurehydrogen[2521. This effectof microstructureis attributed

to extrinsic crack closure; the contribution of microstructure and strength-sensitive

mechanismsfor intrinsic EFCP damageis unclearfor the steel/H2 system,

Despiteextensivework onmicrostructuraleffectsonMECP in precipitation-hardened

aluminum alloys [146,147], microstructure-EFCPproperties relationshipshave received

limited attention. Lin and Starkedemonstratedthat normalizedEFCP rate decreasedwith

increasingcoppercontentfor four differently heat-treatedA1-6Zn-2Mg-Cualloys in distilled

water[253]. Specificdataareshownin Fig. 78. Fatiguecrackpropagationexperimentswere

conductedin distilled waterat a frequencyof 10Hz and R=0.1. The reductionin fatigue

crackgrowth ratewith increasingcoppercontentis mostprominentfor thepeakagecondition

andintermediate,_K. Lin andStarkearguedthat a damaginginteractionbetweenabsorbed
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environmental hydrogen and localized planar slip within the crack-tip cyclic plastic zone is

responsible for the effect shown in Fig. 78.
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VII. QUANTITATIVE CRACK GROWTH RATE MODELS

The challenges to incorporating environmental effects into component fatigue life

prediction codes such as NASA-FLAGRO are apparent from the data presented in Chapters

IV, V and VI.

The primary challenge stems from the fact that environmental damage generally

increases with prolonged exposure time; that is, da/dN increases with decreasing loading

frequency at fixed AK. The long term EFCP behavior of alloys in components is, therefore,

difficult to predict based on short term laboratory data. For example, it is important to

predict the 40 year life of marine structures at the wave-action loading frequency of interest,

0.2 Hz. While Paris regime crack growth rates are easily measured for loading frequencies

as low as 10 -4 Hz (e.g., see Fig. 68), a fracture mechanics characterization of near-threshold

response requires long times (of order 6 months) for loading frequencies of 1 Hz. Application

life is often dominated by low growth rate crack propagation. Since fracture mechanics

methods characterize the kinetics of fatigue crack propagation, models can in principle be

developed to predict the effect of frequency, thus providing a means of expanding short term

laboratory data to predict long term component performance.

As a second challenge, a wide range of variables affect environmental fatigue crack

propagation, as illustrated in Table 1 for aerospace aluminum alloys. Interactions of these

variables are widespread. Generally a given material will be sensitive to EFCP for specific

conditions of alloy composition, microstructure and chemical environment. Compared to

moist air, identification of the pertinent environmental fatigue crack growth rate law for use

in a life prediction codes is greatly complicated. The need in this regard is to develop

predictive models based on the fundamental embrittling mechanism, which is hydrogen

embrittlement for many structural alloys in gases and electrolytes near 300°K.

There are several approaches to incorporating environmental effects into fatigue crack

propagation life prediction codes, as summarized in Table 3 for fracture control in several

technologies. Here, the success of the approach is qualitatively graded from "A" to "F", with

the grade largely determined by the complexity of the particular environmental cracking

problem (and not the quality of the research and engineering). In two cases, KIEAC is

sufficiently high to preclude the linear superposition approach.
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Offshore Structures

Nuclear Reactor

Piping

Jet Engine Disk

(A CDCYCLE)

Linear

S uperposition

Kth > 80

(MPa,/m)

Kth > 80

(MPa,/m)

A

Empirical
-Bounds

or
-Curvefit

A

B

A

Mechanism

-Reaction

+

-Damage

B

A

f

D

Table 3 A summary of fracture control methodologies that have reasonably incorporated

environmental effects on crack propagation into component life prediction for

major technologies including: (a) offshore structures [36,108,254], (b) pressure
Vessels and piping in light water nuclear reactors [38,108,109,245,255], and

(c) jet engine turbine disks [110,113,114,115].
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The simplestapproachto life predictionis to measurethecrackgrowth ratebehavior

for thosematerial,environment,loadingandfrequencyconditionswhichareexactly selected

to reproducea specific application. Vosikovsky and Cooke provide an exampleof this

approachfor environmentalfatigue crack propagationin a welded carbon steelpipeline

carrying H2Scontaminatedoil [256].

A secondapproachinvolvesa detailedliteraturesearchto definetheupperboundon

environmentsensitivecrackgrowthratebehaviorfor aspecificmaterial/environmentsystem,

from a broad databaseand for thosechemical, frequencyand materialconditionswhich

representa worst casescenario. Hudak, Burnsideand Chartemployedthis approachfor

weldedcarbonsteeltubularcomponentsof oil andgasproductionplatformswhichoperatein

aggressivemarineenvironments[254].

Ford, Wei, Nicholas,Van Stoneand coworkersadvocatethe developmentof crack

growth ratemodelswhichenablepredictionof theeffectsof importantvariables;particularly

AK, environmentchemistryandfrequency[13,38,89,108,111,245,257]. These models are

based on: (1) emi0irical curve fitting, (2) linear superposition of mechanical fatigue and

monotonic load environmental cracking data, or (3) first principles mechanistic models of the

plastic deformation-chemical reaction production of damage at the crack tip. Andresen et al.

describe the application of this approach, particularly employing mechanism-based models,

to monotonic load and fatigue crack propagation in ferritic and austenitic steels exposed to

elevated temperature pure water environments typical of commercial nuclear reactor systems

[108,257]. Van Stone et al. and Nicholas et al. applied this approach, specifically employing

linear superposition, to elevated temperature crack growth in nickel based superalloy jet

engine turbine disks [i 10,113,114].

The state of the art in environmental fatigue crack growth rate models _s summmized

and assessed in this Chapter. Here, three types of model are considered: (1) linear

superposition model for time-dependent fatigue crack growth, (2) empirical curve fitting, and

(3) mechanism-based models of cycle-time-dependent crack growth. Once fully developed,

such modeling approaches will be suitable for incorporation into fatigue life prediction codes

such as NASA-FLAGRO.
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A. Linear Superposition

An early approach to predict environmental fatigue crack growth rate versus stress

intensity range relationships involved a linear superposition concept first proposed by Wei,

Landes, Gallagher and Bucci [138,229,257]. Linear superposition predicts environment

enhanced crack growth rate (da/dN z) by combining inert environment fatigue crack growth

rate, da/dN M, with time dependent monotonic load time-based environmental crack growth

rate, da/dNscc:

da/dN E = da/dN M + da/dNsc c (30)

DaIdNsc c is computed by integrating sustained-load crack growth data and the applied time-

dependent stress intensity factor in a single fatigue load cycle K(t). Mathematically, daJdNsc c

is given by:

f llf
da/dNsc c = [da/dt(K)] [g(t)] dt (31)

0

Figure 79 schemat{cally illustrates the concepts involved in the linear superposition approach,

and the elements of Equation 31 [229]. K(t) for the fatigue cycle is stated as a function of

time, employing the loading parameters AK and R (or Kmi n and Kma×). An example of a

sinusoidal load cycle, with frequency f, is:

K(t) = Kmi n -t- AK/[2- cos(27rft)] (32)

K(t) describes the effects of R, f, and waveform that are unique to a specific environmental

fatigue case. Monotonic load environmental crack growth rate is measured as a function of

applied K for the alloy of interest exposed to the aggressive environment relevant to the

fatigue problem. Specific examples of such data are presented in Chapter IV.

The linear superposition model reasonably predicts environmental FCP rates; as a

function of AK, R, f and waveform; if two conditions are met. KM_ x during the fatigue

cycle must be above KmA c and the increment of crack advance for a single load cycle and

from daldt must be substantial compared to that from purely mechanical fatigue, da/dNM.

That is, linear superposition should accurately predict EFCP kinetics for material/environment

systems that are particularly prone to MECP. Wei, Landes and Gallagher demonstrated the

accuracy of linear superposition by predicting the frequency and stress ratio dependencies of

corrosion fatigue crack growth in several high strength steels exposed to water vapor, H 2 and
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Fig. 79 Schematic diagram illustrating the linear superposition approach to predicting

environmental fatigue crack growth rates through Equation 31. (a) The
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MECP rate versus applied K, (c) the applied stress intensity cycle in fatigue,

and (d) the integrated fatigue crack growth from the relationships in b and c.
After Landes and Wei [229].
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NaC1[138,229]. A specific exampleis given in Fig. 80 for AISI 4340 steel fatiguedin

distilled water [39,229]. PredictedEFCP kineticsfor severalwaveforms(solid anddashed

lines)are in goodagreementwith measuredgrowth rates(filled symbols).

Severalspecificcasesof Equation31 are important. Materialsthat are sensitiveto

monotonicloadenvironmentalcracking(e.g., high strengthsteelsor nickelbasedsuperalloys

in H2, water vaporor electrolytes,andsomealuminumandtitanium alloys; ChapterIV) are

likely to exhibit MECP abovea sharplydefinedKIEAe and at a constant or plateau velocity,

da/dtp [145]. Equation 31 then reduces to:

da/dNsc c = (da/dtp) At (33)

where At is the time during fatigue loading where stress intensities are above King o For some

material/environment systems, At is more properly taken as the time where K in the fatigue

cycle is both above King c and in the rising load portion of the cycle. If KmAC is small

compared to Kmax, or if the load cycle is a square wave, then At is approximated by 1/f and:

da/dNsc c = (da/dtv) (l/f) (34)

= (daJdN E - da/dNM)

Accordingly:

daJdN E = da/dN M + (da/dte) (l/f) (35)

Equation 35 describes purely time-dependent EFCP behavior; the logarithm of da/dN E linearly

depends on the logarithm of f, with a slope of -1, as demonstrated by the data contained in

Fig. 64. Equation 34 indicates that, by measuring both da/dN M (frequency independent) and

daJdN E as a function of frequency at one or more constant AK levels, da/dtp can be calculated

for the corresponding Kin, x level(s). The resulting da/dtp can then be employed with

Equations 33 and 35 to predict da/dN E for a wider range of frequency, hold time, stress ratio

and load waveform conditions.

For nickel base superalloys in moist air at elevated temperatures, time-dependent crack

growth rate depends on applied K according to:

da/dt = CK" (36)

where C and n are materials constants [113]. This equation can be combined with Equation

31 to yield:

da/dNE = da/dN M + C(AK)ntofr (37)

where toff equals 1/f for a square wave hold-time cycle and can be expressed as:
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t_ff = {(1-R)n+_/(n+l)}(1/f) (38)

for a symmetric and linearly increasing/decreasing stress intensity versus time cycle.

Data indicate that monotonic load environmental cracking may only contribute to

da/dN E during the loading portion of the fatigue cycle, introducing the term (1/20 in

Equations 34, 35 and 38 [119,258]. (1/2f is only strictly applicable for a symmetric load

cycle.)

Equations 37 and 38 were employed to predict time dependent crack growth in high-

strength nickel base superalloys at elevated temperatures, as illustrated in Fig. 81

[111,259,260]. Nicholas and coworkers demonstrated that this approach is reasonably

successful in predicting sustained-load crack growth for Inconel 718 at 649°C at low stress

ratios. At high stress ratios and high frequencies, however, the linear superposition model

was proven to have a limited predictive capability. This application of linear superposition

is amplified in Chapter IX on "Case Study: Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Modeling for Nickel-

Based Superalloys in Moist Air".

Linear superposition is an effective approach to predict the kinetics of EFCP, but only

for those material-environment systems where the MECP kinetics make a substantial

contribution to da/dN_. Additionally, da/dt must be known as a function of applied stress

intensity. Apart from high strength steels in hydrogen producing environments and nickel-

based superalloys in elevated temperature moist air, such data are neither commonly available

nor easily determined. Examples are provided in Chapter IV. For many materials, Kmac is

high relative to typical flawed component stress intensity levels and environmental fatigue

crack growth is substantial below K_EAC. For these cases, more sophisticated models must be

developed to predict da/dNE as a function of A K and the other pertinent variables.

Bo Empirical Curve Fitting

The empirical curve fitting approach requires a systematic regression analysis of

relatively extensive experimental FCP data to determine the functional relationships between

daJdN and AK, as well as other associated variables such as f, R and hold time. A notable

example is provided by the analysis of corrosion fatigue cracking in welded steel tubular joints

for oil and gas platforms in marine environments [108]. Many man-years of effort were

expended to develop extensive da/dN-kK data for the application-relevant conditions of steel
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composition and microstructure, loading frequency, stress ratio, wave loading spectra, and

seawater/cathodic polarization. As input to a similitude-based life prediction code, Hudak and

coworkers empirically described upper bounds on these data sets with a four-variable model

describing three commonly observed crack growth regions as follows [254]:

1/(daJdN) = AJAK nl + A2/AK _2- A/[(12R)Kc] 'a (39)

where A_, n_, A2, n 2 are empirical constants and K c represents the onset of final fracture.

Reasonably good agreement was demonstrated between predicted fatigue lives, from the

fracture mechanics approach illustrated in Fig. 1, and measured life for large scale welded

tubular components. Life prediction was particularly accurate for the air environment case

where extensive FCP data were available and where the effect of loading frequency is

unimportant.

Interpolative models based on regression analysis of da/dN-_K data have been

intensively employed to describe fatigue crack propagation in nickel base superalloys at
!

elevated temperatures [111,113]. Two curve fitting approaches, the so-called MSE and SINH

models, were developed. Here, the constants in the complex da/dN-AK relationships were

stated as functions of those variables; frequency, hold time and R; which are relevant to

elevated temperature environmental fatigue cracking. This sophistication departs from simple

empirical FCP relationships for the ambient temperature moist air case [22].

1. MSE Model

The modified sigmoidal equation (MSE) model was proposed to represent FCP data

for the superalloy alloy, AF115 [261]. This growth rate relationship is of the form:

da/dN = exp(B) {(AK/AK°) p [ln(AK/AK*)] Q [ln(AKc/AK)] D} •(40)

This equation represents a sigmoidal shape with the lower asymptote, AK*, representing the

threshold value of AK and the upper asymptote, AKc, representing the critical or maximum

value of AK for overload fracture. The remaining four coefficients (B, P, Q and D) depend

on the test parameters: T, f, R and r H. These coefficients, however, interact in a complex

manner in controlling the shape and location of the sigmoidal curve; it is difficult to determine

B, P, Q and D as functions of T, f, R and rH. To alleviate this difficulty, alternate

coefficients were introduced as [186,262]:

daJdN = exp(B') {(AK/AKi) v [ln(AK/AK*)] Q [ln(AKJAK)] D} (41)

where:
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P = (da/dNi)'-Q/ln(AKJAK °) + D/ln(AKc/AKI) (42)

B' = ln(da/dN3 - Qln[ln(AKi/AK*)] - DIn[In(AKJAK3] (43)

Thenewparameters,AKi, da/dNi and(da/dNi)' representthehorizontalandverticallocations

of the inflectionpoint, aswell astheslopeat the inflectionpoint, respectively. Q andD are

shapingparameterssuchthattheda/dNversusAK relationshipis symmetricwhenQ = -D.

2. SINH Model

A second curve fitting approach, utilizing a hyperbolic sine function, was developed

for interpolating elevated temperature fatigue crack growth data for nickel base superalloys

[111,113]. This SINH model is expressed as:

log(da/dN) = C 1 sinh[C2(logAK + C3)] + C4 (44)

where C_ and C2 are shape factors, and C3 and C4 control the horizontal and vertical location

of the inflection point, respectively. Through regression analysis of a large body of FCP data

for several nickel-based superalloys, the following general functional form was established for

the SINH model:

Cj = Cba_ + bl)og(f) + bE)og(ra + 1) + b3)og[(1-R)/0.9]; j=2,3,4 (45)

Where Cbaso refers to a specific frequency, R and hold time (rn) condition, and the 12

constants (b_j,b2j , ..., f) are determined by multiple variable regression analysis for a given

material. Here, FCP rate changes due to each variable are assumed to be independent.

Both the MSE and SINH models were evaluated for interpolative and extrapolative

capabilities by comparing predicted growth rates to FCP data for IN 718 and Rene'95 at

649°C [111,113]. These models provided excellent interpolative capabilities when coupled

with time-dependent material constants, b_j. For example, the effects of the changes in f and

ri_ indicated in Fig. 60 were satisfactorily described with these models. When f, R, and rn

vary outside of the data based that is employed to define the constants in the SINH law and

MSE laws, then both models exhibit substantial deviation between predicted and experimental

values of crack growth rates. While of secondary importance to modeling FCP for benign

environment conditions [22], critical effects of loading time and waveform critically

compromise the empirical approach to modeling rates of environmental fatigue crack

propagation.

Predictions of da/dN E based on empirical curve fitting are particularly flawed when

the damage mechanism for environmental fatigue changes, either within or outside of the
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establishingdatabase. Fig. 81 providesan examplewhere daJdN E exhibits a bilinear

dependence on frequency. Fatigue crack growth is purely time-dependent and intergranular

for loading frequencies below 0.01 Hz, but is cycle-time-dependent and transgranular at

frequencies between 0.01 and 10 Hz. Both the hyperbolic sine and sigmoidal models

predicted linear behavior. Furthermore, these approaches are not able to predict the effects

of variables which are not included in the data base; for example superalloy yield strength,

microstructure or test temperature. Finally, important low frequency data are not typically

obtained to describe near-threshold environmental fatigue; a regime critical to most

applications. These limitations are apparent in the empirical treatment of environmental

effects on fatigue crack propagation in steels exposed to nuclear reactor water environments

at elevated temperature [108]. As operating experience and the laboratory data base broaden,

the empirical relationship between da/dN and AK has been adjusted to higher growth rates.

Ford and coworkers propose a mechanism-based approach to predict da/dN-AK in order to

improve life prediction capabilities [38,108].

While weaknesses in the interpolative and linear superposition models provide

important research challenges, these approaches provide a reasonable basis for state-of-the art

life prediction to control environmental fatigue. For example, a PC-based program known

as ACDCYCLE (Advanced Cumulative Damage Cycle) predicts flawed component life based

on da/dN- A K derived from linear superposition, interpolation, Walker modeling of R for crack

closure and a Willenborg model for delay retardation [i "q. This program was developed and

evaluated for nickel-based superalloys in the jet aircra qne disk application.

C. Mechanism-Based

The simple linear superposition statement of the environmental FCP rate (da/dNE) is

generalized to define both time-dependent (above K_EAC) and time-cycle-dependent (below

KXEAC) crack propagation according to _34,185]:

da/dN E = da/dN M + da/dNcF + da/dNsc c (46)

where daJdNE, da/dN M and da/dNsc c were defined with regard to Equation 30, and daJdNcF

is the increment of da/dN E that is attributed to time-cycle dependent damage driven by the

interaction between environment chemical and cyclic plasticity processes. Since plasticity-

driven pure mechanical fatigue and time-cycle dependent environmental fatigue can proceed
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by different micromechanismsand occur concurrentlyor in parallel, da/dNE is equivalent

describedby [263]:

da/dNE = da/dN M (o) + da/dN c (_,) (47)

where o is the fraction of the crack surface formed by mechanical fatigue, _ is the fractional

surface area formed by "pure" environmental fatigue, and daJdN c is the rate of "pure" EFCP.

The FCP rate contribution derived from monotonic load environmental cracking is a

sequential contribution and, for simplicity, is not included in Equation 47. o and _ are

measured by fractographic analysis. For two parallel processes when O = (1-,_), Equation

47 may be rewritten in the following form:

da/dNE - da/dNM = (daJdNc - daJdNM) (_) = da/dNcF (48)

This equation indicates that the phenomenological difference between inert and aggressive

environment fatigue rates from the da/dN-AK relationship (da/dNcF) is equivalent to the

difference between the rates of chemical-mechanical (da/dNc) and mechanical (daJdNM)

fatigue times the fractional occurrence of the former. Model predictions of da/dN c are

discussed in the ensuing section.

Austen and Walker argued that corrosion and mechanical fatigue processes are

competitive rather than superposable [264]. They assume that environmental crack growth

rates are controlled by the dominant of two processes, be it mechanical fatigue or cycle-time-

dependent EFCP, and can be expressed as:

da/dN E = C(AK + dAK) n (49)

where dAK is an adjustable parameter representative of the corrosion fatigue contribution, and

C and n are material constants that bear the same significance as in the Paris law description

of FCP. This competition model is a special case of Equation 48, in that ,I, = 1 and da/dNM

< < da/dN c. This model is weak when environmental crack growth involves a significant

amount of mechanical fatigue at relatively high rates. Studies indicate that this model

overestimates environmental crack growth rates at K levels below KXEACfor high-strength

aluminum alloys in electrolytes and for steels in gaseous hydrogen.

In order to rigorously model EFCP kinetics, it is necessary to derive da/dN c and _ in

Equation 48 as a function of the pertinent chemical and metallurgical variables, and

particularly as a function of loading time. Several hypotheses have been proposed in this

regard. In hydrogen embrittlement modeling, da/dNc is assumed to be proportional to the
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amountof hydrogenproducedat the cracktip. Two limiting cases,transport-controlledand

surfacereaction-controlled,havebeenconsidereddependingon thealloy-environmentsystem.

The film rupture model,on the other hand, assumes that da/dNc (more precisely, da/dNcF)

is controlled by the change in oxidation charge density with time and the frequency of oxide

rupture at the strained crack tip. Each proposed mechanism-based corrosion fatigue model

is assessed in this section.

1. Enviromnental Fatigue Crack Propagation by Hydrogen Enviromnent Embrittlement

Model predictions of da/dNc and the fraction of the crack front progressing by pure

EFCP (or equivalently da/dNcF) have been developed from the hydrogen environment

embrittlement perspective. This approach is based on chemical modeling and experimental

verification of the roles of: (a) mass transport within the occluded crack environment, 0a)

surface reactions, including the rate and amount of hydrogen produced by the reaction

sequence for gases or electrolytes, and (c) atomic hydrogen diffusion within the crack tip

process zone; combined with the local crack-tip field, most probably the cyclic plastic strain

and the hydrostatic normal stress distributions. Microstructure determines the diffusion

kinetics and distribution of segregated hydrogen through trapping processes. Local fracture

will be determined by a damage criteria. These processes are illustrated in Fig. 5. The

successful model will incorporate these complex processes to predict EFCP kinetics as a

function of AK, R, loading time, ay s and alloy microstructure.

A variety of HEE models for predicting EFCP kinetics have been developed and are

summarized in Table 4 [31]. These models are classed as either hydrogen production limited

(Scott, Gangloff, and Wei et al.) or hydrogen diffusion limited (Holroyd and Hardie, Austin

and Walker, and Kim et al.).

Scott et al. hypothesize that EFCP rates are controlled by the rate of supply of atomic

hydrogen to the process zone for the case of plateau crack growth rates for steels in seawater

and 3.5% NaC1 at cathodic potentials [69]. The model assumes that the time-based plateau

crack growth rate a in hydrogen producing environment, da/dt_, is proportional to the rate of

cathodic hydrogen evolution given by the reduction reaction current density, in, i.e:

da/dt_ = Bi n (50)

where B is a constant and i H is related by the Tafel equation to the more useful term of

cathodic overpotential. Scott's original correlation with data was primitive and predicted that
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Scott

Gangloff

Wei et al.

Holroyd and

Hardie

CONTROL PROCESS da/dN ASSUMPTION

Crack Tip Cathodic d_aa a i H
Hydrogen Production dN e, PLATEAU

Competition Between daa a C H
02 and H + Reduction dNcf

Molecular Flow da

Gas Transport d-Ncf a C H a 8

Gas-Metal Reaction da
d---Ncf a C H a 8

Charge Transfer by da
Transient Reaction d---_cf a C H a q

Hydrogen Diffusion da Ax

in Plastic Zone d--_e a cycl'_-e

Kim et al. Hydrogen Diffusion d__a a _x
in Plastic Zone dNcf cycle

Austin and Hydrogen Diffusion d_a = da
Walker in Plastic Zone dN e a-Nm X

GROWTH RATE PREDICTION

A(I/f) (exp(-E/RT))

A' (Vmax)1/2 exp(a ao/fVma x)

Po Po(T)/(TL,dN cf ,SAT

d a (l_exp(_kPo / f) )
dNcf,SAT

da (1-exp(-r If}}
dNcf,SAT

4{,/'DH / f }

A" (,/PoDH/f)(exp(-_H/RT))AK 2

(Z_X-S) (Smax_ S)
(rp -S)

d._aa = 37.70"ys (,/-_H/f)
dN e, PLATEAU -E-

E=Modulus

Ax =Hydrogen penetration

distance = 4 D,/'_-_H/f

CH =Hydrogen concentration

CH+=Hydrogen ion concentration

T-Temperature

0=Fractional surface coverage

X-Environmental factor

q=Electrochemical charge

O'ys =Yield strength

f=Frequency

i H =H production rate

ao,A,A',A",R= Constants

_H=Binding energy of hydrogen
to dislocation

s=Striation spacing

"r-Clean surface reaction
rate constant

a=Oxygen reduction rate constant

V=Crack mouth opening

Po=Nominal gas pressure

DH =Hydrogen diffusivity

E'=Crack tip electrode potential

k=Reaction rate constant

Table 4 Models for cycle-time-dependent corrosion fatigue crack propagation by

hydrogen embrittlement. Scott, et al. [69], Wei, et al. [75,88-90], Gangloff

[87], Holroyd and Hardie [91], Austin and Walker [92,93], and Kim, et al.

[89].
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da/dN variedlinearly with increasinglycathodicpotential; thispredictionis not substantiated

by measuredplateaufatiguecrackgrowthrates. This model is a simpleapplicationof crack

chemistryconceptsand is not basedona specificdamagecriterion.

Gangloff proposeda HEE modelbasedupontheassumptionthat the incrementin the

cycle-time-dependentgrowthratefor environmentalcracking(da/dNcF)isproportionalto the

amountof hydrogenproducedper loadingcycleby H+ reductionat thecracktip for steelin

aqueouschloride [87,131]. Da/dNcFis given by:

da/dNcF= 6 JC n AK 2 (51)

where 6 is a constant of proportionality. He further argued that dissolved oxygen, supplied

to the acidified crack solution by convection during fatigue cycling, reduces the amount of

cathodic hydrogen (Ca) due to a competing cathodic reduction reaction and, consequently,

reduces corrosion fatigue crack growth rates. This notion was modeled to yield:

da/dNcF = A' JWma x exp(_ao/fVm.x) (52)

where Vmax is the crack mouth opening displacement at maximum load, f is frequency, and

a and A' are constants. The concept of 02 inhibition of crack acidification and hydrogen

embrittlement successfully predict the influence of Vmax on corrosion fatigue growth rates for

a wide range of crack size, geometry, stress range and stress ratio conditions. The beneficial

effect of 02 reduction at constant electrode potential was not, however, experimentally

demonstrated.

Wei and coworkers proposed a comprehensive HEE model for EFCP assuming that

the environmental enhancement is due to hydrogen embrittlement produced by the reactions

of hydrogenous gases (particularly H20 and H2S ) with freshly produced crack surfaces [75,88-

90,212]. As a first step, they formalized the relationship between crack tip gas-metal reaction

kinetics and mass transport, controlled by molecule-wall interactions, as follows:

dP/dt = -(SNokT/V)(dO/dt ) + (F/V)(Po-P)

(dO/dO = kc(1-O)

where:

(53)

(54)

P = pressure of gas at the crack tip

Po = pressure of gas in the surrounding environment

k = Boltzmann's constant

S = effective area of crack tip surfaces that participate in the reactions per cycle
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T = absolutetemperature

V = volumeassociatedwith the surfacearea,S

No = densityof surfacesites

0 = fractional surface coverage, or extent of surface reactions as a fraction of the

maximum extent, 0 s

F = Knudsen flow parameter

K c = reaction rate constant

Quantitative relationships for EFCP rates are derived, based on Equations 52 and 53,

for the limiting cases of mass transport and surface reaction rate limited crack growth. The

former case represents when K c in Equation 54 is large, such as in highly reactive gas-metal

systems (e.g., aluminum alloys in water vapor). Crack growth is controlled by the rate of

transport of embrittling gas to the crack tip. On the other hand, when Kc is small, crack

growth is controlled by the rate of surface reactions at the crack tip. Expressions for

da/dNcF , for each case, are presented in Table 4. Good correlation between predicted and

experimentally measured values of da/dNcF has been observed for steels, aluminum alloys,

and titanium alloys (see Figs. 69, 70, and 82 and References 75, 88, 90 and 212).

Several environmental fatigue crack growth rate models are based on the assumption

that da/dN E is determined by the extent of hydrogen diffusion (Ax) within the crack tip plastic

zone and during the time of a single loading cycle. Holroyd and Hardie assumed that

daJdNcF depends on Ax, as characterized by the square root of the time available during each

load cycle (t) 1/2, or equivalently on (l/f) m, times the hydrogen diffusivity, for the aluminum-

seawater system [215]. The inert environment crack growth rate contribution was ignored.

Based on these assumptions, da/dNE is given by:

da/dN E = Ax/1 cycle = 4x/Dn,tt = 4_/Dn/./f (55)

This model reasonably described the frequency dependence of crack growth velocities

associated with fracture mode transitions in the aluminum/chloride system, however, there is

no direct evidence to support the hypothesis that daJdNc is controlled by hydrogen diffusion.

Austin and walker postulated that CF crack growth rates are given by an enhancement

of the mechanical propagation rate due to hydrogen diffusion within the plastic zone and

countered by a reduction due to crack tip blunting by corrosion [92,93,199]. Physically,

da/dN E is equated to the mechanical fatigue rate when the extent of hydrogen diffusion is less
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than one striation spacing. For diffusion distances that exceed the monotonic plastic-zone

size, da/dN E equals the maximum fatigue crack-tip opening displacement per cycle. For

intermediate Ax, the governing EFCP rate is given by the equation presented in Table 4.

While the Austin and Walker model reasonably predicts some experimental observations of

CF for steels in aqueous chloride, the approach is not firmly established.

2. Environmental Fatigue Crack Propagation by Film Rupture and Transient
Dissolution

Over several decades, models of environmental cracking have been developed for both

monotonic and cyclic loading based on a sequence of passive film rupture at the crack tip,

oxidation and progressive repassivation of the exposed metal, and a new rupture of the freshly

formed film. The elements of this approach include crack-tip strain rate, transient metal

dissolution, film-formation kinetics, and film ductility. This model has been mainly applied

to C-Mn and austenite stainless steels in high-temperature water environments

[38,105,106,109].

The film rupture approach was discussed in Chapter II, Section C. Recall that

da/dNcF is quantitatively related to the oxidation charge density passed between oxide rupture

events, Qf, and the strain rate at the crack tip, _ct, by Faraday's Law [38,105,106,109]:

da/dNcF = 1/f (M/pZF) Qf (6ct/Ef) (56)

where M and 9 are the atomic weight and density of the dissolving metal, Z is the number

of electrons involved in oxidation, F is Faraday's constant, and ef is the fracture strain of the

oxide at the crack tip. Charge density passed per rupture event is given by:

I tf = ef/_
Qf = i(t) dt (57)

0

where i(t) is the transient current associated with dissolution during reformation of the crack

tip passive film.

Ford and Andresen report significant success in predicting the dependencies of da/dt

and da/dN E on pertinent electrochemical variables (viz., temperature, solution conductivity,

dissolved oxygen, electrode potential, bulk flow, radiation), on sensitization in type 304

stainless steels, and on soluble sulfide-bearing inclusions in ferritic pressure vessel steels in

nuclear reactor environments by this approach [38,105,106,108,109]. Fig. 7 presents the

correlation between crack tip strain rate and time-based environmental crack growth rate.
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Modeling of the type represented by Equations 56 and 57, and by the results in Fig. 7, is

being employed to predict the damage tolerant remaining life of flawed components in

commercial nuclear reactor systems.
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VIII. FACTORS COMPLICATING FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION

The fracture mechanics similitude concept, based on a unique geometry independent

material relationship between da/dN and AK, may be compromised for fatigue crack

propagation in aggressive environments. Similitude can be compromised by several

mechanisms, including crack closure, small crack mechanics, and crack geometry dependent

local environment chemistry. Although these phenomena have been recognized through a

wide range of experimental data, modeling to predict complex deviations from simple AK-

based similitude is limited.

A. Crack Closure

In recent years mechanistic and continuum studies on fatigue crack propagation,

particularly in the near-threshold stress intensity range regime, have highlighted crack closure

as having a dominant role in influencingcrack propagation behavior [2-4,8,251,267,268].

The first crack closure mechanism, proposed by Elber in 1971, involves the idea that

premature contact between opposing crack faces can occur during the tensile portion of the

fatigue cycle, due to the permanent residual displacements arising from prior plastic zones

[15,206]. The consequence of such plasticity-induced crack closure is to reduce the actual

stress intensity factor range experienced by the crack tip from a nominal value of AK to an

effective value defined as AKCff = Kmax - K¢I, where K d represents the stress intensity value

at which the two fracture surfaces first come into contact during the unloading portion of the

fatigue cycle. Numerous studies on the extrinsic crack closure effect on fatigue crack growth

rates clearly demonstrate that there are several mechanisms which can cause crack closure,

including:

Crack-wake plasticity [15,268]

Crack surface roughness or deflections with Mode II sliding displacements [206]

Crack corrosion debris [269,270] and

Crack fluid pressure [271].

Several mechanisms for closure are particularly pertinent to EFCP [74,272,273].

Oxide-induced crack closure was invoked to explain the observation that, at low stress ratios,

near-threshold FCP rates can be significantly reduced in corrosive environments compared to

those in inert environments. It was proposed that the presence of oxide (or more generally,
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corrosion)debris on the fracture surface provides a mechanism for enhanced crack closure due

to the earlier contact between two mating surfaces [205,267,269,274-276]. Oxide-induced

crack closure is promoted by several factors including small crack tip opening displacements,

highly oxidizing environments, and low stress ratios.

Suresh and Ritchie modeled KCL for oxide induced crack closure under plane strain

conditions, while ignoring plasticity and hysteresis effects [206,267]:

KCL = dE/[4(rrl)l/2(1-v2)] (58)

where d is the maximum excess oxide thickness, 2l is the location behind the tip

corresponding to the thickest oxide formation, and E/(1-v 2) is the effective Young's modulus

for plane strain. This model provides an approximate description of the extent of oxide-

induced crack closure due to the simplicity of the assumptions and unce_nties in the

estimates of d and l.

For steel in aqueous chloride, Todd and coworkers demonstrated that grains, displaced

or detached by environment-induced intergranular EFCP, act as wedges to hinder crack

closing displacement [277]. The presence of viscous fluid within the pulsating fatigue crack

can also promote a closure effect due to the hydrodynamic wedging action of fluid

counteracting the closing of the crack [271]. Gangloff and Ritchie speculated that process

zone dissolved hydrogen may enhance plasticity and the extent of crack-wake-induced crack

closure [205].

Numerous fatigue studies have shown that many of the commonly observed effects of

mechanical factors such as stress ratio, microstructural factors and certain environmental

conditions, can be traced to the extrinsic influence of crack closure. A substantial amount of

controversy exists as to the proper stress intensity range that governs crack growth. The

majority of studies have used an effective AK value, with KCL determined from compliance

measurements. Recent data indicate, however, that the calculated AKCr f value is too small,

implying that fatigue damage continues over a distributed range of loads below Kct [278].

Another problem is the difficulty in the measurement of crack closure in corrosive

environments [279]; limited closure data have been published for EFCP.

Small Crack Geometry

When crack size is below a critical level, fatigue propagation rates are unpredictably
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higher than the values predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics similitude in conjunction

with AK and conventional long crack specimens. In 1975 Pearson first reported the

accelerated growth of a small fatigue crack in a precipitation hardened aluminum alloy in

moist air; cracks sized on the order of 100/_m in length grew up to 100 times faster than a

long (cm sized) crack at the same applied _K and R [280]. Since then, the growth behavior

of small fatigue cracks in structural alloys exposed to both benign [6,281-283] and aggressive

[6,74,194,205,241,284] environments has been intensely examined. This work demonstrates

that the growth of a small crack follows unique mechanisms which differ from those for a

long crack. These mechanisms may be based on crack tip mechanics, microstructure or

environment chemistry [6].

A crack is defined as "small" if both crack length and the associated plastic zone are

wholly contained within 1 to 5 grains. The absolute size of this microstructurally small crack

is microstructure dependent and may be quite large for a single crystal. Conventional LEFM

is not appropriate for small cracks which are subjected to excessive plasticity over distances

comparable to the crack size. Studies have shown that the crack tip strains and openings

associated w}th small cracks are abnormally large compared to those of a long crack at an

equivalent applied ,_K [285,286]. This unique behavior of microstructurally small cracks is

relevant to FCP in both benign and aggressive environments.

Cracks are generally classified as physically short if they intersect many grains along

the crack front, are of limited length dimension, and have a cyclic plastic zone that is much

larger than the grain size. Studies have shown that a critical crack size exists below which

Z_K.rH decreases with decreasing crack length. This behavior is reasonably attributed to crack

closure [278,279]. The size of the crack wake, and the importance of associated closure

mechanisms, are small for physical short cracks, and growth rates are accordingly not

hindered by the levels of crack closure typically encountered for longer cracks at equal applied

AK levels. As the crack lengthens at constant applied Z_K, the wake increases and closure

results in a reduction in the averaged crack growth rate. This mechanism is relevant to FCP

in both benign and aggressive environments.

The significance of crack size effects on the chemical driving force for corrosion

fatigue, apart from crack size effects on crack tip plasticity and closure, was first recognized

by Gangloff. He demonstrated that, for high strength 4130 steel stressed in 3% NaC1, small
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(0.1 to 2 mm) surface and edge cracks grew up to 500 times faster than long crack (15 to 40

mm) compact tension data suggested, as shown in Fig. 42b [193,194]. The magnitude of the

crack size effect decreases with decreasing maximum crack opening displacement; crack

growth rates decrease with increasing maximum applied stress and with increasing R for any

A K. Gangloff argues that the unpredictably rapid growth of short cracks originates from the

influence of crack geometry on localized mass transport and electrochemical processes.

Modeling results suggest that uniquely aggressive hydrogen environments develop within the

restricted confines of short fatigue cracks due to a complex interplay between convective

mixing, ionic diffusion and electrochemical reactions.

Crack size effects on environmental fatigue need to be carefully assessed for life

prediction analyses, since a large proportion of component life may be associated with crack

growth from 10 _m to 5 mm. Unfortunately, experimental studies and model predictions of

the contributions of crack tip plasticity, crack closure and crack environment chemistry are

limited [6]. At present, the only recourse is to measure crack growth rate versus applied AK

for a variety of crack geometries for the material/environment system of interest to a given

life prediction problem. The engineer must demonstrate that ,'_K-based similitude is

reasonably followed before employing the results of conventional LEFM characterizations of

da/dN. This suggestion is important for FCP in both benign and aggressive environments.
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IX. CASE STUDY: FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH RATE MODELING FOR

NICKEL-BASED SUPERALLOYS IN ELEVATED TEMPERATURE MOIST AIR

Elevated temperature fatigue crack growth rates for nickel based superalloys are largely

influenced by a number of parameters including frequency (f), temperature (T), stress ratio

(R), and sustained load hold time (rH) [111-115,259-262]. Of the three approaches to

determining fatigue crack growth rates; linear superposition, interpolative models, and

mechanism-based models; the former two methods were extensively investigated for nickel

based superalloys. Two empirical curve fitting models, the MSE and SINH models discussed

in Chapter VII, were developed for describing the constants in the crack growth rate equations

as a function of the cycling variables for nickel based superalloys at elevated temperatures

[111,113,186,261,262]. Alternately, for this system, linear superposition provides an

excellent example of the three methods available to define the time-based crack growth rate

response (da/dt versus K) for integration to produce da/dN-AK.

A. Determination of da/dt for Linear Superposition Modeling of da/dN

Nickel based superalloys exhibit sustained load crack growth at elevated temperatures;

the purely time-dependent crack growth rate, da/dt, significantly contributes to the total

fatigue crack growth rate when Kma x is above KIEAC [145]. Determination of da/dt versus

applied K is a necessary first step to predict da/dN versus AK for varying R, f and waveform.

Characterization of the sustained crack growth rate as a function of stress intensity level and

temperature is approached by using methods based on either curve fitting of directly measured

da/dt-K data, or by indirect calculations based on the linear superposition principle and

measured da/dN-AK data. The following methods are applicable to any material-environment

system where crack growth occurs at relatively low sustained stress intensities and at high

time-based rates, as previously discussed in Chapter VII.

1. Da/dt-K Measured in Sustained Load Cracking Experiments

In this method da/dt is measured as a function of applied stress intensity with a

sustained load experiment for a given temperature and alloy condition. Da/dt-K data are

curve fit to either simple power law or more complex equations by regression analysis.

Temperature and alloy metallurgical variables will affect da/dt-K and additional experiments

are required to define such influences.

Sustained load cracking experiments are conducted similar to room temperature stress
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corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement experiments. Generally, a fatigue precracked

specimen is subjected to a constant load at a low stress intensity and crack length is monitored

by optical or electrical potential methods. If no crack growth is observed after a specific

time, then the constant load is incrementally increased until crack extension is resolved. By

continuously measuring crack length (a), as a function of time (t), it is possible to calculate

da/dt versus K data pairs by the standard secant or incremental polynomial methods described

in ASTM E647. Variations of this method are possible, including constant displacement

decreasing K loading and computer controlled constant K loading.

In all cases the experimental challenge is to measure crack length for a specimen

contained in a furnace. Additionally, it is necessary to guarantee that time-independent small

scale yielding is maintained throughout the experiment for accurate usage of standard K

equations. Specimen thickness is a variable; there are no simple relationships to guarantee

specimen thickness and geometry independent da/dt data. While sustained load cracking

experiments have not been specifically standardized by ASTM Committee E-24, emerging

standards to define the threshold for stress corrosion cracking (KEAc, or KiEAC), and to

characterize creep crack growth (da/dt versus CT or C*) provide guidance on experimental

methods. Many experimental procedures are also documented in the literature.

A specific example of directly measured sustained load crack growth kinetics is given

in Fig. 83 [113]. In this figure da/dt is plotted as a function of AK and the da/dt versus K

relationship is conveniently represented by a power-law relationship truncated at low K by a

threshold value. For nickel based superalloys in moist air at high temperatures, da/dt was

found to be well correlated by a power-law function of K. The true threshold was taken to

be the lowest value of K at which crack growth approached a vanishingly small rate in the K-

shed (or decreasing K) test. The apparent thresholds observed in the constant load

experiments are transient artifacts of this testing procedure. Commonly; for stress corrosion,

hydrogen and elevated temperature cracking; initial crack growth rates at constant low K

accelerate to a steady state value. Such transient effects must be carefully accounted for by

conducting a variety of constant load, constant displacement and constant K experiments.

As an alternate approach, Nicholas et al. utilized a modified sigmoidal equation (MSE)

to curve-fit directly measured da/dt data as a function of K and temperature [185]. An

example of fitted sustained load crack growth data for Inconel 718 is presented in Fig. 36.
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To analytically define daJdt, daMN and AK in the MSE equation (Equation 41) were replaced

by da/dt and K as:

da/dt = exp (g') {(K/Ki) P (In (K/K*)) e (ln (No/K)) D} (59)

where:

Kc = Ki2/K

Q = -D = 0.4

The constants (B and P) were determined from the data obtained from sustained load crack

growth tests at 538°C and 649°C. Since da/dt varies with temperature, the parameters in the

model must account for these variations. The interpolative model provides this capability,

resulting in a set of temperature-dependent linear relations. As demonstrated in Fig. 36, the

MSE equation provides an excellent fitting of the baseline data at 538°C and 649°C. It also

provides an excellent prediction of the sustained load crack growth behavior at 593°C.

2. Da/dg-K Measured in Dynamic Rising Load Cracking Experiments

The prolonged times associated with experimental determinations of da/dt versus K and

KIEAC, by constant load or crack mouth opening displacement methods, has lead to the

development of dynamic rising load procedures [287-290]. These methods, in the initial state

of development, are based on the standard rising load K or J-Aa R-curve experiment. The

notable departures are that the specimen is loaded to fracture in the aggressive environment

of interest, crack growth rates are calculated as a function of K or J, and load line

displacement rate (or more precisely, crack tip strain rate) is a primary variable.

Limited comparative experiments with environmental cracking prone alloys indicate

that R-curve experiments, conducted on the order of 1 to 5 days, provide similar threshold

and da/dt-K data compared to classical constant load or displacement methods [288].

Additional method development and comparative experiments are required for the wide spread

use of this important new approach.

3. Da/dt-K Determined from the Measured Effect of HoM Time on FCP Rate

Time-based crack growth rates can be calculated by employing the linear superposition

concept in conjunction with measured fatigue crack growth rate data as a function of hold time

at varying AK, R and temperature for a given alloy. In this approach the fatigue load depends

on a simple "square wave" function of time, with the time at maximum load defined as r n.

The effect of r a on da/dN is measured. This approach is particularly attractive because: (a)
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the integrationof K(t) in Equation31 is simple, (b) sincetheloadingrateto thehold period

is fast, there is no needto arbitrarily define the portion of the load cycle during which

sustainedload crackgrowth occurs,and (c) there is no needto assumea valuefor a crack

growth threshold;it is indicatedby the experimentandanalysis.

Thecompletelinearsuperpositionequation(Equation31) is simplified for thecaseof

appliedsquarewave loadingto anyconstantKma x at any R. That is:

daJdNscc = (da/dt)Aw (h - tl) (60)

where the difference between t2 and ti is the time during fatigue loading where sustained load

crack growth occurs at an average rate, da/dtAv G. If it is assumed that crack growth occurs

continuously and at a constant rate between t i and t2, then:

da/dNsc c = (da/dt)Ava r H (62)

and by linear superposition:

log daJdNsc c = log (da/dN E - da/dN M) = log (da/dt)Av a + log ru (63)

for hold times of duration r u at Kma x.

From Equation 63 and by measuring da/dNM, a rate that is presumably independent

of loading frequency, and da/dN E as a function of hold time for a square wave load cycle, the

average da/dt can be calculated. This experiment can be conducted at one, or ideally more,

AK and R levels. Da/dt can be correlated with Kin,,, (or K) by curve fitting and then used to

predict the effects of alternate conditions, such as varying R or high hold time, on da/dN.

Saff and coworkers suggest a simplification of the above method where only two

fatigue experiments are employed to obtain da/dt-K for a single temperature and alloy

microstructure [291-296]. Specifically, the first experiment defines daJdN as a function of

AK for any R and at very rapid loading frequencies (10 to 50 Hz sine wave) where time

dependent crack growth is assumed to be nil. The second experiment measures da/dN versus

AK employing a prolonged hold period (for example, r u = 300 seconds). For each AK and

KMAx level, da/dt is calculated from Equation 63 with r H equalling 300 seconds, da/dNM

taken from the fast frequency fatigue experiment, and da/dNE taken from the hold time

experiment. Da/dt versus Kma x (or K) is thus defined over the range of AK values

characterized. The accuracy of da/dt-K data and the rigor of the limited assumptions can be

assessed by defining the effect of r H on (da/dN E - da/dNM) at fixed AK; the logarithmic plot

of these two terms should yield a straight line of unit slope and with an intercept given by
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(daldt)avg at this Km_x; Equation 63.

The schematic in Fig. 84 follows from the original superposition model of Landes and

Wei [229], and shows the method of separating the sustained load and cyclic load effects on

environmental fatigue crack growth. While Saff has shown that this method produces

reasonable results, caution is required. The approach has not been broadly applied to

problems in elevated temperature cracking and ambient temperature stress corrosion or

hydrogen cracking. While the superposition equation is easily integrated without assumptions

for square wave loading, the effects of loading and unloading on da/dt are undefined. For

example, unloading may alter crack tip shape relative to constant load. Cyclic loading may

alter crack electrochemistry by convective mixing for aqueous environments. These effects

are likely to be more important for short hold times. Accordingly, experiments should

include long hold times and should examine the effect of r n.

4. Da/dt-K Determined from the Measured Effect of Loading Frequency on FCP Rate

Examination of the linear superposition equations discussed in Chapter VII indicates

that it should be possible to calculate da/dt based on the measured effect of loading frequency

on da/dN E for loading waveforms based on sinusoidal or triangular functions. This approach

is complicated because it is necessary to: (a) assume a value for the threshold, KIEAC , (12)

assume the form of the daJdt versus K relationship, and (c) define or assume that portion of

the fatigue load cycle that causes time dependent crack growth.

A simple case is represented by the following assumptions:

-- daJdt-K is described by a threshold K of zero and a constant value of da/dt

(da/dt¢onst.nt) for all K.

-- sustained load crack growth only occurs during the loading portion of the fatigue load

cycle, which can be of any arbitrary but symmetric waveform at a loading frequency,

f.

For these conditions, integration of the superposition equation yields:

log (daJdNE - da/dN M) = log (da/dt¢o_ta.t) - log (20

or (64)

log (da/dN E - da/dNM) = log (da/dtconst_.t) - log 2 - log (f)

This equation can be experimentally evaluated to yield daJdtconstant , similar to Equation 63 and

for example by SaWs approach. A single AK and R condition can be selected. Da/dNM is
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Fig. 84 The simplified linear superposition approach for the determination of daJdt

versus K from measured fatigue crack propagation rate data. After Harmon,

Saff and Burns [291].
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measuredby a very high frequencyloadcycle for the materialand environmentof interest,

by an experiment at any loading frequency in vacuum, or by the previously tabulated data for

vacuum. Da/dNE is measured at one or more loading frequencies and da/dtoonst, nt is calculated

through Equation 64. The accuracy of the method and the rigor of the assumptions can be

assessed by fatigue experiments conducted at a variety of AK, R and frequency conditions;

a single constant time-based crack growth rate should be determined. Examples of this

analysis are represented by the data in Figs. 15, 17, 64, 66 and 81.

A more realistic analysis must address each of the important assumptions for the

"damaging" portion (rD) of the fatigue load cycle and the form of da/dt versus K. Wei and

Landes originally took r D to be that portion of the fatigue load cycle where K exceeds the

"threshold" level for crack growth including both loading and unloading [229]. Extensive

research has shown, however, that time-dependent damage occurs only during the loading

(and maximum load hold time) portion of the cycle [113,185]. The most likely physical

explanation offered for this phenomenon is that the reduced tensile and eventually compressive

stress field at the crack tip during unloading inhibits environmentally-enhanced crack growth.

As advocated by Nicholas and coworkers, the sustained-load crack growth rate is best

calculated over the loading portion of the mechanical cycle for the superalloy-elevated

temperature cracking case.

As mentioned previously, the time-dependent crack growth rate for nickel based

superalloys can be correlated with K for a variety of test geometries as:

da/dt = C K n (65)

where C and n are materials constants that are determined by curve fitting. For simplicity,

assume that the threshold K equals 0. Equation 65 can be integrated in conjunction with

Equation 31 and simplified forms of K(t), particularly the triangular or square wave forms,

to determine da/dNsc c and thus da/dN E through linear superposition. That is:

da/dN E = da/dN M + C Kn tef f

and (66)

log (da/dN_ - daJdNM) = log C + n log K + log toff

For the simple constant KMAx square wave hold time case, t, ff equals 1/f or rS, and Equation

66 is equivalent to Equations 62 and 63. For triangular loading ramps at a frequency,f, t_ff

is given by:
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t_ = [(l-R) ("+_) / (n+ 1)] (1/20 (67)

and Equation 66 can be rewritten as:

(da/dNE- da/dNM) = (daJdt) ((l-R) (n+l) / (n+l)) (1/20 (68)

utilizing the relationship between K and da/dt in Equation 65. Employing Equation 68,

da/dN E is measured as a function of AK, R and frequency, and da/dN M is determined as

previously discussed. Da/dt is calculated for various Kma x (or K) levels in the fatigue

experiment; that is, C and n are defined in Equation 65.

The quality of the analysis represented by Equation 68 depends on the rigor of the

assumptions that there is no threshold value of K below which cracks will not grow, that time

dependent cracking only occurs during the loading portion of the fatigue cycle, and that da/dt

depends on a simple power law of stress intensity. This approach was used by Nicholas et

al. to predict the growth of cracks in nickel based superalloys [114,259,260]. The frequency-

based superposition approach did not accurately predict the growth of cracks when the load

or K is held at values below the maximum level and overpeak retardation occurs. For

superalloys, Van Stone found that da/dt-K, calculated from square wave hold time

experiments, more accurately defined frequency effects on specimen and component life for

complex loadings [113].

The square wave hold time approach should provide reasonable da/dt-K data for those

materials that are particularly sensitive to environmental cracking. However, the uncertainties

associated with the assumptions in the frequency-based approach with more complex loading

waveforms are those very problems that will limit the application of linear superposition to

describe fatigue crack growth rates relevant to components subjected to arbitrary waveforms.

B. Application of Models for Predicting Fatigue Crack Growth Kinetics for Nickel

Based Superalloys at Elevated Temperatures

Empirical curve fitting models (both MSE and SINH) and the linear superposition

model were employed to predict the elevated temperature fatigue crack growth behavior of

nickel based superalloys, including Inconel 718 and Rene'95 [36,114,259,260]. In this

section, the specific application and capability of these models to predict FCP behavior, over

a reasonable range of operational parameters, are demonstrated.

1. Prediction of da/dN-AK for Inconel 718 by MSE and Linear Superposition Models

Nicholas et al. employed the MSE empirical curve-fitting model to interpolatively
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"predict" cycle-dependentfatigue crack growth ratesfor IN 718 at elevatedtemperatures

[262]. The linearsuperpositionconceptwasemployedto sumthetime-dependentandcycle-

dependentcontributions to the total environment sensitive fatigue crack growth rate,

parallelingEquation30:

da/dNTot,l = da/dNcycle Dependent nt- daJdNTime Dependent (68)

The cycle-dependent contribution to crack growth is independent of test temperature

and loading frequency. Since mechanical fatigue is the dominant mechanism in IN 718 for

temperatures below 538°C, at least for cycle periods less than several hundred seconds, the

cycle-dependent damage contribution to crack growth for a mechanical cycle was determined

from a fatigue crack growth test at 538°C or below. These crack growth rate data for the

cycle-dependent contribution for any A K or stress ratio were analytically expressed in the form

of a modified sigmoidal equation as:

da/dNcycle Dependent --'_ (exp B') (AK/AKi) p (In (AK/AK*)) Q (In (AKc/AK)) D (69)

where:

p = (da/dNi)'- (Q/ln(&Ki/AK*)) + (D/ln(AKJAKI))

B' = ln(da/dNi) - (Q ln[ln(AKi/AK*)]) - (D In[ln(AK¢/AK_)]

In the above equations, AK* and AK¢ represent the threshold and critical stress intensity factor

range, respectively, while Q and Dare shaping parameters such that when Q = 'D, the curve

is symmetric. The other parameters, AKi, da/dNi, and (da/dNi)', represent the horizontal and

vertical locations of the inflection point, and the slope of the inflection point, respectively.

The constants in Equation 69 were determined from a best fit to the experimental crack

growth curves obtained at several stress ratios. Specifically, values were determined from

data at R = 0.1 and R = 0.5 at 427°C as:

AK¢ = ._Ki2/_.K and Q = -D = 0.4 (70)

which provides a symmetric curve and a shaping parameter which is independent of R. The

remaining constants which allow interpolation for any value of R were obtained as follows:

log AK* 1.0866 1.0312

log _ K i = 1.6299 + 0.6068

log (da/dNi) -6.2244 0.7690

(da/dN_)' 3.586 1.9587

log (l-R) (71)
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Thetime basedcrackgrowth rate, for usein the linearsuperpositionmodel,wasobtainedby

the methoddescribedin SectionIX.A.1. Theseda/dt versusK datawere employedin

conjunctionwith Equation31 to calculate da/dNTime t_pena*nt"

Results are presented for R = 0.1 and 0.5 at 649°C in Fig. 85 [262]. The loading

frequency was 0.01 Hz in all cases. The time-dependent term in the model was obtained by

integrating da/dt only during the rising load portion of the cycle. The MSE plus linear

superposition model adequately describes environment sensitive fatigue crack growth behavior

at this temperature.

2. Prediction of da/dN-AK in Rene'95 by Interpolation and Superposiaon Models

Van Stone et al. modeled elevated temperature fatigue crack growth in Rene'95 with

a combined interpolative and linear superposition approach [113]. Specifically, the sigmoidal

interpolative model was utilized to describe the constants in the crack growth rate equations

as a function of the cycling variables (R, frequency, hold time, etc.). Again, the cycle-

dependent and time-dependent contributions to da/dNTot_ I were separately accounted for

through the linear superposition concept. The near-threshold crack growth rate was modeled

using an interpolative model to predict the influence of R ratio, frequency and hold time.

This approach included the Walker model to account for the influence of R on cycle-

dependent crack growth rates.

The baseline experiments to establish this modeling include frequency variations, with

cycle periods of 3, 30, or 300 seconds, and hold time tests with a 1.5 second loading ramp,

a hold time at maximum load, and a 1.5 second unloading ramp. The durations of the hold

times were 4, 30, and 300 seconds. Sustained load crack growth tests were performed using

either a K-shed or load control modes. The sustained load cracking behavior was defined by

linear superposition from measured fatigue crack growth results, as described in Section

iX.A.3.

Fig. 86 compares experimental da/dN-AK data with predictions from the interpolation

model (I), and the interpolation plus superposition model (I + S) for Rene'95 at 649°C [113].

It is clear that both methods predict the general trends in the crack growth response.

Predictions of crack growth behavior, outside of the range of conditions over which the model

was calibrated, may, however, be unreliable.
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3. Comparison of the MSE and SINH Models for Predicting da/dN-AK forlNT18

Haritos et al. studied the ability of the MSE and SINH models to predict the time-

dependent crack growth behavior of Inconel 718 at 649°C [111]. First, fatigue crack growth

rate data were generated at the test temperature of 649°C under a baseline condition of

frequency (1 Hz), stress ratio (0.1) and hold time (0 seconds). Additional data were then

generated under varying conditions of lower frequency, higher stress ratio and longer hold

time. This limited set of data was used to determine the coefficients of the functional

relationships between the model constants and the test variables. Additional sets of

experimental data were generated to evaluate the interpolative and predictive characteristics

of each model.

The data sets used to establish the coefficients for the functional relationships between

the model constants and the test parameters are plotted along with the best-fit SINH and MSE

curves in Figs. 87a and b, respectively. A comparison of these two figures reveals that these

two models provide essentially the same fit to the experimental data, except possibly in the

near-threshold regime of the stress intensity factor range. Here, the MSE model, through the

incorporation of the functional relationship for AK*, exhibits additional flexibility in predicting

the experimental data.

The ability of the models to predict trends in da/dN with changing hold time duration

and frequency was also studied. Fig. 88 shows the measured effect of hold time duration on

crack growth rate compared to the SINH and MSE predictions. The two models yield

essentially the same prediction and both predict the trend of the experimental data very well.

Fig. 75 compares model predictions with experimental data on the effect of loading frequency

on crack growth rate at constant _K and R. The predicted frequency dependence is essentially

linear and identical for the two models. Over the range of frequencies studied, however, the

behavior of da/dN on a log-log scale is bilinear. Clearly, the SINH and MSE models are not

able to predict this bilinear behavior.
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X. UNCERTAINTIES HINDERING COMPONENT FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION

A substantial amount of research and engineering work is required to implement

descriptions of environmental effects into fracture mechanics-based damage tolerant fatigue

life prediction codes for structural aerospace alloys. The challenge is particularly acute for

aerospace applications because of the wide range of material/environment systems that can be

encountered in such components. Successes have been recorded when substantial efforts are

directed towards environmental cracking in a single system (e.g., offshore platforms, light

water reactor piping and pressure vessels, or jet engine turbine disks). This progress has been

substantial, as reviewed in this report, and encourages continued work in this area.

Specific needs include:

A. Crack Growth Rate Data

Experiments must be conducted on alloy-hydrogen gas or electrolyte systems relevant

to aerospace applications and in order to determine:

(1) Sustained load threshold (Kmnc) and crack propagation kinetics to define the

extent to which linear superposifion modeling can be employed.

(2) Environmental effects on "sub-KIEAC" Paris regime and near-threshold fatigue

cracking, particularly as a function of loading frequency and temperature, and

identifying the contributions of extrinsic closure and intrinsic fatigue damage.

(3) Environmental fatigue crack propagation under complex spectrum loading, including

the effects of single and multiple over/under-loads and load history.

(4) Fatigue crack propagation behavior of advanced light alloys and composites.

(5) A model material-environment system which simulates high pressure hydrogen effects

on da/dN and which is amenable to simple experimentation with precise monitoring

of crack length and closure behavior.

Bo

(6)

Experimental Methods

New experimental methods are required for:

Accelerated measurement of near-threshold da/dN, particularly at low frequencies

relevant to environmental effects.
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(7) In situ measurement of defect-based fatigue crack initiation, early growth, coalescence

and closure evolution for microstructurally small cracks in various environments and

without loading interruptions.

Co

(8)

(9)

Fracture Mechanics Shnilltude

Work in this area is required for:

Measurement and modeling of crack closure in aggressive environments and under

complex loading histories. Models must be developed for roughness and corrosion

product mechanisms.

Measurement and modeling of the growth kinetics of short and small fatigue cracks,

with chemical and mechanical mechanisms to extend &K-similitude.

Do

(10)

(11)

Micromechanical-Chemical Mechanism Modeling

Modeling and associated experimentation must be expanded to:

Identify the physical mechanisms for electrochemical and hydrogen enhanced fatigue

damage within the crack tip process zone.

Develop mechanism based models for intrinsic da/dN as a function of AK, R, f,

environment activity and alloy variables such as %_.

Ee

(12)

Life Prediction

Applications of the fracture mechanics approach must emphasize:

Life prediction codes which incorporate cycle-time-dependent environmental effects

on fatigue crack growth, extrapolated from short term laboratory data.

(13) Incorporation of small/short crack and closure phenomena in residual life predictions.

(14) Comparisons of code predictions with damage sensor data and full scale component

fatigue life experiments.

Fo Recommendations

Based on these uncertainties, and the scope of the environmental fatigue problem,

recommendations for the next steps to incorporate environmental effects into NASA-FLAGRO

are summarized in Table 5.
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Catalog material-environment systems where chemical effects

on FCP are known.

If IN718 + 500-650°C air is relevant, implement GE-

ACDCYCLE as a module in NASA-FLAGRO.

+ Conduct evaluation experiments; improve model if

necessary (eg., load interactions).

+ Consider temperatures below 400°C.

If environment-sensitive systems (300M, Ti-8-1-1, AA 7079 in

water or NaCI; IN718 in H 2) are relevant, select most important

and implement ACDCYCLE superposition approach in FLAGRO.

+ Develop crack growth rate data base: Wide range da/dN-
AK; Da/dt-K from sustained load and hold time FCP.

+ Conduct evaluation experiments; improve mode].

Critically focus on sub-Kt, FCP; usefulness of superposition.

If important material-environment systems (Ti-6-4, AA 2XXX or

7XXX, moderate %s alloy steels in electrolyte or H 2} exhibit
cycle-time dependent FCP below Kth, then select an important
case;

+ Accumulate literature FCP data°

+ Experimentally characterize FCP rate data for controlled

alloy and chemical conditions; as function of AK, R, f, %.

+ Empirically formulate upper bounds or interpolative da/dN-

AK relationships.

+ Support development of fundamental mechanism and

associated predictive da/dN model°

Table 5 Recommendations for the next steps to incorporate environmental effects in

NASA-FLAGRO.
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The data and referencescited in this report provide a startingpoint to incorporate

specific environmental fatigue crack propagation data into FLAGRO. Additionally,

material/environmentsystemsthat are likely to be susceptibleto MECP and EFCP canbe

notedin thematerialspropertieslibrary. If a specificsystemis of sufficient importanceto

NASA applications,thenempiricalcurve-fitting or upperboundapproachescanbeemployed

to determinespecificda/dNversusAK relationships.Additionaldatacanbegeneratedto test

andimprove the accuracyof suchgrowth rate models.

If elevatedtemperatureFCP in nickel,basedsuperalloys(particularly IN718, IN100

and Rene'95) is relevant to NASA applications, then the work summ_zed in Chapter IX can

be incorporated into FLAGRO. Specifically, the General Electric Aircraft Engine computer

program, ACDCYCLE, could be modified where necessary and adapted as a FLAGRO

module to predict EFCP growth rate laws. Specific laboratory experiments would need to be

conducted to develop material properties data relevant to NASA alloys, and to test the

predictions of ACDCYCLE for load, time and temperature cycles that are relevant to NASA

applications. This methodology is particularly powerful for fatigue crack growth at

temperatures above about 500°C, however, substantial work is required to confirm the

accuracy of the modeling for FCP at lower temperatures. Data are limited for this

temperature regime.

tf material/environment systems that are particularly prone to MECP are relevant to

NASA applications, then the linear superposition approach embodied in the Wei-Landes model

and ACDCYCLE could be implemented into FLAGRO. Examples of possible systems are

high strength landing gear and fastener steels in ambient temperature water vapor and chloride

spray, Ti-SAI-IMo-IV in NaC1, AA7079 in moist gases and electrolytes, and high strength

superalloys in gaseous hydrogen. Pertinent MECP rate data, in terms of da/dt versus K, and

wide range da/dN versus _K EFCP data must be determined. Experiments must be conducted

to test model predictions for a variety of time and stress ratio conditions.

Most environmental effects on FCP occur at stress intensities that are below KmA c for

monotonic load environmental cracking. MECP prone alloys are typically identified during

materials selection and are not employed in applications. Aerospace alloy systems that are

influenced by important environmental effects "below KIEAC" include Ti-6A1-4V, AA2XXX
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and AA7XXX alloys, low to moderate strength C-Mn and alloy steels in various electrolytes

and hydrogen gas, and nickel-based superalloys in H 2. A system that is relevant to NASA

applications must be identified and the data contained in this report must be augmented by

additional literature review. Literature results must be supplemented by laboratory

experiments that define da/dN as a function of AK, R, f, hold time, environment activity and

pertinent metallurgical variables. The empirical curve-fitting and upper bound expressions

can be determined for use in FLAGRO. Fundamental research must be conducted on intrinsic

crack tip damage mechanisms and growth rate models, as well as on extrinsic environment

sensitive crack closure mechanisms.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS

Extensive fatigue data from the literature were reviewed with emphasis on

environmental effects on linear elastic fracture mechanics-based crack propagation kinetics for

alloys that are relevant to aerospace component applications. The many variables that affect

daMN versus AK material property laws are cited. Models for describing environment

sensitive fatigue crack growth kinetics are analyzed. The following conclusions are

established by this literature analysis.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Literature data indicate that fatigue crack propagation rates in most aerospace structural

alloys are significantly accelerated by the presence of aggressive environments,

compared to vacuum and moist air, and particularly those that are capable of

electrochemically reacting with straining crack surfaces and of producing atomic

hydrogen at crack tips.

Environment assisted fatigue crack propagation is severe at stress intensities above the

threshold tevel, KIEAC, for monotonic load environmental cracking. Notably,

however, strong and deleterious environmental effects on fatigue persist at stress

intensities well below K_EAC. Materials that are not susceptible to "stress corrosion

cracking" are often deleteriously affected by environment under cyclic loading in both

gases and electrolytes.

While mechanistic understanding is qualitative, environmental effects on FCP can be

rationalized based on either an environmental hydrogen production/embrittlement

mechanism, or on electrochemical film formation with repeated rupture and transient

anodic dissolution. These models are useful for hypothesizing the nature of

environmental effects, but have not been quantitatively developed.

The fracture mechanics stress intensity range can correlate environmental fatigue crack

propagation rates independent of load magnitude, crack size and geometry. Stress

intensity-based similitude is, however, complicated by the effects of crack closure

(including several mechanisms unique to external environments), small crack size as

well as loading history and spectra. These complications must be considered in life

prediction.
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(5) Fatigue crack growth rates for alloys in aggressive environments are governed by the

synergistic interaction of a plethora of variables including AK ,stress ratio, frequency,

environmental activity, loading waveform, alloy yield strength and microstructure.

(6) Two variables particularly affect rates of environmental fatigue crack propagation;

stress intensity range and loading frequency. Compared to simple Paris power-law

behavior for FCP in benign environments, complex-shaped da/dN versus AK

relationships are typical of an environmental effect. For any AK level, da/dN

generally increases with decreasing loading frequency (or increasing hold time), with

the functional dependence specific to the stress intensity regime under consideration,

be it above or below K_F.AO

(7) Fatigue crack propagation rates for nickel based superalloys are substantially increased

at elevated temperatures by moist air exposure, and depend on stress ratio, frequency

and hold time. Phenomenological similarities exist between elevated temperature

fatigue cracking in nickel based superalloys and FCP in Fe, A1, Ni and Ti-based alloys

in low temperature hydrogen producing gases and electrolytes.

(8) Environment assisted crack growth rate data, for monotonic and cyclic loading, are

limited for many alloys and environments relevant to aerospace applications. These

environments are often complex to contain and control in laboratory experimentation°

(9) Stress intensity-based FCP laws can be developed from three perspectives: (a) linear

superposition of mechanical fatigue and monotonic load environmental cracking, (b)

empirical curve fitting of a broad range of crack growth rate data, and (c) mechanistic

modeling of crack tip chemo-mechanical fatigue damage. Models of this sort are

required for incorporation into NASA FLAGRO.

(10) Each approach to modeling da/dN versus AK has been employed to quantitatively

describe environmental effects on fatigue crack propagation, relevant to several

technologies including offshore structures, pressure vessels and pipes in nuclear

reactors and jet engine disks.

(11) There is currently no rigorous and quantitative method to broadly predict environment

enhanced FCP rates, outside of an existing data base and for a given material and

environment system.
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(12) Further researchis required in the areasof near-threshold environmental fatigue

behavior, advanced alloy and composite cracking, fundamental damage mechanism

models, da/dN-_K modeling, crack closure and small crack effects on similitude.

(13) Specific recommendations for incorporating environmental effects on FCP in NASA

FLAGRO include cataloging the MECP and FCP data contained in this report,

adapting a linear superposition computer program (e.g., ACDCYCLE) as a FLAGRO

module, testing the linear superposition approach for a relevant material/environment

system, experimentally defining the "below KmAc" behavior of a relevant

material/environment system, and continuing to develop fundamental models of

environment sensitive crack closure and intrinsic damage mechanisms.
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